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Using this guide - The Rankings

All entries stand out as being of particular national heritage interest but there
are inevitably notable variations in terms of intactness and quality, hence the
ranking system we have adopted.

 Three Star pubs have stayed wholly or largely intact for the last fifty
years, or retain particular rooms or features that are truly rare or exceptional, or
display a combination of the two.

 Two Star pubs have interiors where the intactness and quality levels will be
somewhat lower than for Three Star

 The interiors of One Star pubs will have either readily identifiable historic
layouts or retain rooms or features of special interest but more significant
changes are allowable.



Greater London Central
Blackfriars
174 Queen Victoria Street, Blackfriars, EC4V 4EG 
Tel: (020) 7236 5474 
Email: blackfriar@nicholsonspubs.com 
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/theblackfri
arblackfriarslondon 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Blackfriars) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Black Friar 
The Black Friar is astonishing and quite unlike anything else.
The wedge-shaped building itself dates from about 1873 but
was given a lavish make-over from about 1905 when it was
taken over by landlord William Petit. His architect was H.
Fuller Clark who brought in the noted artist Henry Poole to
carry out the decoration. It's an early example of theming, the
theme being the friars of the Dominican friary established here
in 1276 (called ‘black friars’ from the colour of their habits).
They – or rather jolly, reinvented versions of them – appear
everywhere in sculptures, mosaics and metal reliefs, and
engage in the serious business of eating, drinking and generally
having a good time – for example, in singing carols in the
copper relief over the magnificent inglenook fireplace, or in a
scene showing eels and fish being collected for (meatless)
Friday. The most remarkable part is the barrel-vaulted area at
the back of the pub, under the adjacent railway, and added in
1917–21 with more reliefs. Aesop’s fables and traditional
nursery rhymes, such as Three Blind Mice and Humpty
Dumpty can be picked out. The richness of the interior is
enhanced by much alabaster and marble. The exterior is worth
a good look too: a couple of friars helpfully point towards the
former ‘saloon’. Clearly the main bar was originally divided
into at least two parts.

Main Bar



Hatton Garden
1 Ely Court, Ely Place, Hatton Garden, EC1N 6SJ 
Directions: look for the passage from Hatton Garden 
Tel: (020) 7405 4751 
Email: yeoldemitre@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.yeoldemitreholborn.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Olde Mitre 
A fine and remarkable pub, tucked away up an alley. The
building dates from the late 18th century but what we see
inside is a complete scheme from the inter-war period. Either
side of the central servery are two bars, each with extensive
Tudor-style panelling. Leading off the rear room is a cosy little
snug, known as ‘Ye Closet’. The front bar has three outside
doors, suggesting it was once divided into three tiny
compartments (but a single space certainly since the 1930s).
The gents’ can only be accessed from outside – a very rare
thing for a London pub. The upstairs room was fitted out about
1990 and is known as the Bishop’s Room which, like the name
of the pub and its address, is a reminder that the bishops of Ely
had their London residence here until 1772. Indeed, officially
the area was treated as a part of Cambridgeshire!

Front Bar

London
62 St. Giles High Street, London, WC2H 8LE 
Tel: (020) 7240 2876 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Angel 
Rebuilt 1898/9 but later (1930s probably) expanded into the
property on the left. The most striking feature is on the far
right, a former carriage entrance which has now been turned
into an extra room, which has lots of tiling, including on the
ceiling. A disembodied hand points the way to the ‘saloon bar
2nd door’, which is now a snug recreated by owners, Samuel
Smiths of Tadcaster, as part of their excellent refit in the
1990s. The screen between the carriageway and the bars is
original and has beautiful swirling designs in etched glass. The
bar counter in the right-hand part of the pub is original but the
bar-back is a replacement.

Bar



London
18 Argyll Street, London, W1F 7TP 
Tel: (020) 7734 6117 
Email: argyllarms@nicholsonspubs.com 
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/theargyllar
msoxfordcircuslondon 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Argyll Arms 
An astonishing survival within yards of bustling Oxford Street.
The building dates from 1868 but what makes it so remarkable
is the survival of the glazed screenwork. This was installed in
1895 under architect R. Sawyer and divides the pub up into a
series of those small areas that so appealed to late Victorian
London drinkers. At the front there are two entrances, the right-
hand one leading to a screened drinking area, while that on the
left leads to a corridor to the rear of the building, and from
which other spaces are accessed. Along the corridor mirrors
enhance the sumptuous atmosphere with reflections of the
glazed screens opposite. At the back the ‘saloon and dining
room’ has another glittering display of mirrors. Other features
to relish are the highly decorated ceiling, an immensely deep,
decorated cornice and an ornamented column in the rear parts,
plus a delightful little publican’s glazed-in office incorporated
in the ornate bar-back. At the rear a magnificent swirly iron
stair-rail sweeps up to a restaurant: all modern apart from the
ornate breccia fireplace and its overmantel.

Front Snug



London
8 Dorset Street, London, W1U 6QW 
Tel: (020) 7487 4773 
Email: thebarleymoww1@gmail.com 
Website: https://www.barleymowlondon.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Barley Mow 
This tall four-storey building of 1791 houses a Victorian
interior of great interest thanks to the unique survival of a pair
of small drinking boxes attached to the counter on the left-hand
side. This is a perfect example of how, in times gone by,
Londoners liked to drink in intimate, cosy surroundings. Four
or five people in each and they are full. A very doubtful claim
that they were intended for pawnbroking transactions is
probably a late 20th-century explanation for features which
have become inexplicable with changed drinking traditions
(that is not to say, of course, that a few dodgy deals may not
have taken place therein over the years). Screwed to thecounter
tops are two much-worn brass plates displaying theprices of
liquor such as rum at 15 shillings (75p) a gallon. Theexistence
of three entrances in the frontage is clearly suggestive of other
internal subdivisions now long gone.

Servery and Drinking Boxes

London
68-70 Whitfield Street, London, W1T 4EY 
Tel: (020) 7580 3186 
Email: bun073695@mbplc.com 
Website: https://www.thecarpentersarmsw1.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Euston) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Carpenters Arms 
This former Wenlock Brewery pub dates from 1938 and still
retains many original features including a tiled brewery sign on
the corner. Retains two bars but the two vestibule entrances
appear modern. The front small bar has original fielded
panelled bar counter, but modern bar back fitting, possibly an
original wood surround fireplace but with modern tiling. The
rear small bare boarded bar has fielded panelling to picture
frame height, a 1930s wood surround fireplace but with
modern tiles, an original fielded panelled bar counter, but a
modern bar back. There is a modest skylight and it looks like a
small area at the rear is an add-on.

Rear Bar



London
5 Little Essex Street, London, WC2R 3LD 
Tel: (020) 3999 9999 
Email: welcome@cheshirecheesestrand.co.uk 
Website: https://www.cheshirecheesestrand.co.uk/home-retro-
beer-pub 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Blackfriars) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Cheshire Cheese 
Built of brick in neo-Georgian style in 1928 by architect T H
Nowell Parr. On the ground floor is the main bar which was
originally two small rooms - a public bar on the right and
saloon bar on the left. The inner left-hand door still retains a
‘Saloon’ brass plate. The room has fielded panelling to three-
quarter height (some to full height) and a panelled bar counter
with plain pilasters. There are two bar-backs of three bays each
made of carved oak, inset with leaded mirror panels. Above
you as you descend to the lower ground floor there is a figure
‘3. Originally the lounge bar, it retains the original counter.
The bar-back is of a similar design to that in the main bar, with
six visible bays with leaded mirror panels and three pediments.
The small dining room on the first floor retains the original
timber fireplace surround and all walls are fronted with fielded
panelling to two-thirds height.

Main Bar



London
22 High Holborn, London, WC1V 6BN 
Tel: (020) 7242 7670 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Cittie Of Yorke 
This is one of the great inter-war pubs and draws nostalgically
on the traditions of Tudor Merrie England. It was rebuilt in
1923–4 (designer possibly Ernest R. Barrow) to replace a shop
owned by Henekey & Co., a famous London wine merchant.
The tall, narrow façade, no doubt fossilising the plan of an
ancient plot, has elegant Tudor detail. The right-hand corridor
leads past the fairly conventional front bar to the key area, a
great long, open-roofed baronial hall at the rear. On the right
this has a series of drinking booths, which are unique in an
English pub of this date (but found in Northern Ireland and, in
modern times, imitated at pubs in the Wetherspoon chain).
Behind the servery are great vats, said to have been in use until
the Second World War for holding spirits and fortified wines.
The iron columns supporting the gallery are no doubtVictorian.
The triangular stove is believed to have come fromGray’s Inn
and to date from about 1815: its flue goes downbefore going
up to exit the building. The brick cellars (open Tue–Fri
evenings) are a survival from the previous building. Other fine
examples of the Tudor/baronial theme can be found at the
Black Horse, Birmingham), and the mighty King & Queen,
Brighton.

Rear Bar

London
34 Kingly Street, London, W1B 5QH 
Tel: (020) 7494 0834 
Email: Clachan@nicholsonspubs.com 
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/theclachan
kinglystreetlondon 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Clachan 
A striking, loosely French Renaissance-style pub built of 1898.
Two of the three entrances have mosaic flooring bearing the
name of the pub. That on the Kingly Street side (with
ornamental tiles on the wall) leads to a mosaic corridor which
originally led to a door to the rear parts of the pub. Nowadays
all the internal divisions have gone and one can
circumnavigate the very impressive servery with its mahogany
fittings.

Servery



London
29 Greek Street, London, W1D 5DH 
Tel: (020) 7437 5920 
Email: CoachAndHorses@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.coachandhorsessoho.pub/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Coach & Horses 
Famously known as 'Norman's', the pub occupies a striking
four-storey building dated around 1840. The interior was
completely remodelled in 1937 and this work survives largely
intact. Originally, there were three separate bars (public bar,
private bar and saloon), each with its own entrance; that layout
remains, though the dividing double-doors were removed
around 1960 and the middle entrance has gone. The wall
panelling, tapering counters and bar-back are all in light oak
and two areas still have a spitoon trough at the base of the
counter; in the saloon bar the trough has unusual removable
panels with ring-pulls for ease of cleaning. The top section of
the right-hand part of the bar-back was added around 1962,
hence the adverts for drinks of that time. 'Norman' was long-
serving landlord Norman Balon, who retired in 2006 having
earned the (self-proclaimed) title of 'London's rudest landlord'.

Interior 1

London
5 Hill Street, London, W1J 5LD 
Tel: (020) 7355 1055 
Email: thecoachandhorses@hotmail.co.uk 
Website: https://www.coachandhorsesmayfair.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Coach & Horses 
The oldest-surviving pub in Mayfair, Three storey pub built
c.1748 and stuccoed in 1850. Grade II-listed. Has an
extraordinary bar back fitting which protrudes forward in the
centre forming a canopy over the central area of the servery;
dado panelling looks old. The rear seating area features an
attractive marble and wood fireplace. The pub is popular with
business people from the surrounding area.

Exterior



London
91-92 Strand, London, WC2R 0DW 
Tel: (020) 7379 9883 
Email: coalhole@nicholsonspubs.com 
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/thecoalhol
estrandlondon 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Coal Hole 
A stunning piece of ‘olde English’ revival as employed, rather
later, at the even more stunning Cittie of Yorke. The pub is
part of the Savoy Court complex built in 1903-4 to designs by
a well-known Edwardian architect T E Collcutt. Expense was
not spared in creating a lofty, beamed L-shaped drinking hall
whose main decorative theme is the celebration of the fruit of
the vine. In a massive, deep frieze there are decorative young
ladies collecting grapes in an agreeable state of undress. Do go
upstairs to the mezzanine floor from where you can get a bird’s
eye view of this spectacular pub and its sumptuous features.
The pub claims to take its name from being a popular hostelry
for London coal heavers who used to fuel the city before the
arrival of natural gas. There is also a small, windowless snug
in the basement which purports to be the pub’s coal hole.

Bar Counter



London
18 Bateman Street, London, W1D 3AJ 
Tel: (020) 7494 0697 
Email: dogandduck@nicholsonspubs.com 
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/thedogand
ducksoholondon 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Dog & Duck 
A lovely small (and usually busy) pub, built as a hotel in 1897
to designs by architect Francis Chambers. The exterior has
glazed brick upper floors and a carving of the eponymousfauna
which appear again in a delightful but sadly mauledmosaic at
the Frith Street entrance as well as in the wall tiling.Tiles are
an important element in the decoration, lining theback wall of
the left-hand part of the pub, and forming thedado and framing
two fine advertising mirrors on the rightside: interestingly
neither promotes alcohol, rather cigarettesand cigars, seltzer
and mineral waters (the craftsman, S.Trenner, signed his
creations). Originally the pub would surelyhave had a division
between the two very different halves andquite possibly
divisions within the right-hand side. It is hard toenvisage
where the servery would have been: the present one,probably
introduced in the postwar period, straddles one of twoblocked
external doorways: the superstructure on the counter isclearly
reused work.

Main Bar



London
39 Duke Street, London, W1U 1LP 
Tel: (020) 3856 3006 
Email: TheDuchess@TheChapterCollection.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theduchesspub.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Duchess 
An unusually intact example of post-war pub-fitting. Rebuiltby
Whitbread in 1958, this three-storey (plus attic) pub isnamed
after a famous late Georgian architect (1745-1806). Theneo-
Georgian style, freely-treated classical doorway, sashwindows
and boot-scrapers all give a nod to the buildings ofHolland’s
time. There is one bar on the ground floor which is
distinguished by virtually all-over bare wood panelling, giving
it an elegant feel. Note the attractive interlinked marquetry
band on the counter front and the sub-Adamesque plaster
decoration on the ceiling. Panelling and plaster decoration
reappear in the upstairs restaurant where the servery is a
modern insertion. Unfortunately, so too is the bar back
downstairs (the finish of the wood and the ornamental detail is
rather different from the rest of the woodwork). The door tothe
stairs and the doors into the restaurant have glazing set in
copper strips and the upstairs gents’ is lined with rather
remarkable red and light grey veneer panels set in chrome
strips (the ladies’ has been modernised).

Ground Floor Servery



London
7 Roger Street, London, WC1N 2PB 
Tel: (020) 7242 7230 
Email: bookings@dukepub.co.uk 
Website: http://www.dukepub.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) 
Listed Status: II

Duke 
The pub is part of Mytre House, a development of 1937–8 by
architect D. E. Harrington. There had been a pub on the site
previously, hence its incorporation into the new development.
The most important space is the lounge at the back which
retains three original seating booths with timber and reeded
glass dividers between them, the idea of which might havebeen
borrowed from the Cittie of Yorke, a shortish distanceaway on
High Holborn (XXX). Similar but rather moreutilitarian booths
were installed in the public bar probably inthe 1960s or 1970s
and blocked the doorway to what had beenan off-sales. The
Ind Coope frosted and lettered glass no doubtdate from the
same time. The counters are original althoughthe upper
shelving of the bar-backs seems later. The loos stillhave their
original 1930s tiling.

Rear Bar

London
38 Red Lion Street, London, WC1R 4PN 
Tel: (020) 7404 8461 
Email: nick@the-enterprise.co.uk 
Website: http://www.the-enterprise.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Enterprise 
A Victorian four-storey brick-built pub with wide entrance
lobbies to left and right with colourful tiled floors and floor-to-
ceiling tiling. The left-hand wall has floor to ceiling tiling
including four large plain bevelled mirrors in wooden frames.
The front bar retains its Victorian bar counter and back fitting
which has a row of small mirrors along the top section and
other mirrors below, and in the centre of the three-bay bar back
is a pedimented doorway. The rear bar, now largely open to
the front one, has a similar back fitting to that at the front: the
original counter remains but has evidently been shortened.
There are Victorian glazed panels over the doorway that sits
between the two areas of the servery.

Front Bar





London
6 Oxford Street, London, W1D 1AN 
Tel: (020) 7636 8324 
Email: tottenham@nicholsonspubs.com 
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/theflyingho
rseoxfordstreetlondon 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Flying Horse 
Built in 1892/93 in a florid Flemish Renaissance style,
architects Saville & Martin, for Baker Bros. Now a long, single
space, as a result of the amalgamation of the original two
rooms. Note there are two distinct parts to the ceiling - thefront
one has a modest frieze; the rear part a tiled frieze andskylight.
Originally there would have been entrance on the leftthat led to
the rear room, the passage running where the presentbar back
and bar counter are situated. 

Head for the rear section to admire some of the most
exceptional and rare Victorian pub fittings seen anywhere. The
walls on three sides have carved mahogany pilasteredpanelling
and within it is an impressive display of paintingswhich feature
women representing three of the four seasons(number four has
been lost at some stage). Also, three back-painted mirrors by
Jones and Firmin. There are tiled panelsbetween the paintings
and mirrors, four of which depictflowering urns by Millington,
Wisdom and Co. 

There is a large ornate mahogany-surround fireplace with
overmantle featuring three plain mirrors and other large plain
mirrors. Above all of these rare features is a colourful tiled
frieze with swirling foliage; and an impressive large octagonal
skylight with a tiled cornice; however modern coloured glass
has been inserted. Also on the ceiling are two painted roundels
depicting mythological scenes by de Jong (and another four in
the front room part). 

The much altered front room part has a modern bar counter.
The bar back might be old but moved back from its original
position. The pilastered panelling also runs along the righthand
side wall and includes one of the rare paintings.Downstairs is a
room now St Giles Bar, which has a modernbar counter and
bar back.

Front Bar



London
115 Charterhouse Street, London, EC1M 6AA 
Tel: (020) 7250 1300 
Email: foxandanchor@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.foxandanchor.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Fox & Anchor 
You can't miss this pub's gorgeous Art Nouveau ceramic
frontage and entrance. Designed by Latham Augustus Withall
and built by W H Lascelles and Co; the decorative panels on
the inside external walls of the ground floor, and perhaps most
or all of the decorative front, were designed by W J Neatby
and manufactured by Doulton and Co of Lambeth. Neatby is
most famous for the sumptuous tilework at Harrods' food hall.
The decorative gable at high level is dated 1898. Inside, there
is a long servery on the left with a pewter-topped counter, and
a tiled dado. At the back is a small panelled room (the 'Fox's
Den') with three tiny intimate snugs off; but much of the
woodwork here is thought to be relatively modern and may
date from a 1993 refit.

Bar Back



London
49 Dean Street, London, W1D 5BG 
Tel: (020) 7437 2477 
Email: frenchhousereservations@gmail.com 
Website: http://frenchhousesoho.com/ 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross) 
Listed Status: Not listed

French House 
This tiny single-room pub in the heart of Soho is a real
institution with a long and strong French connection. It alsohas
a good restaurant upstairs. It was taken over by the
Francophone Belgian Victor Berlemont in 1914 (see framed
cuttings and pictures in the bar) when it was called the York
Minster, although by the 1920s it had acquired the nickname
‘the French Pub’. It was rebuilt in 1937 to designs of architect
Alfred W Blomfield. Later, there was some wartime bomb
damage and partial refitting afterwards which created the pub
we see today. The present name appeared in 1981 to celebrate
the French ties. The fittings in the small, single bar are all very
much of a piece with narrow, elongated panels featuring in the
wall panelling, a counter (with doors for access to the beer
engines in former days), and sash windows. There is a dumb
waiter in the middle of the bar-back. As might be expected
wine easily outsells beer. Breton cider is popular and it is
claimed that more Ricard is sold here than at any other UK
outlet.

Front Room

London
55 Great Portland Street, London, W1W 7LQ 
Tel: (020) 3946 3740 
Email: info@thegeorge.london 
Website: http://thegeorge.london/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Euston) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

George 
Now a single drinking space, it is still well worth a visit for its
collection of surviving, excellent late-Victorian fixtures and
fittings. The panelled bar counter looks original, and there's
also a magnificent five-bay back-fitting with etched and gilded
mirrors with sprays of flowers and foliage. However, the most
striking part of the pub is the left-hand side with its wood-
panelled walls, etched and gilded mirrors, and delightful
ceramic panels. In the front area are three elongated panels of
ladies and gents on horseback, and at the rear it's fully panelled
to the ceiling and decorated with mirrors and tiles with
beautifully realised painted hunting dogs and a stag.

Interior



London
59 Marylebone Lane, London, W1U 2NY 
Tel: (020) 7935 3228 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Golden Eagle 
A small and cosy pub, one of the few remaining old style
Marylebone pubs, that was rebuilt in 1890. It retains a
Victorian three bay bar back with good decorative etched
mirrors on the left and right and plain mirror panels in the
middle. Note the two small baffles on the left and right ends of
the bar back, and some lower shelves lost to fridges. The three
sided bar counter looks old / original but has been painted deep
red as has the dado panelling throughout; fireplace lost and pot
shelf is modern. There are three external doors so originally
three bars (or two bars and off-sales).

Bar Back



London
36 Riding House Street, London, W1W 7EP 
Tel: (020) 7580 9087 
Email: enquiry@thegreenmanw1.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thegreenmanw1.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (St Pancras) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Green Man 
UPDATE 2020.

A refurbishment has recently been carried out which 
requires a re-assessment. 

Please note - the photos are therefore out of date and the 
description is one written before the recent changes. 

The pub is effectively one room which retains many original
fittings, including a decorative screen situated towards the rear
which separated a small sung from the main bar before the
double doors were removed. There is a colourful Victoriantiled
floor at the front left of the room indicating a partitioned
passage to what would have originally been a small bar. On the
Bourlet Close side is a door that leads through a short passage
to the rear part of the bar i.e. the pub looks to have had four
small rooms originally. There is a wooden floor throughout.

There is a centrally placed, almost square servery with
Victorian panelled bar counter – note the two different
treatments with wooden decoration on the front three sides and
round arched panels on the rear part. Very little remains of the
bar back fitting and the pot shelf is modern.

Rear Screen and Snug Servery



London
93 Leonard Street, London, EC2A 4RD 
Tel: (020) 3745 7496 
Email: Info@the-griffin.com 
Website: https://the-griffin.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Old Street) 
Listed Status: II

Griffin 
The Griffin is actually two buildings that have been knocked
into one; the older part stretches down Ravey Street and has
some typical detailing from about 1870. The later part, on the
corner, has some distinctive tiled panels and dates from c.1899.
Inside, the long Victorian counter remains, as does the match-
board panelling that covers the ceiling. But the feature of most
interest is the seven bay back fitting behind the bar with aseries
of unusual, highly ornamented wooden columns withcapitals
picked out in gold, a number of original mirrors. In what was
previously a separate room at the rear there are three inscribed
mirrors advertising “Finest Scotch Whiskies”; “Clarets of the
Finest Vintage”, and “Ports of the Leading Shippers”.

Bar Back

London
30 Bruton Place, London, W1J 6NL 
Tel: (020) 7409 1728 
Email: guinea@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theguinea.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Guinea 
This Young’s pub occupies a three-storey brick building with a
prominent oriel window, and the front windows have etched
glass bearing the name of the pub. Its chief interest lies in the
evidence of the way Victorian pubs were subdivided. On the
left the door glass identifies a ‘private bar’ while that on the
right mentions a ‘lounge bar’. Inside there is the very rare
survival of a screen on the left-hand side which still retains its
door. The right-hand side would have had a screen between the
front and rear areas (note how the ceiling differs: boarded at
the front, plain plaster at the rear). The Victorian bar counter,
with panelling and console brackets, remains as do parts of the
bar-back. The restaurant area at the back left has old panelling
and has probably long been a pub room.

Front Bar and Screen



London
21a Devonshire Street, London, W1G 6PD 
Tel: (020) 7486 7420 
Email: landlord@inn1888marylebone.co.uk 
Website: http://www.inn1888marylebone.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Inn 1888 
As the present name helpfully implies, this pub dates back to
1888, and the great feature here is the tiling and mirror work
lining the inside walls. The tiled walls have a yellow ochre-
coloured dado, above which is an early type of Art Nouveau
frieze, and, then, on the upper part of the walls, a series of
panels divided by wooden pilasters. Each panel has an
ornamented mirror set within a wooden frame. The colouration
of this upper tiling is unique and is a warm mixture of beige,
buff and red. Near the side entrance is a splendid advertising
mirror promoting the wares of Pocock & Pearce of Pancras
Road who tell us they are the sole proprietors of Paddy
Liqueur Irish Whisky and ‘The Nurse’s’ brand of bottled beers.
There is a little vignette in the centre of ‘Paddy and Polly’
cavorting about, seemingly drunk.

Interior

London
43 Weymouth Mews, London, W1G 7EQ 
Tel: (020) 3455 2871 
Email: info@jackalopelondon.com 
Website: https://jackalopelondon.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) 
Listed Status: II

Jackalope 
A most interesting mid-19th-century mews pub in the heart of
Marylebone. There are two sets of double doors, those on the
left with ‘Bottle Entrance’ inscribed in the etched glass, and
hence leading at one time into an off-sales compartment (a
display case still remains on the left-hand wall); the others
proclaim ‘Retail Entrance’, which must have referred to the
main drinking areas. Today there are three rooms with two at
the front entered through wide openings (the counter with its
sloping bar Victorian counter is on the left – the bar back is
modern work) – note the old baffle in the front right room.

Rear Room



London
St Michaels Alley - Cornhill, London, EC3V 9DS 
Tel: (020) 7929 6972 
Email: jamaicawinehouse@shepherd-neame.co.uk 
Website: https://www.jamaicawinehouse.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Cannon Street) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Jamaica Wine House 
An unusual pub up an alleyway beside St Michael’s church –
look out for the massive, iron-bracketed lantern with the pub’s
name. It was rebuilt in 1885 to designs by architect Banister
Fletcher when it was a coffee house. The rectangular space is
divided into four by three mahogany screens set at right angles
to the counter. Originally there was no link between the two
left-hand and two right-hand compartments. The two parts
have completely different ceiling treatments: that on the left,
unusually, has panels of ceramic or enamelled metal. The
counter is original but altered on the right-hand. The bar-back
and seating are modern.

Interior

London
13 Westmoreland Street, London, W1G 8PJ 
Tel: (020) 7935 2201 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Kings Head 
Rebuilt in 1939 by Charringtons. Now one room, although the
ground floor was originally two small bars. The room has
1930’s dado panelling all around, original counters remain
with Charringtons checkerboard floor tiling around the base in
a step style. It looks as if there was a staff entrance to the right
of the counter, and also possibly near where the dividing
partition was situated between the original two bars. The bar
back is a good glazed one but there are some glass shelves
typical of the 1960s; also a dumb waiter. A door on the left
with ‘Lounge Bar’ in gold on a frosted panel leads upstairs to
another bar with more 1939 dado panelling, the counter with
horizontal panels is not easy to date and the bar back has
mirrored panels. Exterior



London
94 Lambs Conduit Street, London, WC1N 3LZ 
Tel: (020) 7405 0713 
Email: lambwc1@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thelamblondon.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) 
Listed Status: II

Lamb 
Housed in a Georgian building, things to note outside are the
magnificent, swirly cast-iron lamp bracket and the two-tone
green tiling which probably dates from the Edwardian era.
Inside, the pub is now a single space but would once have been
divided up into several small compartments. The most famous
feature at the Lamb is the double range of snob screens set on
either side of the counter. The three-sided bar counter is late-
Victorian or Edwardian. On the right is a small snug area with
etched glass, some of it clearly reused At the rear left is a
sunken area with some simple wall panelling. Other old fittings
are the match-board panelled ceiling and some slender
columns with foliage capitals supporting the upper floors.

Servery

London
33 Rose Street, London, WC2E 9EB 
Tel: (020) 7497 9504 
Email: lambandflag.manager@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.lambandflagcoventgarden.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Lamb & Flag 
Pub of late 17th-century origin but re-fronted in 1958,
retaining a fair amount of Victorian and (in, say, the closed-in
staircase) earlier woodwork. It still retains one partition that
forms two bars, and the front bar retains an old panelled
counter curved at the front and with decorative brackets. The
original bar back fitting features two large mirrors with
decorative borders, and there is old dado panelling. The rear
bar, now partitioned off by the doorless screen, contains some
old half-height wall panelling. It has an old curving bar counter
but of a different style to that in the front bar and looks inter-
war. It has an unusual fielded panelled fireplace, good H & G
Simonds Ltd mirror and settle pew seating in keeping with a
traditional interior.

Servery & Part Enclosed Staircase



London
10-12 Leadenhall Market, London, EC3V 1LR 
Tel: (020) 7626 2454 
Email: LAMBTAVERN@YOUNGS.CO.UK 
Website: https://www.lambtavernleadenhall.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Fenchurch Street) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Lamb Tavern 
Rebuilt in 1880-1 to the designs of Horace Jones, the Lamb is
at the heart of Leadenhall Market. The external glazing has lots
of etched glass including a large corner panel with the words
‘W Pardy Wine and Spirit Merchant’ and door glass naming
the former rooms within. Just inside the right-hand doors is a
large tiled panel from the prolific firm of W B Simpson & Son,
helpfully dated March 1889, showing Sir Christopher Wren in
1671 explaining his plans for the Monument to those gathered
around. The cellar bar is a warren of spaces under depressed,
red-brick jack-arches and is notable for its cream and green
tiling.

Downstairs Bar



London
49 Great Russell Street, London, WC1B 3BA 
Tel: (020) 7242 8987 
Email: 7222@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/museum-tavern/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Museum Tavern 
As the name suggests, this pub is right opposite the entrance to
the British Museum. It claims a long history stretching back
into the 18th century and was originally known as the Dog and
Duck but changed its name with the arrival of the museum.The
building we see today is a rebuilding of 1855 by thearchitect,
William Finch Hill. Big changes took place in 1889with a
refitting by Wylson and Long for the then landlord,George
Blizzard. The ornate bar-back and tapering countersurvive as
does one original mirror advertising Watney’sImperial Stout
(the other mirrors are from later). The fouroutside doors show
how the interior was divided up in formerdays. You can still
see the names ‘public bar’, ‘private bar’,‘saloon’ and
‘luncheon buffet’ in the door and window glass.In fact there
were five bars in all: they became three in 1935and these,
sadly, became one in the 1960s. The squarepanelling of the
ceiling adds much to the character of the pub.There are two
panels of stained glass at the rear of the pub.Unfortunately, the
splendid fireplace at the far end has beencompromised by the
addition of inappropriate cabinets andtiles.

Interior



London
418 St John Street, London, EC1V 4NJ 
Tel: (020) 7837 7816 
Email: INFO@OLDREDLIONTHEATRE.CO.UK 
Website: https://www.oldredliontheatre.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Old Red Lion 
The main interest of this pub, rebuilt in 1899 by prolific pub
architects Eedle & Myers, is a tall wood and glass screen – the
sort of thing that was so common in the days of
compartmentalised pubs but now so very rare. An old picture
on the rear wall shows how it was placed originally: it createda
larger front room than today. The counter seems interwarwith
later panels added to the front. The bar back towards thefront
of the pub could be interwar but even perhaps of the1950s.
Along the top the words ‘Ales & Stout’, ‘Charrington’,and
‘Spirits’ can be made out. On the first floor is the Old RedLion
Theatre (founded 1979), so this is one of those London
institutions, a theatre-pub: its little box office is located at the
rear of the main bar.

Screen



London
145 Fleet Street, London, EC4A 2BU 
Tel: (020) 7353 6170 
Email: info@yeoldecheshirecheese.com 
Website: https://ye-olde-cheshire-cheese.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (City Thameslink) 
Listed Status: II

Olde Cheshire Cheese 
Rebuilt after the Great Fire of 1666, this pub is tucked away up
an alley. Fly-screens (as they are known) in the windows bear
the letters ‘OCC’. What really counts at this famous London
pub is the pair of rooms either side of the entrance corridor. On
the right is a small bar with what appears to be very old
panelling, simple bench seating, a huge fireplace and apossibly
Victorian counter. Over the entrance is a notice fromless
egalitarian days, ‘Gentlemen only served in this bar’.Under the
adjacent hatch it says ‘Waiter service’. No doubt thewaiters in
question would have been serving the Chop Roomacross the
corridor, a panelled eating area which is perhaps thenearest
thing we have to the atmosphere of an eating area in anold
tavern. Next to the hatch is a tiny pewter-lined sink with astill-
working tap (to rinse glasses or provide drinking water for
diners, or both?) The upper floors are in restaurant use andhave
panelling of various dates, much of it 20th-century. Thepub
was much extended to the east and a new part added inabout
1991 by architects Waterhouse & Ripley for owners Sam
Smiths.

Gents Only Room



London
208 High Holborn, London, WC1V 7EP 
Tel: (020) 7405 8816 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Charing Cross) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Princess Louise 
A visit here is an amazing experience and shows how late
Victorian London drinkers and publicans liked their pubs when
there was money to spend. The 1870s building seems to have
been remodelled in the 1890s, whence the sumptuous displayof
tiling (by W.B. Simpson & Sons) and mirrors, which givethe
building a sense of fantasy and gaiety. The layout workedwith
a bar at the front and corridors down each side givingaccess to
a series of drinking spaces, separated by glass andtimber
screens. These wrapped around a peninsula-styleservery from
which staff could reach customers in all parts.The screenwork
had gone by the late 1960s (and perhaps longbefore that). Then
in 2008 a remarkable thing happened.Owners, Samuel Smiths
of Tadcaster, Yorkshire, put them back. Some surviving etched
glass panels provided a model for authentic replacements and
the discovery of a plan in the Crown Estate archives confirmed
the Victorian layout. The lovely mosaic floors are of 2008
showing, along with the screenwork, that skilled craftsmanship
is still alive and well. Your tour must also include the gents’
downstairs with three spectacular urinals which are second
only to those at the Philharmonic in Liverpool: ladies are
welcome to view if they aren’t in use! Three other classic
London pubs with small drinking spaces are the Prince Alfred,
Maida Vale, Barley Mow, Marylebone and the Argyll Arms,
Soho.

Partitioned Room



London
99 Fleet Street, London, EC4Y 1DE 
Tel: (020) 7353 6658 
Email: contact@punchtavern.com 
Website: https://www.punchtavern.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (City Thameslink) 
Listed Status: II

Punch Tavern 
The pub is part of a block built in 1894-7 by architects Saville
& Martin and at one time also incorporated the pub round the
corner in Bride Lane, the Crown & Sugar Loaf. The entrance
corridor is unlike anything else in a London pub and has
extensive tiling, a mosaic floor, mirrors and, either side of the
inner doors, large canvas paintings of a very sinister lookingMr
and Mrs Punch (signed by W B Simpson’s who were nodoubt
responsible for the whole decorative scheme). The fixed
seating on the left-hand side seems original and the lovely
etched main panels in the bar-back also no doubt date from
1894. The two skylights in this room add much to its character.
The rear room was a bookshop until the 1990s and was
brought into use after the Punch separated from the Crown &
Sugar Loaf.

Entrance Lobby



London
66 Acton Street, London, WC1X 9NB 
Tel: (020) 7713 5772 
Email: contact@queensheadlondon.com 
Website: https://queensheadlondon.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (King's Cross) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Queen's Head 
In a terrace of three houses built c.1764, the Queens Head hasa
mid-late 19th century frontage including a central bowed
window and it retains much of its late 19th century interior.
Now a single room, the tiled floor running down the right hand
side indicates it was originally two rooms separated by
partitions with the door to the rear room where the tiled floor
ends. There is a colourful Victorian tiled dado of mainly
turquoise with narrow ceramic bands of mainly brown and
some blue at the top running along the right hand wall and
above it four large Victorian mirrors in good wood surrounds
and a tiled cornice frieze. The bar counter is old but its sloping
panelled front makes it look more inter-war than Victorian but
the bar back of more good mirrors in wooden surrounds andold
shelves looks Victorian. The tiles near the hatch to thecellar
are modern, possibly from a 1989 refurbishment. At therear of
the room is a Victorian tiled, cast-iron and woodsurround
fireplace, a skylight above and an alcove/small areaon the rear
left created by removing some of a wall to the left of the
fireplace.

Servery



London
90 St. Martin's Lane, London, WC2N 4AP 
Tel: (020) 7836 5863 
Email: 7246@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/salisbury/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Salisbury 
In the heart of Theatreland, the Salisbury has an impressively
lavish interior. It opened in 1898 and takes its name from Lord
Salisbury, three times Prime Minister between 1885 and 1902,
and whose family still own the freehold. The ‘SS’ in the lavish
window glass stands for the original name, ‘Salisbury Stores’ –
‘stores’ being a not uncommon tag in pub names at the time (it
was dropped from the title in 1960). There is a good sense of
how pubs around 1900 were divided up as each outside door
would have led to its own drinking space. The change in bar
counter tops on the St Martin’s Lane side is a clear clue to such
a division. There is a small snug along St Martin’s Court
(named as a saloon on the brass door plate) formed by glazed
screenwork and typical of the intimate spaces that late
Victorian London drinkers liked. In the main bar, presiding
over the plush curved seating are original metal statuette lamps
with nymphs out a-hunting. Here the counter has a white
marble top. In contrast to the glorious Victorian glass, the
modern etched glass is sadly feeble.

Small Bar

London
51-54 Carey Street, London, WC2A 2JB 
Tel: (020) 7242 8521 
Email: roxy@roxybeaujolais.com 
Website: http://www.thesevenstars1602.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (City Thameslink) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Seven Stars 
A small, famous and much-loved pub in legal London. Its core
has doors with etched and gilded glass, declaring ‘private
counter‘ left) and ‘general counter’ (right). These names are
probably unique, and correspond to the more commonly used
‘private bar’ and ‘public bar’. They were divided, no doubt, by
a timber screen. The counter and bar-back are Victorian and
the coloured advertising panels in the head of the latter are
typical of 1870–90. The pub expanded into a right-hand area
and recently a cosy drinking area called the ‘Wig Box’ has
been added on the left. There are three fine old advertising
mirrors.

Bar Counter



London
1 Arlington Way, London, EC1R 1XA 
Tel: (020) 7837 2581 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Shakespeares Head 
Substantially complete early post-war pubs are now a great
rarity and this is one of them. It was rebuilt in 1960 and
designed by N. E. Morley, chief architect to brewers Courage
& Barclay. In those days multi-room pubs were still in vogue –
in this case a two-roomer. The partition between the public and
lounge bars has been removed but otherwise things are
scarcely altered with the original counter, bar back, ply
panelling to the walls, fixed seating and even the tiling in the
loos. Even some nice wooden tables survive, emblazoned with
a star motif.

Lounge Bar Servery

London
45 Great Windmill Street, London, W1D 7NE 
Tel: (020) 7437 5009 
Email: stjamestavern.piccadilly@stonegatepubs.com 
Website: https://www.bestcitypubs.co.uk/stjamestavern 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

St. James Tavern 
Notable for a splendid set of tiled paintings - four Doulton's of
Lambeth tiled panels with Shakespearean scenes and two
others depicting hops and a vine. An error seems to have been
introduced into one of the former: the words quoted from
'Henry IV Part 2' are not spoken by Bardolph but by Silence
(one of the justices). 'The Merry Wives of Windsor' is
represented by a suitably corpulent Falstaff sporting a set of
antlers. A dashing Prince Henry addresses Falstaff in the third
scene, from 'Henry IV Part 1. In the fourth, the court jester
Touchstone woos the goat-girl Audrey from 'As You Like It':
interestingly, apart from exchanging stripey apparel for a red
outfit, the figure is the same as the jester at the Feuars Arms, 
Kirkcaldy, Fife, Scotland.
 

Bardolph

/home/forge/pubheritage.camra.org.uk/public/../pubs/national-inventory-entry.asp
/home/forge/pubheritage.camra.org.uk/public/../pubs/national-inventory-entry.asp


London
102 New Cavendish Street, London, W1W 6XW 
Tel: (020) 7580 8313 
Email: thestagshead@live.com 
Website: https://great-british-pubs.co.uk/locations/stags-head-
west-central-london/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Euston) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Stag's Head 
In complete contrast to late Victorian ornateness, this corner-
site pub is a rare example of late 1930s sleek streamlining. The
builders were the Scottish brewer William Younger who had
previously gone for a nostalgic, half-timbered style for their
pubs dotted over central London. No more fancy foliage or
gritty materials, just a smooth brick building with a rounded
corner and metal windows. Note the metal door (left) and
curving glass to the right-hand entrance. The interior is a single
space with a servery with panelled bar counter along the rear
wall. In contrast to the exterior, there is little sense of
modernity here because the extensive wall panelling does hark
back to the ever-popular Tudor revival. Youngers seem to have
been setting out their stall to cater for stand-up drinking by
workers from the surrounding offices – hence the peninsula-
style projections to prop up customers and their drinks. All in
all, this pub is a rather special survivor.

Interior

London
7 Clerkenwell Close, London, EC1R 0DY 
Tel: (020) 7336 7234 
Email: thethreekings.clerkenwell@stonegatepubs.com 
Website: https://www.bestcitypubs.co.uk/the-three-kings-
clerkenwell 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Three Kings 
UPDATE 2021 

All elements of historic interest removed during 
refurbishment 

The former description is shown below 

Servery



London
52 Lloyd Baker Street, London, WC1X 9AA 
Tel: (020) 7278 0111 
Email: uniontavern@btconnect.com 
Website: https://www.uniontavernlondon.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London King's Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Union Tavern 
Victorian / Edwardian pub still retaining much of its original
fittings including a large former publican's office. The inner
lobby has a ‘Union Tavern’ mosaic floor. Two floor to ceiling
partitions remain with a number of decorative glass panels
including some deep cut mirrored panels. The original island
bar counter remains and the back fitting (painted brown) has
many engraved mirrors. A Victorian water tap remains on the
counter, sadly, lacking its handle. Now very much a gastro-pub
the left hand side is for dining and has a food counter at the
rear. Some original windows and door panels are now in
frames on the wall. Good Lincrusta ceiling on right hand side.

Exterior



London
126 Newgate Street, London, EC1A 7AA 
Tel: (020) 7600 1863 
Email: viaduct@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.viaducttavern.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (City Thameslink) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Viaduct Tavern 
Built in 1874-5 and named after nearby Holborn Viaductwhich
had been constructed in 1863-9. The pub was refittedunder
architect Arthur Dixon in 1898-1900 with a varied and
excellent collection of fittings. The bar is now a single space
but would have been divided into a series of partitions as one
can read from the sets of double doors. At the rear of the
peninsula-style servery is a small, glazed-in office with fine
etched glass and delicate woodwork. Delicate too is the small
stillion in the middle of the servery with its arched woodwork
and ornamental glass. The ceiling too (probably from 1874),
with its swirling relief panels, is a fine sight. On the right-hand
wall are three large paintings in marble surrounds depicting
allegorical ladies, said to represent Agriculture, Commerce,
Science and Fine Art who also stand on Holborn Viaduct.clear.
The one on the left holds a wheatsheaf and presumably
symbolises agriculture. The two central figures are set against
London landmarks, including Tower Bridge which was
completed in 1894. The panels are signed by one ‘Hal’. At the
end of the stairs on the left is some rich red tiling and a very
ornate mirror advertising Bass. At the rear of the pub is a
sliding door leading to the private quarters above. You can
usually visit the old cellars but don’t get taken in by the hoary
old tale that this were prison cells!

Interior



Smithfield
1 Middle Street, Smithfield, EC1A 7JA 
Tel: (020) 7600 0257 
Email: info@thehandandshears.com 
Website: https://thehandandshears.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Farringdon) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Hand & Shears 
A modest corner-site building whose delightful interior, with
simple woodwork of fairly indeterminate date, is unlike
anything else in central London. The island servery is still
surrounded by a series of mostly panelled drinking spaces,
including a cosy little private bar (so named, along with a
saloon, in the door glass which looks like work of the 1950s or
early 1960s). A sensitive refurbishment about 1990 expanded
the gents’ slightly into the rear bar area, installed the diagonal
shelving over the servery and replaced the iron columns but,
thankfully, the overall traditional character was kept. The pub
name comes from the cutting of the first cloth by the lord
mayor at Bartholomew Fair, England’s greatest cloth fair from
1133 until it was suppressed in 1855 amid fears of public
disorder.

Left & Front Bars



Greater London East
Barking
86 Axe Street / St Ann's Road, Barking, IG11 7LZ 
Directions: Near A124 
Tel: (020) 3645 5607 
Website: https://brakspear.co.uk/our-pubs/?_location=Victoria 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Barking) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Victoria 
Re-built c.1961 in red brick to replace a Victorian building
nearby. The public bar on the right has a lino floor, a bar
counter with fine diagonal panels and inlaid Formica on the
top, typical of its time. The bar back appears to be original
with illuminated panels over it but sadly 'fridges have replaced
most of the lower shelves. The fixed seating retains baffles at
both ends and another by a small missing section in the middle
– was there a fireplace here originally? Probably not as large
radiators heat the room. The lounge on the left has carpet and
retains the original counter with padded panels, an original bar
back fitting where two 'fridges replace some lower shelves.
Above the original fixed seating is vertical fielded panelling
and the two large radiators look very 1950s style.

Exterior



Bethnal Green
73 Columbia Road, Bethnal Green, E2 7RG 
Tel: (020) 3437 0131 
Email: royaloak@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.royaloakbethnalgreen.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bethnal Green (National
Rail)) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Royal Oak 
Two storey of brick built 1923, probably by A E Sewell, for
Truman’s brewery. Originally there were partitions creating a
public bar, off-sales, another bar, and a dining room at the rear
right where the floor is boarded (which was likely to have been
carpeted) – the rest having a parquet block one – but all the
partitions have been removed so the interior is now open plan.
The original central island bar servery with a fielded panelling
front survives but only the lower part of the island gantry style
bar back survives (and a lot of shelving lost to fridges), the top
section having been removed. 

Fielded panelling lines the walls to three-quarters height, andin
certain areas has the names of beers inlaid - ‘Trumans Eagle
Ale’, ‘Trumans Imperial Stout’, ‘Trubrown Ale’, ‘Ben
Truman’, ‘Barley Wine’, ‘Trumans Burton Brewed Bitter’, and
‘Mild Ales’. However, the ‘Ben Truman’, ‘Barley Wine’, and
‘Mild Ales’ are on pieces of wood added to the panelling
whereas the others are gilt lettering directly onto the panelling
and look modern additions. Also on the walls lining the
exterior is more fielded panelling topped with a row of green
tiles under the windows, that can be opened vertically in
summer.

Interior



Bow
125 Bow Road, Bow, E3 2AN 
Tel: (020) 8980 9282 
Website: https://www.craftunionpubs.com/little-driver-bow 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Ham) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Little Driver 
Built 1851 of brick with a polished stone dado it was refitted
c.1900 and is now a single space around an almost island bar
servery but four sets of doors indicate it was originally a series
of rooms and possibly an off sales. Some of the partitions
survived up to about 1990 but now there are only ornate short
screens either side of the right hand door. The Victorian bar
counter survives with a noticeable change in its detailed front
on the left hand side, but has been painted a mushroom colour
in recent years (top not painted). There is an island bar back
where the lower shelves look old and also an ornate bar back
with ornate mirrored sections including some of a rose.

Exterior

Bow
127 Grove Road, Bow, E3 5RP 
Directions: in Mile End Park; road access via Haverfield Rd 
Tel: (020) 8980 2918 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bethnal Green (National
Rail)) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Palm Tree 
Rebuilt by Truman’s in 1929, there are still two completely
separate rooms inside. The corner room was originally further
subdivided into two small bars and an off sales and has a
particularly attractive sweeping hemispherical end to the bar
counter. At the rear is the original wood surround fireplace.
The right hand room was intended to be the smarter area of
the pub as can be seen by the rather finer detailing of both the
dado and the curved counter (panelled as opposed to upright
tongue-and-grooved work). There is another original wood
surround fireplace with a gas fire in front, a shallow vestibule
but the skylight has been covered over. The counters in both
rooms have before them the typical Truman’s tiled
chequerwork and both also have openings for access to the
beer engines. The pub’s loos on the right are intact with dados
of cream and some brown tiling, red tiled floor and original
fittings.

Public Bar



Clapton
15 High Hill Ferry, Clapton, E5 9HG 
Directions: 800yds N of Lea Bridge Rd, along river path 
Tel: (020) 8806 1730 
Email: anchorclapton@gmail.com 
Website: https://www.anchor-and-hope-clapton.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Anchor & Hope 
Two-storey pub built 1851 with a brown brick ground floor
(dado is glazed brick) and rendered first floor. Canted bar
looks to be inter-war, with filled in spittoon trough at its base.
There are some old mirrors in the bar back; the old dado
panelling is painted grey; and a 1930s brick fireplace on the
right with a coal fire.

Exterior

Clapton
57 Elderfield Road, Clapton, E5 0LF 
Tel: (020) 8986 1591 
Website: https://www.theelderfield.co.uk/index 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hackney Downs) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Elderfield 
1860s Victorian corner-site pub with an interior refitting from
1935. The bar area on the right is notable with characteristic
two-thirds-height panelling, and the bar-back and fire surround
are from the same scheme. There are beautifully veneered
doors to the loos and the lettering over is probably original.
The gents’ has its original tiling. The other, larger bar, now
accessed through a walkway, has much less of interest and is
partly old – such as the bar counter and herring-bone
woodblock floor.

Exterior



Dagenham
141 Broad Street / Morland Road, Dagenham, RM10 9HP 
Directions: Near A1240 
Tel: (020) 8592 0431 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Dagenham Dock) 
Listed Status: II

Admiral Vernon 
A 1930s estate pub which has kept a good deal of its original
plan, fittings and character. It is in the popular ‘brewers’Tudor’
style with imitation half-timbering above and bufffaïence
cladding below. On the far left is a former off-salesshop, now
disused of course. Then comes the public bar which,like the
rest of the pub, has three-quarter-height wall panelling.The
vine decoration in the cornices is also repeated throughout.
Beyond the main public bar is a smaller extension and the
remnants of a sliding screen that would have separated the two
(the rear part has a sash window to the servery). The screen on
the right of the public bar has a low service doorway to what
was a snug. This has now been amalgamated with the saloon.
Further right still is a still extant sliding screen to the large rear
room. The counter and back fittings are original as is the high,
pink terrazzo spittoon trough which still stands in front of the
counter.

Middle Room



Dagenham
Dagenham Road / Rainham Road South, Dagenham, RM107UP 
Directions: By A1112 
Tel: (020) 8592 1873 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Eastbrook 
This remarkable survivor is one of the best and most complete
inter-war interiors in the country. It is an estate pub, built in
1937 in a free Neo-Classical style for G. A. Smith & Sons,
wine merchants and off-licence proprietors (their name canstill
be seen on adjacent premises, now, sadly, a scrap metal
dealers). There are two separate and very different bars – the
Oak Room (right) and Walnut Room (centre) plus a large
Music Room on the left can be divided off by a folding screen.
The Oak Room forms the public bar and is a fine exercise in
‘Brewers’ Tudor with imitation beams and exposed joists,
Tudor arches and oak veneer wall-panelling. The WalnutRoom
is more opulent and the abundant use of the eponymouswood
gives it an unusual character: it has prominent flutedcolumns
supporting a joist across the front. Columns alsoframe the
stage in the Music Room which has a backdrop ofdelightful
stained glass. The Eastbrook was unlisted until 2009 but when
its importance was recognised by CAMRA, its application to
English Heritage promptly resulted in a Grade II* grading. For
an authentic taste of the East London, try the seafood stall on
the pub forecourt (Fri-Sun) or the pie and mash shop just to the
east (till 4pm).

Walnut Bar



Dagenham
Lodge Avenue / Porters Avenue, Dagenham, RM8 2HY 
Directions: on B1423 
Tel: (020) 3441 5525 
Website:
https://shadyleighsmith.wixsite.com/roundhousedagenham 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Roundhouse 
This daunting pub near the western edge of the vast Becontree
Estate was built in 1936. It has a most unusual design, thework
of specialist pub architect, Alfred W Blomfield. As thename
suggests the ground plan is round and on top of this theresits a
T-shaped upper storey with a bulky square tower in thecentre.
This is a classic example of the large inter-war pubsthat went
up on housing estates to serve great swathes ofhousing and
provide extensive facilities – and not just foralcohol drinkers.
This one had a tea room and a wingcontaining an indoor
bowling green. Blomfield also provided ahuge oval lounge at
the rear and this still survives but with a cut-through to the
adjacent room at the front. This in turn is separated by a wall
from the rest of the pub where one can still get some sense of
the original spaces. The fittings, apart from some sub-Art Deco
wall panelling, are largely replacements.

Interior



East Ham
1 Barking Road, East Ham, E6 1PW 
Tel: (020) 8472 2182 
Email: boleyntavern@remarkablepubs.co.uk 
Website: https://boleyntavern.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Boleyn Tavern 
Built by Cannon Brewery in 1899, architects Shoebridge and
Rising, it is a thoroughly exuberant piece of French-style
Renaissance architecture. Reopened in June 2021 after a
spectacular £1.5 million restoration by Remarkable Pubs with
the aim of making the interior look like it was when it first
opened. New hand-crafted wooden screens have been created,
complete with acid-etched and Brilliant cut glass, replicating
one of the original wood and glass panels in the old saloon bar.
This means the original seven bar layout has been restored.The
highlight is the truly spectacular glazed skylight that spanswhat
once would have been a billiards room, but is now anopen
kitchen, servery and dining area. Other quality fittingsinclude
the Victorian bar counters & bar backs; a tiled lobby;attractive
skylight over the former saloon on the east side; cast-iron
columns and a good deal of etched glass. 

Public Bar



East Ham
381 Barking Road, East Ham, E6 1LA 
Tel: (020) 8552 4194 
Email: denmarkarms@anticlondon.com 
Website: https://denmarkarms.com 
Listed Status: II

Denmark Arms 
Over the crossroads from the stunning town hall, this is a pubin
two parts – a late 19th-century building on the corner and a
major extension of 1903 up High Street North. The ground
floor is now one large room wrapped around the servery
(modern back fittings) but what makes it special are the ornate
details, notably the lovely tiled frieze on the back wall of the
older part of the pub with its plain green tiles and statuesque
rose bushes. Above is a mottled alabaster band then a
decorative frieze with tendrils swirling round stylised rosettes.
In the new part (former saloon) the treatment is different with a
ceiling divided into bold panels with deep cornices and a high-
level frieze with figures. The columns in the two areas are also
different – thin Corinthian ones in the older area, chunky Ionic
ones in the newer. 

If the pub is not too busy do ask to see the upper floor (now a
function room). The front part was a restaurant and the back
almost certainly a billiard room, and a very spectacular one at
that with a fine skylight and a glazed-in servery with hatches.
At the foot of the stair is a unique feature for a pub – a ticket
booth-style shop for selling cigarettes and drink. This looks
inter-war as do many of the features of the upper floor. There
is a separate, tall entrance with staircase from High Street
North over which is stone plaque "Denmark Arms Hotel
Luncheons & Lounge".

Front Bar



Ilford
63 Green Lane / Connaught Road, Ilford, IG1 1XJ 
Directions: On A1083 
Tel: (020) 8478 1326 
Listed Status: Not listed

Prince Of Wales 
An 1880 building of London brick converted into a pub around
1930. The public bar retains the 1930 bar counter facing two-
sides, the walls have vertical panelling to two-thirds height, the
panelled ceiling is painted white, and on the left there is an old
wall bench. The lounge has a tapered bar counter that looks
1930s, and the dado panelling around the room also looks old.
A door at rear has a ‘Private’ and Prince of Wales Feathers
etched panels. Lounge Bar

Isle of Dogs
114 Glengall Grove, Isle of Dogs, E14 3ND 
Tel: (020) 3637 5993 
Email: George.IsleofDogs@stonegategroup.co.uk 
Website: https://www.georgepub.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

George 
Rebuilt in Neo-Georgian style by Watneys in 1932, much can
still be appreciated of how things were then and so remained
until change in 2017. The public bar, as so often, is placed on
the corner and has hefty, lapped boards to the counter,
something that was popular in the Thirties. This room has
incorporated what was an off-sales detectable in a blocked
exterior door now a window. The panelling, in Thirties style, is
in fact mostly modern and cheaply done. The lounge and snug
were amalgamated in 2017 but original features do survive,
such as the fielded panelled and bar back and a still-working
dumb waiter. There are pretty decorated plaster cornices. The
character, however, has now changed due to liberal
applications of pastel coloured paint which seems a hallmark
of gastropubs in our times.

Snug



Leyton
110 Grove Green Rd, Leyton, E11 4EL 
Tel: (020) 8518 7516 
Email: tuesday.northcotee11@yahoo.com 
Website: https://www.northcotee11.com/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Northcote Arms 
Two-storey late Victorian building probably built by Saville
Brothers brewery of Stratford, who were taken over by
Charringtons in 1925. The public bar is on the corner, with the
saloon bar on the right reached via an original floor-to-ceiling
screen. The screen has three large stained glass glazed panels
above the doorway and panelling, each with separate panels
mainly of a floral theme and the small birds that were much
loved by the Victorians. A delightful small baffle sits on the
bar counter side of the screen, also with a floral theme and a
small bird (blue tit).

The bar counter in these rooms looks Victorian, with square
panels in the various sections, and three iron columns with
ornate capitals survive. Walls all have matchboard wood
panelling on the dado, and the graceful stairway with spindled
handrail leading up from the saloon bar has a large floor to
ceiling glazed panel at the bottom facing it. Original stained
glass panels survive in the upper portions of the outer
windows, and these are very similar in design to those in the
screen.

Screen



Leytonstone
24 Browning Road, Leytonstone, E11 3AR 
Tel: 07747 010013 
Email: thenorthstare11@gmail.com 
Website: https://www.thenorthstarpub.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

North Star 
In old Leytonstone village and formed of two Victorian
cottages, the current layout dates from a Charrington’s
refurbishment in the 1950s and little has changed since then.
The right hand side door has a good ‘Saloon Bar’ etched panel
and leads to a long narrow bare-wood floor bar which would
have been two small rooms in pre-war times. There is a 1950s
bar counter, a bar back fitting featuring some old mirrors and
woodwork, a Victorian tiled and cast iron fireplace at the rear
and tongue 'n groove ceiling in the front section. The left hand
entrance has double doors, one with a ‘Public Entrance’ etched
panel, and the floor has seen the lino removed recently to
expose a wooden floor. The bar counter is similar to the saloon
bar one but looks more like two hatches and there is a good
tongue 'n groove panelled dado. A small arch was cut between
the two bars in the late 1990s and the fireplace has been lost.

Exterior

Limehouse
76 Narrow Street, Limehouse, E14 8BP 
Tel: (020) 7987 4396 
Email: info@thegrapes.co.uk 
Website: https://thegrapes.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Limehouse) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Grapes 
London’s dock areas teemed with pubs but this is a rare
survivor with the building probably dating back to the late
eighteenth century and running back on a narrow plot to the
Thames which can be enjoyed from a small terrace. There are
two bars linked by a short passage with a servery on the left
providing drinks to both areas. All this looks authentically old
but there have been quite a few changes over the years and
much of the woodwork is of fairly indeterminate age. A puzzle
concerns the two doors at the front which suggest internal
partitioning, yet fixed seating, apparently quite venerable.
blocks ingress from the left-hand one. Also a painting in the
front bar shows a counter and bar back across the pub, not on
the left-hand wall as they are now.

Servey Front Area



London
373 Commercial Road, London, E1 0LA 
Tel: (020) 7790 7335 
Email:
georgetavernbookings@gmail.com 
Website: https://thegeorgetavern.london

George Tavern 

London
110 Commercial Street, London, E1 6LZ 
Tel: (020) 7247 2158 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Liverpool
Street) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Golden Heart 
Built around 1930 for brewers Truman, Hanbury and Buxton.
There are two rooms either side of a central servery. The
public bar on the right is an amalgamation of two original
rooms and is unsurprisingly plainer than the other room, but
both have extensive panelling, brick fireplaces (note the
Truman’s eagle over a couple in the public bar) and Truman’s
house-style lettering for the advertising inscriptions running
along the top of the panelling. Bar



London
84 Commercial Street, London, E1 6LY 
Tel: (020) 7247 7532 
Email: info@tenbells.com 
Website: https://www.tenbells.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London LiverpoolStreet)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Ten Bells 
A four-storey corner pub, right opposite the magnificent Christ
Church, Spitalfields and Spitalfields Market. The outside could
do with a little sprucing up but at least it retains the insignia of
the former owners, the major brewers, Truman, Hanbury and
Buxton who operated from Brick Lane nearby. The interior has
been gutted to make a smart bar but the pub is included herefor
its wall tiling of around 1900. On the left, just inside what
would have been an entrance corridor, is a tiled mural entitled
‘Spitalfields in ye Olden Time – Visiting a Weaver’s Shop’.
Here we have a prosperous-looking lady and gent (complete
with young black servant) surrounded by deferential locals,
inspecting a piece of cloth. Spitalfields was a centre of the silk-
weaving industry established by Huguenots. The mural is
signed ‘W B Simpson & Sons. 100. S. Martins Lane.
LONDON’. Simpson’s were responsible for a great manytiling
schemes in pubs a century or so ago. Otherwise there arelarge
tiled panels with swirling blue and white Arabesque
decoration.

Bar



London
62 Wapping High Street, London, E1W 2PN 
Tel: (020) 7481 8000 
Email: hello@townoframsgate.pub 
Website: http://townoframsgate.pub/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Fenchurch Street
(London)) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Town Of Ramsgate 
18th Century pub of brown brick with a ground floor of glazed
stone and claret coloured tiles on the dado. Originally three
small rooms as confirmed by the doors down the right hand
side, with interior fittings barely changed since 1937. Thesmall
front area is the oldest surviving part of the interior withits old
full height panelling on the walls and old panelledceiling laid
diagonally. Running down the left hand side is thecream
coloured inter-war bar counter with a fielded panelledfront
with some Art Deco features on the curved sections at thefront
and rear. The long bar back fitting has large mirroredsections
and two protruding sections with some leaded glass.On the
right hand side the walls have fielded panelling topicture-frame
height and two short part-glazed partitions havesurvived.

Main Bar Front

Manor Park
53 Station Road, Manor Park, E12 5BP 
Tel: (020) 8553 4321 
Listed Status: Not listed

Blakesley Arms 
Three-storey pub with three prominent gables, and tiled
frontage unfortunately painted grey. The pub has two main
inter-connected rooms separated by a servery, with the former
public bar at the front and the saloon to the rear. The public bar
has fielded panelling, unfortunately painted an off-white
colour, a plain counter probably from an inter-war refit. The
saloon bar has a richly patterned coffered ceiling, fielded
panelling throughout, thankfully unpainted. The counter also
probably dates from an inter-war refit, although the bar back
with its illuminated top section appears to be 1960s work.

Servery



Plaistow
59-61 High Street, Plaistow, E13 0AD 
Tel: (020) 8472 2351 
Email: info@blacklionplaistow.co.uk 
Website: http://www.blacklionplaistow.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Ham) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Black Lion 
This long-established pub has grown over the years and now
encompasses three once-discrete buildings. The left-hand bar
has what appears to be interwar panelling and a Victorian bar
back with bevelled mirrors and columns. Note the attractive
1930s heraldic stained glass in the bay window. The main bar
in the centre has a curved bar counter with fielded panelling on
a plinth but that seems of no great age. The bar back fitting is
perhaps of the 1970s and the separate small area on the right
on a lower level has no old fittings. What is rare here it that
you are allowed to walk through the servery to get from one
bar to another on the left-hand side.

Main Bar



Poplar
71 Grundy Street, Poplar, E14 6AD 
Tel: (020) 3674 2626 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Limehouse) 
Listed Status: II

Festival Inn 
This is an extremely rare example of an intact post-war pub. It
dates from 1950-1, that is before new pub-building really got
going again after the Second World War. It takes its namefrom
the Festival of Britain held in 1951 as a British pick-me-up in
an austerity-ridden country. It still has its separate publicand
saloon bars and even the off-sales remains intact (butdisused).
It is situated at the rear entrance to the Chrisp StreetMarket, the
first purpose-built UK pedestrian shopping areawhich features
a prominent clock tower, shops, small retailoutlets, cafes, 80
market stalls and apartments. It was designedby Frederick
Gibberd, architect of the RC cathedral inLiverpool and Harlow
New Town. The interiors were fitted outby architect. R.W.
Stoddart. The main internal change has beenthe removal of the
chimneystack in the saloon bar (now thereis a large square
pillar).

The development forms part of the Lansbury Estate which in
1948 was chosen as the site of the ‘Live Architecture’
Exhibition of the 1951 Festival of Britain. In 1997 ChrispStreet
Market was made a Conservation Area – see
http://moderngov.towerhamlets.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?I
D=7768 which, sadly, does not mention the Festival Inn.

Saloon Bar



Romford
45 Wheatsheaf Road / Brentwood Road, Romford, RM1 2HD 
Directions: Near A1251 
Tel: (01708) 736934 
Email: sales@wheatsheafph.co.uk 
Website: http://www.wheatsheafph.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Romford) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Wheatsheaf 
A little way to the south of the centre of Romford, the
Wheatsheaf is a rebuild of about 1930 to serve a rather drab
housing estate. The exterior has a little imitation half-timbering
on the upper floors to create the then-popular Tudor effect.
There is a pretty timber verandah on the front which used to
give access to a now-vanished enclosed outside seating area.
There are still two totally separated rooms, a public bar on the
left and a small saloon to the right. The public bar has not only
taken in the Jug and Bottle but also involved the amalgamation
of two other rooms and is now a large U-shaped space. The
panelling is simple but original to the building, as are the bar
counter, back fitting and exposed, applied wooden strips on the
ceiling. Note the dumb waiter on the left-hand side of the
servery. The woodwork in the saloon is similar in style to that
next door and creates a most attractive, intimate room. The fire
surround is original but the tiled insert is recent.

Bar



Stratford
47 The Broadway, Stratford, E15 4BQ 
Tel: (020) 8534 2313 
Email: enquiries@kingeddie.co.uk 
Website: https://www.kingeddies.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Stratford) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

King Edward VII 
Early 18th century two storey building with a number of
Victorian/Edwardian fittings. On the front right a disused door
leads into a passage formed by an Edwardian wood and glass
partition which retains four of its five main panels and smaller
ones between the two bar doors. There is a frieze of bunch of
grapes above the partition. It has a wonderful floor to ceiling
tiled wall with patterned relief tiled in mainly green and yellow
on the dado and above seven tiled panels in light green,
turquoise etc. The rear bar has an Edwardian bar counter, and
the bar back is mainly Edwardian. The rear window has an
outline of a Prussian helmet; the pub changed its name fromthe
King of Prussia to the King Edward VII in 1913. The frontbar
with ‘Lounge bar’ etched and frosted panel in the door haspost-
war panelled walls, and some dado panelling on the rearleft is
old as could be the small tiled and vast iron fireplace.

Tiling



Walthamstow
252-254 Forest Road, Walthamstow, E17 6JG 
Tel: (020) 8223 9911 
Email: lordpalmerston.walthamstow@stonegatepubs.com 
Website:
https://www.greatukpubs.co.uk/thelordpalmerstonwalthamstow 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Walthamstow Queens
Road) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Lord Palmerston 
Large Edwardian corner-site ex-Charrington pub of two floors,
constructed of red brick with some glazed tiling on the ground
floor wall. Inside, the servery that sits between the
public/saloon bar and the lounge bar has an original mahogany
bar back, with five mirror-backed bays on both the
public/saloon and lounge bar sides, carved wooden posts
separating the bays, and concave wooden frame at the top. The
bar counter also looks original, with extravagant pilasters and
fielded panelling with arched tops.

Separating the public bar from the lounge bar is a large baffle
(approx six feet high rising from the bar counter, and the total
width of the counter) adjoining the separating wall, containing
etched/cut glass panels with arched tops. Behind the servery is
a door framed and surmounted by mahogany surrounds in the
same design as the bar back, and with a mirror backed bay to
either side. A cream painted wooden screen with fielded
panelling and framed openings to the upper parts separates the
front of the lounge into two distinct areas. A large ex-billiard
room, with the skylight blocked in, as at the rear of the pub.

Right Hand Bar



Greater London North
Enfield
3 Windmill Hill, Enfield, EN2 6SE 
Tel: (020) 8367 4167 
Email: hello@oldwheatsheaf.co.uk 
Website: https://www.oldwheatsheaf.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Enfield Chase) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Old Wheatsheaf 
The bar on the right was originally a small public bar and tap
room behind (and off sales on the left) but the partition
separating the two was removed in 1954 and the partition
separating the off sales was removed later. The public bar
sports a very fancy fireplace and mirrored overmantel: the tiled
strips with stylised tulips are, again, typically Art Nouveau.
The bar-back is plain and may be work of the 1930s (some
lower shelves replaced by fridges) while the plain match-board
counter is a replacement installed in 1986 and the mighty pot
shelf is modern. Fixed seating doesn't look that old but the low
baffles could well be. Small Victorian fireplace on the left in
the former Bottles & Jugs area.

Interior

Enfield
1 Batley Road, Enfield, EN2 0JG 
Tel: (020) 8363 0202 
Email: wonder.enfield@mcmullens.co.uk 
Website: https://www.mcmullens.co.uk/wonder 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Gordon Hill) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Wonder 
Built in the late 1800s it retains its layout of two bars and
between them an off sales (no longer in use) and many fittings
from a refit of 1929 remain. The left hand public bar had a
servery added for the first time in 1929 so the bar back (fridges
have replaced most of lower shelves) and bar counter are from
this date as is the matching dado panelling and the brick
fireplace. The small right hand saloon bar received a new
servery in 1929 so the mirrored bar back and small bar counter
date from then as does the brick fireplace. The dado panelling
is old and the two U-shaped pieces of fixed seating might be
old. A passage runs between the two bars.

Left-Hand Bar



Finsbury Park
357 Green Lanes, Finsbury Park, N4 1DZ 
Tel: (020) 8826 5200 
Email: bookings@beaconsfieldhotel.com 
Website: http://beaconsfieldhotel.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Harringay) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Beaconsfield 
Built in 1886-7 to the designs of architects Alexander and
Gibbon, the Beaconsfield still retains a remarkable amount of
Victorian work. The present island servery was installed in
1897. The Victorian work remaining consists of the spacious
servery (with its stillion in the middle), the richly decorated
ceiling, six cast-iron columns, curved lobby entrance on the
corner, a considerable amount of etched mirrorwork towards
the rear and some stained glass.
 

Servery

Finsbury Park
19 Perth Road, Finsbury Park, N4 3HB 
Tel: (020) 7272 5834 
Website: http://falteringfullback.com 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Finsbury Park) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Faltering Fullback 
A prominent triangular-shaped pub with two bars of some
interest. That on the corner, once no doubt compartmentalised
(n.b. three front doors), has a striking Victorian bar back with a
glazed inscription recalling a former owner and/or licensee:
WHOLESALE F.J.HOBSON RETAIL FINE & SPIRIT
STORES. The left-hand part now looks rather stranded since
the counter has been cut back to create access to a bar behind.
The second room to look out for has a Victorian quadrant-
shaped servery with a particularly fine L-shaped bar back and
some fancy columns: the counter has relics of doors, once used
to access the beer engines for servicing. Enjoy these historic
features and try to ignore the unbelievable amount of other
clutter at this popular music venue.

Second Bar



High Barnet
58 High Street, High Barnet, EN5 5SJ 
Tel: (020) 8449 5701 
Website: http://greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/hertfordshire/ye-
olde-mitre/find-us/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (New Barnet) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Olde Mitre Inne, Ye 
Former coaching inn occupying a 17th century building. There
are four separate drinking areas, with the front two being the
oldest, with an old, probably Victorian bar counter which
services both areas at the front, an old fireplace with original
crazed tiling surround, and full height wall-panelling. The
interiors of the two rooms at the rear have only limited heritage
interest, although the outer walls of the first of the two rear
rooms are faced with what may be early 20th century
panelling, and it does have an original serving hatch opening
from the bar area. The fourth room at the rear used to be
stables and was converted into a drinking area in 2013.

First Room & Servery

Highbury
226 Blackstock Road, Highbury, N5 1EA 
Tel: (020) 7226 8711 
Email: luci@bankoffriendship.com 
Website: http://www.bankoffriendship.com/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Bank Of Friendship 
Built by 1881 of London brick, it appears to have received an
inter-war refit. The right-hand room has an interwar tapered
fielded panelled bar counter curved at each end; the bar back
has an illuminated top section ‘Courage Bank of Friendship
Courage’, and leaded glass mirrors which look more post-war
than interwar. The left-hand room has a vestibule, another
interwar tapered fielded panelled bar counter curved at each
end with a trough around the base. The top part of the bar back
has leaded glass mirrors which also look post-war. There is a
wood surround fireplace with a glazed stone interior that looks
interwar.

Exterior



Highgate
77 Highgate West Hill, Highgate, N6 6BU 
Tel: (020) 8348 7346 
Email: flask@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theflaskhighgate.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Flask 
Two buildings now forming one pub in an attractive leafy part
of smart Highgate. The original, possibly early 18th-century,
three-storey section (partly rebuilt about 1767) has a plaque
noting an earlier incarnation, ‘The Flask 1663’. In this part
there are two old rooms with a servery between them. This has
sets of impressive, well preserved glazed sash windows while
the shelving and panelling inside seem of real age (possibly
mid-19th-century if not earlier). The public can now walk
between the two areas but originally they were separate as the
surviving woodwork suggests. There was an extensive
makeover in the 1930s from which time we have the plain
counter front, spittoon trough, panelling and (now door-less)
telephone booth. There are two typical 1930s fire surrounds
with thin brickwork. The pub has expanded considerably to the
left and rear and the atmosphere here is quite modern.

Bar

Highgate
98 North Road, Highgate, N6 4AA 
Tel: (020) 8340 4297 
Email: manager@thewrestlershighgate.com 
Website: https://thewrestlershighgate.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Wrestlers 
Rebuilt in 1921, it retains the original panelled bar counter
with markings indicating where there were partitions. Behind
the servery is a latticed leaded 1920s screen and what looks
like a door therefore the two-sided bar back fittings with a row
of brass handled drawers all along it was added later, possibly
in the 1950s. A fireplace on the far left has been covered by
fielded panelling. On the right is a large old fireplace with
bread oven, old black pot and old panelling around it which
could be original. One of pub's exterior windows at the rear is
glazed with 'Established 1547' and 'Rebuilt 1921' and another
with 'Olde Wres era'. Panelled walls run all around the rear
part of the pub but most are of a different style to the front
panels and are believed to be from the 1950s - a former
fireplace is now covered up by panelling. The doors to the
toilets look to be from the 1950s.

Bar



Holloway
34 Seven Sisters Road, Holloway, N7 6AA 
Tel: (020) 7607 1493 
Email: enkelarms@orchidpubs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theenkelarmssevensisters.co.uk/ 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Drayton Park) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Enkel Arms 
Three-storey Victorian pub of brick painted cream and a
ground floor of black larvikite and brown pilasters. At the rear
is a former billiards room; on the left is a vestibule with large
floral-patterned tiling and a terrazzo floor. The vestibule on the
Hertslet Road side has full height light brown tiling on the
right hand wall and over the exterior entrance is wrought
ironwork including the wording ‘Saloon Bar’. At the front left
there is a rare Victorian three-bay partition with colourful
glazed panels in the top, and stretching from the front wall to
the counter there is another rare surviving Victorian four-bay
partition with colourful glazed panels in two of the sections.
The bar counter looks to have been moved back and, as a
result, shortened. 

Rare Screen

Holloway
471 Holloway Road, Holloway, N7 6LE 
Tel: (020) 8161 0150 
Email: HELLO@OWLANDHITCHHIKER.PUB 
Website: https://www.owlandhitchhiker.pub/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Finsbury Park) 
Listed Status: II

Owl & Hitchhiker 
Three-storey building of c.1860 which retains a good amount
of Victorian fittings. There is an elaborately carved bar back
fitting of two bays on the left return, four main bays on the
front, then two narrow bays on the right return and another
three main bays at the far right. The panelled bar counter is
original; there are good vestibules on the front left and right,
and on the front wall are a number of small narrow gilded
advertisements which appear genuinely old. At the rear left is
some old fixed seating and the Victorian-style fireplace there
may be original to the pub.

Interior



Holloway
38 Parkhurst Road, Holloway, N7 0SF 
Tel: (020) 7607 2369 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Drayton Park) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Prince Edward 
Three-storey pub of London brick built around 1860s and
refurbished around 1900 it has some polished stone on the
ground floor with a curved tiled panel on the corner having the
wording ‘The Prince Edward’ on a shield with some floral
decoration. Situated close to Holloway women's prison. The
right hand main bar has a fine entrance doorway of three
sections with the two middle doors having ‘Saloon’ and
‘Lounge’ in gold on frosted glass; also impressive ironwork
‘Prince Edward’ above the doorway. Another set of doors on
the front may indicate an off-sales in the past. The bar counter
has a two-sided Victorian curved panelled front (pot shelf is
modern). The bar was extended to the rear in the 1960s and the
colourful stained glass screenwork at the end of the servery is
modern.

Servery

Hornsey
67 High Street, Hornsey, N8 7QB 
Tel: (020) 8127 6632 
Email: GreatNorthernRailway.Office@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thegreatnorthernrailway.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hornsey) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Great Northern Railway Tavern 
Designed by the architects Shoebridge & Rising and built in
1897, the interior of the pub was remodelled in the late 20th
century by the late Roderick Gradidge. The L-shaped servery
still has its 1897 counter and the bar-back is lined with a series
of lovely decorated mirrors. There is a skylight over the rear
left-hand area, and another, bigger skylight sits near the
wonderfully gracious music room at the rear, which is spanned
by two hefty tie-beams with rich plaster friezes on the main
walls as well below the skylight. Servery



Hornsey
26 Broadway Parade, Hornsey, N8 9DE 
Tel: (020) 3978 2154 
Email: queens@brunningandprice.co.uk 
Website: https://www.brunningandprice.co.uk/queens/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hornsey) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Queens 
This is a most sumptuous pub, built in 1899–1902, and
originally called the Queen’s Hotel. It is the sister of the
Salisbury on Green Lanes. Both were built and designed (it is
said) by John Cathles Hill, a Dundee man who came to London
aged 21 and made his fortune as a successful developer. Both
pubs share a roughly similar layout. There is a large servery in
the centre encircled by a series of surrounding screened-off
spaces. The ceilings and deep friezes throughout are all very
lavishly decorated and with much use of Lincrusta embossed
paper. There is so much to admire, notably the wonderful Art
Nouveau-style window glass. The bar counter is original
although the central fitting has much modern work in it and the
unfortunately dominating pot-shelf is, as usual, modern. The
circular entrance in the corner is particularly attractive and has
a mosaic floor with a monogram for the Queens’s Hotel.

Doorway To Front Bar

Hornsey
23 Crouch End Hill, Hornsey, N8 8DH 
Tel: (020) 8348 3396 
Website: https://www.the-railwaytavern.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hornsey) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Railway Tavern 
1936 Neo-Tudor pub. The front bar has a dado of fielded
panelling, an inter-war panelled counter, original bar back
fitting, and the doorway to the rear room retains the top glazed
section. The rear room up a step has an inter-war dado of
fielded panelling, original inter-war bar counter with a
cupboard and an inter-war bar back fitting. At the rear is a
wonderful inter-war inglenook fireplace of brick with a copper
hood with seating either side.

Inglenook Fireplace



London
57 Liverpool Road, London, N1 0RJ 
Tel: (020) 7278 8433 
Email: theangelic.islington@stonegatepubs.com 
Website: https://www.bestcitypubs.co.uk/theangelicislington 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Essex Road) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Angelic 
Former Watney Combe Reid Victorian pub. The prominent
feature is a ceramic frieze which is displayed both in the left-
hand part of the pub and above part of the servery: it has a
cream surround and stylised floral detail. There is a fine six-
bay, columned bar-back fitting (with modern modifications)
facing on two sides with some semi-circular pediments and
alternating balustrade. The bar counter seems original, and
has seven opening sections: such doors were probably for
servicing the beer engines in days past. The mosaic at the left
corner entrance is extended on the left to a what would have
been a corridor off which various drinking compartments
would have been accessed.

Bar Back

London
2 Camden Walk, London, N1 8DY 
Tel: (020) 7359 0851 
Email: 7171@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/camden-head/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Essex Road) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Camden Head 
Built 1899 and subject to a partial restoration by Roderick
Gradidge in 1969. The present layout of a single space was
originally three spaces, and in 1969 the two small partitions
that created the public bar were removed and sections of the
original partitions with good engraved and faceted glass were
reused to form alcoves. The island bar back is mostly original
with mirrored panels and shelves held up by slender pillars.
The bar counter has fronts of three designs (reflecting the three
original rooms) – that on the rear section with some shell
scallop semi-circular sections looks genuinely old; other parts
look more inter-war. On the right there is a good curved screen
from this now main entrance including etched and frosted glass
panels featuring birds and flowers.

Bar Back



London
125 Newington Green Road, London, N1 4RA 
Tel: (020) 7096 2250 
Email: cellartaps.newingtongreen@stonegategroup.co.uk 
Website: https://www.craft-pubs.co.uk/cellars-newington-green 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Essex Road) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Cellar Taps 
Victorian corner pub of brick which still retains some old
fittings; multiple entrances indicate it was originally divided by
partitions into a number of bars. The main part of the pub is
now an L-shaped bare wood floor bar with what looks like a
Victorian counter facing two sides with brackets and all the
front painted white. There is a heavily carved section of the bar
back that looks old with a plain mirror and some modern
additions. The ceiling on the right hand side appears to be of
metal sections and is an impressive reproduction. A wide arch
on the left with decorative spandrels all painted light blue leads
to what was originally the billiard room with a plain skylight,
and the good wood surround fireplace could be old. Impressive
entrance from Pryland Road with tiling in multi-colours and a
mosaic floor with the wording “Billiards Saloon Bar”.

Tiled Lobby

London
116 Cloudesley Road, London, N1 0EB 
Tel: (020) 7837 7107 
Email: crown.islington@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.crownislington.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Essex Road) 
Listed Status: II

Crown 
It appears to have been rebuilt in about 1900 and has attractive
red-brick and polished, red granite and grey Larvikite
detailing. The outside walls are notable – simple thin screens
of timber and huge expanses of glass. The lower panels of the
windows have fine etched swirling and polished glass and the
small panes at the top are also decorated. The servery sits right
in the middle of the pub and was originally surrounded by a
series of separate drinking compartments. Fortunately, enough
survives to get a good sense of how things used to be. Each of
the outside doors would have led to its own compartment and a
couple of partitions survive.

Snob Screens in Left Hand Bar



London
119 Balls Pond Road, London, N1 4BL 
Tel: (020) 7275 7640 
Website: https://www.frontierpubs.co.uk/your-local/duke-of-
wellington-dalston-pub/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Duke Of Wellington 
Three-storey Victorian brick built pub that retains a number of original fittings. The doorwayon
Culford Street leads into a vestibule with a ‘Duke of Wellington’ mosaic floor. The islandbar
counter is the original but only the main shelf of the bar-back survives with a new topsection.
The left-hand door is now blocked up but another ‘Duke of Wellington’ mosaic floorremains;
the corner door with a Public Bar’ deep etched glazed panel is blocked-up so the pub was once
divided into at least two bars. An original floor to ceiling glazed screen is situated towards the
end of the front bar with wide doorway gaps left and right. There is some old dado panelling at
the front and a good wood surround and tiled fireplace at the rear.

London
340-342 Essex Road, London, N1 3PB 
Tel: (020) 7226 9799 
Email: info@theenglefieldpub.co.uk 
Website: http://www.theenglefieldpub.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Essex Road) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Engle Field 

Island Bar Back

London
33 Linton Street, London, N1 7DU 
Tel: (020) 7288 2222 
Email: info@thehanbury.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thehanbury.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Essex Road) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Hanbury 
A chaste Neo-Georgian brick pub rebuilt in 1937 by architect
S.J. Funnell for Charringtons. All the internal divisions have
been removed but the original three-part layout can still easily
be picked out. The left-hand door on the Mary Street side used
to lead to an off-sales. Inside there is a good array of two-
thirds-height panelling. The counters are original, as is the bar-
back in the right-hand area, still with its Charringtons’
lettering. The left-hand counter is strange in that it is brought
forward yet this seems to have been the original arrangement:
the bar back behind has gone in favour of a pizza oven.

Right Hand Servery



London
158 Hemingford Road, London, N1 1DF 
Tel: (020) 7607 3303 
Email: enquiries@hemingfordarms.com 
Website: https://www.hemingfordarms.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Highbury and Islington)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Hemingford Arms 
Built in 1855 with quality fittings from a refurbishment in the
early 20th century. There is an original bar counter attached to
the rear wall, and the servery has an ornate carved mahogany
island fitting with a glazed-in publican’s office with
pedimented doors, carved lion's head, shelves held up by
pillars, fluted corbels on both ends, and pilasters. There are
good vestibule entrances with multiple etched panels on both
sides of the pub, a short screen with fine 'Hemingford Arms'
with a crest etched and frosted pane, and 'Saloon' and 'Bar'
1920s windows in the former corner door.

Bar Back and Office

London
87 Noel Road, London, N1 8BD 
Tel: (020) 7354 8741 
Email: enquiry@theislandqueenislington.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theislandqueenislington.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Essex Road) 
Listed Status: II

Island Queen 
The Island Queen, built in 1851, was altered internally in 1889
and 1897 and, although various partitions around the central
servery have been cleared away, much remains in this
extraordinarily high space. Historic survivals include the
counter, the stillion within the serving area, vestiges of an
inner porch (left), two cast-iron columns and a full-height
glazed screen forming a (now doorless) room to the rear right.
There is a further screen on the right creating a corridor to the
upstairs rooms, and some impressive etched and cut glass
signed ‘R Morris & Son, 239 Kennington Road. SE’.

Screens



London
55-57 Northdown Street, London, N1 9BL 
Tel: (020) 7837 7758 
Website: https://kingcharles1st.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London King's Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

King Charles I 
Small pub built / re-built in the inter-war years, originally with
a two-roomed interior as indicated by the two front doors. It
has a very good curved bar counter from the inter-war years
with horizontal wooden strips. The bar back fitting is not old
and lower shelving has been lost to fridges. Around the walls is
inter-war panelling to picture frame height. The bar back
fitting is not as old and lower shelving has been lost of fridges.

Servery

London
115 Upper Street, London, N1 1QN 
Tel: (020) 7226 4443 
Email: kingsheadtheatre@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.kingsheadtheatrepub.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Essex Road) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Kings Head Theatre Pub 
Built 1864, a three-storey brick building with a ground floor
(maybe added in the 1890’s) including six Ionic columns of
polished grey and pink granite. The interior is just one room
now but the existence of three entrances show it was originally
split by partitions into separate rooms. The room has deal
boarding to the dado painted battleship grey, two marble
fireplaces, a late-19th century island bar-back with engraved
glass in the top part, and a bar counter probably of the same
period. The listed description states the bar counter and bar
back have probably been reset and possibly altered. The
internationally renowned Kings Head Theatre Pub was
founded in 1970 and has 110 seats so is one of the largest pub
theatres in London

Interior



London
1 Grand Parade, Green Lanes, London, N4 1JX 
Tel: (020) 8800 9617 
Email: salisburyhotel@yahoo.co.uk 
Website: https://thesalisburyhotelpub.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Harringay) and BusStop 
Listed Status: II*

Salisbury 
This glorious landmark pub was built in 1898–9 by John
Cathles Hill, who laid out much of the surrounding area and
designed this pub and the nearby Queens. Both have very
similar plans. Rich ironwork, tiling and mosaics in thegenerous
porches give a foretaste of what to expect inside. Themost
lavish room is the richly appointed saloon (left) with its
attractive alcoves. Behind is the former billiard room (now a
restaurant) with its lovely skylight with vine decoration. The
rest of the pub is taken up with two bars surrounding an island
servery of epic proportions. Originally there would have been
more drinking areas within the large L-shaped bar on the
corner. The servery has a large, original back fitting with
delicate Art Nouveau details. A spittoon trough is to be found
in all but one of the former bars. In 2003 the black and white
marble floor was added as part of an excellent refurbishment
and the magnificent etched and gilded mirror by the right-hand
entrance (by Cakebread, Robey & Co), which had been stolen,
was replaced with a modern copy.

Right Bar



London
2-4 Caledonian Road, London, N1 9DU 
Tel: 07920 196603 
Email: info@thescottishstores.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thescottishstores.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (King's Cross) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Scottish Stores 
The Scottish Stores retains an incredibly intact partitioned 
interior of 1901 consisting of three separate bars and as 
such is one of the rarest of the few surviving partitioned 
interiors in London. 

A wonderful little pub opened in 1901, designed by architects
Wylson and Long. The three external doors give clues to the
original compartmentalisation. On the right is a room running
at right angles to the road, on the left there are a front and rear
bar, all of which cluster round the central servery. An opening
has been created between the front and right-hand bars by the
removal of a panel which has been resited in the original
doorway to the toilets; the opening from the right-hand bar to
the rear one seems original allowing very necessary access for
‘right-hand’ drinkers to the loos. Over the severy on the right-
hand side is a carved cartouche helpfully giving the name of
the pub and its date, 1901. The whole interior is an informal
mixing of Jacobean, Gothic and Classical detailing. The back
bar has a hatch with a nice glazed superstructute to the servery
(the original bar top is covered by a more modern one).
Another particular feature is the series of hunting scene
lithographs to be found in all three bars of 1900 by one Cecil
Aldin. A link was formed to the adjacent left-hand premises in
2016.

Front Bar



London
534 Hornsey Road, London, N19 3QN 
Tel: (020) 7272 7950 
Email: shaftesburyt@remarkablepubs.co.uk 
Website: https://theshaftesburytavern.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Finsbury Park) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Shaftesbury Tavern 
Built in 1897 with rich wood and glasswork, so typical of the
golden age of pub-building. There has been much change but it
is clear that there would have been more compartments thanthe
two spaces we have today. The star feature is the richlytreated,
original L-shaped bar-back. The counter too seemsoriginal. A
certain amount of the late Victorian glass survives,including a
panel bearing the name of the pub. In the left is adouble-width
door leading to what was probably a billiard room (hence the
round-ended skylight). This room also has a fine surround. The
baffles with etched glass in the main bar are probably result
from modern rearrangements. The pub was restored in 2014
from a 'very tired' state by the small pub chain Remarkable
Restaurants Ltd: their work included the impressive black and
white marble flooring and also the gilding on the on the bar-
back and the pilasters in the left-hand room.

Exterior



London
55 Orsman Road, London, N1 5RA 
Tel: (020) 7739 5186 
Email: info@stagsheadhoxton.com 
Website: http://stagsheadhoxton.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Stags Head 
This drinkers’ pub is one of many built between the wars by
major East End brewers, Truman’s, in this case, to serve a
1930s housing estate. The ground floor is faced with mottled
blue and brown tiles that were then very popular for pub
frontages. It is quite small and originally consisted of two
narrow bars either side of a servery plus a ‘home sales’
compartment (now disused, of course). The public bar is on the
right (on the street corner), the saloon on the left. In the 1950s
or 1960s an extension was added on to the saloon though it
seems they couldn’t quite get the tile match right. 

The interior is characteristic of Truman’s house style. Note
their characteristic lettering advertising their oatmeal stout,
Eagle ale, etc. on the woodwork and typical brick fire
surrounds with small relief panels – the leaping stags found
here also prance about in other Truman’s pubs – and mirrors in
the overmantels. The chequered spittoon trough found here is
another frequent arrangement. The social (and price)
distinction between the two sides is mirrored in the bar
counters – commonplace matchboarding for the public bar and
a more elegant streamlined effort in the saloon. Happily the
toilets in both halves of the pub have not experienced modern
refits and the tilework still appears as it did to those answering
the call of nature seventy years ago.

Right-Hand Bar



London
26 Wenlock Road, London, N1 7TA 
Tel: (020) 7608 3406 
Email: beer@wenlockarms.com 
Website: http://wenlockarms.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Old Street) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Wenlock Arms 
Established in 1835, it survived attempts to be converted into
housing in 2013 and retains fittings from the late Victorian
period. The bare wood floor single room has two modest
columns with capitals holding up the ceiling – the mosaicfloors
in the entrance doors have ‘Wenlock Arms’ and ‘PrivateBar’
wording indicating a loss of partitions. There is an island-style
bar counter with curved edges – note the three cupboardsin the
front (the pot shelf is modern). It also retains a Victorian island
bar back fitting (where fridges have replaced the lower
shelving) as well as a back fitting – both with mirrored panels,
some narrow and reaches the ceiling. There is a brick fireplace
of no great age, fixed seating looks old but re-leatheretted, and
a good ‘Wenlock Famous Ales and Stouts’ mirror.

Exterior



London
206 Archway Road, London, N6 5BA 
Tel: (020) 8374 1690 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Winchester 
Built in 1881 (architect William B. Brown of Covent Garden)
as part of a very distinctive parade of shops with housing
above, it was then the Winchester Tavern and later became the
Winchester Hall Hotel. The name comes from WinchesterHall,
a late 17th-century mansion nearby. This and its estatewere
sold as the relentless tide of bricks and mortar engulfedthe area
following on from the arrival of the railway in 1867.Inside, the
great feature is a massive, glazed-in office  (termed'bar
parlour' on the original plans, surrounded on three sides bythe
servery. It is formed by floor to ceiling glazed partitionwith
curved glass on the front corners and its windows have
remarkably lovely, delicate etched glass with trails of foliage
and depictions of flowers and birds. Decorative etched original
glass remains on the doors on the left (which has 'Private' on it)
and right. Note the lower bar back shelves around the office
held up by slender pillars. There are more pillars all the way up
to the top section of the office.

UPDATE April 2023 - the pub reopened in early 2023 after a
long period of closure during which alterations took place.
These include replacement of the Victorian bar counter whilst
the publican's office has been converted to a snug.
Consequently the pub has been regraded from Three Stars to
Two Stars.
 

Interior



North Finchley
283 Ballards Lane, North Finchley, N12 8NR 
Tel: (020) 8343 6110 
Email: elephantinn@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.elephantinnfinchley.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Elephant Inn 
Rebuilt in the interwar years and still with a good sense of the
original arrangements. It occupies a corner position, and
comprises three-storeys with a ground floor faced with stone
and the two upper floors are brick. The pub has been opened
up, but you can clearly work out the original layout which
comprised four rooms of which three surround the servery in a
U-shape at the front of the building. On the left is the saloon
bar and on the right is the public bar with a lounge-cum-games
room at the rear. It seems this latter room was originally two
but has been opened up. The small middle bar has screens
either side with leaded glass and had its own door at the front
(but this has been blocked off) and no doubt served as an off-
sales. All three bars have three-quarter- height fielded
panelling throughout and some loosely Arts and Crafts
detailing, particularly above the saloon servery with its
overhang bearing various Tudor motifs. There are many leaded
windows both external and internal, mainly at the rear of the
saloon bar, which, curiously, has three external windows
between the gents’ and ladies’ toilets doors.

Saloon Bar



Stoke Newington
1-3 Matthias Road, Stoke Newington, N16 8NN 
Tel: 07970 763190 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hackney Downs) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Army & Navy 
Rebuilt in the 1930's for Truman's brewery. The interior
displays typical trademarks of Truman’s inter-war fitting and
furnishings. There is characteristic advertising lettering (see
over the bar-back), brick fire surrounds with small relief panels
(in this case a hunter and dog, knight on horseback, and a
couple of galleons) and a very distinctive cream-coloured
ceiling made up of Vitrolite panels. The screens separating the
different rooms have now been lost, but you can still see two
different treatments in the bar counter detailing which signify
separate drinking areas (the usual distinction being plain forthe
public bar, smarter for the rest). The bar-back is alsooriginal.

Right Hand Interior

Stoke Newington
199 Stoke Newington Church Street, Stoke Newington, N16
9ES 
Tel: (020) 7923 3337 
Email: manager@roseandcrownn16.co.uk 
Website: https://www.roseandcrownn16.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Finsbury Park) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Rose & Crown 
Truman's pub of 1934. Internally it still has a good feel of the
1930s layout since the screens dividing the various rooms
survive in their upper parts. The panelling is in classic
Truman’s style of the 1930s, as are the light-cream-coloured
Vitrolite panels in the ceiling, advertising lettering on the
panelling naming some of the brewery’s offerings, and the
overmantels with Truman’s mirrors inserts. The chequered
spittoon trough, and doors in the bar counter to get at the beer
engines are also original features. Servery



Stoke Newington
57 Allen Road, Stoke Newington, N16 8RY 
Tel: (020) 7254 4190 
Email: shakespeare@remarkablepubs.co.uk 
Website: https://theshakespeare.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hackney Downs) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Shakespeare 
Three-storey of London stock brick. The lobby on the right has
a ‘Shakespeare’ mosaic floor as well as etched glazing, and the
entrance on left also has a possibly Edwardian ‘Shakespeare’
mosaic floor. The old bar counter has leaf decorated console
brackets; the bar back is also old but with modern changes; and
the dado panelling on the walls is also old. On the right is a
marble and tiled fireplace which looks old and a corner with
three-sided bare wall benches and dado back.

Interior

Stoke Newington
6 Windus Road, Stoke Newington, N16 6UP 
Tel: None 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Seven Sisters) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Wheatsheaf 
A simple, traditional local now with an Irish flavour consisting
of two bars (public on the left) either side of the servery: a
large rounded arch has been cut between the two at the rear.
Pretty red and cream tiling at the foot of the counters. The
work is somewhat hard to date but is probably from an
interwar refit. Panelled bar counters. Illuminated fascias to the
bar backs advertising the Whitechapel brewers Mann who
merged with Watneys in 1958.

Exterior



Tottenham
Stoneleigh Road, Tottenham, N17 9BQ 
Tel: (020) 8808 3567 
Email: info@beehiven17.com 
Website: http://beehiven17.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Tottenham Hale) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Beehive 
A fine example of an unspoilt “Brewer’s Tudor” pub, dating
from 1927. The public bar has fielded panelling to picture-
frame height, original counter and mirrored bar back, some
original benches and two cased-in dart boards; rare example of
a glazed-in office behind the servery. The “Saloon Lounge” is
in Baronial style complete with mock original beams, more
wall panelling and splendid light fittings. A sliding screen
between this room and the rear Luncheon Room has been
removed but the glazing above is still there. A final room is
used for darts and functions and, uniquely, was called the “Self-
Service Room”.

Smoke Room

Tottenham
131 Lordship Lane, Tottenham, N17 6XE 
Tel: 07506 631128 
Website: https://the-elmhurst-hotel-london.hotelmix.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Elmhurst Hotel 
Built in a Queen Anne style for the Cannon Brewery in
1903.The large right hand room is impressive with its moulded
ceiling and a modicum of stained glass. The bar back on the
left is a star attraction, with its array of small mirrors in the
upper tier and an elaborately carved pediment with a centrally
mounted clock. A substantial timber screen with high level
glazing separates this room from the former billiard room at
the rear, although the skylight is now blocked up. The large
room on the left hand side of the pub was presumably the
saloon bar, and boasts fielded panelling (painted!) and a richly
decorated ceiling.

Games Room



Whetstone
1262 High Road, Whetstone, N20 9HH 
Tel: (020) 8445 1110 
Email: HELLO@GRIFFINWHETSTONE.PUB 
Website: https://www.griffinwhetstone.pub/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Oakleigh Park) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Griffin 
Subject to a quality refit in the inter-war period. The doors to
the original coaching arch on the right look older but
presumably 1930s? There are three front doors – Public Bar,
Off Sales, and Private Bar from left to right but they all lead to
the one space now. The bar counter could date to the inter-war
period with the front recently painted teal blue but the bar back
is modern. The Victorian-style wood surround and tiled
fireplace is out of place. At the rear is what was a separate
‘better room’ which is lit by a fine skylight (with modern
glass). There is a splendid large Tudor Arch-shaped stone
fireplace with an inter-war brick interior. The three-bay over
mantle has diagonally set 1930s brick. There is a dado of inter-
war fielded panelling around the room / area and an ornate
cornice.

Servery



Wood Green
Station Road, Wood Green, N22 7SS 
Tel: (020) 8889 9436 
Email: enquiry@thestartinggate.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thestartinggate.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Alexandra Palace) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Starting Gate 
Considerable vestiges of this pub’s rich, late-Victorian
furnishings remain, having been refitted by Richard Dickenson
of St John Street, Adelphi, in 1899. Inside is a central servery
from which compartments once radiated and the six outside
doors show these were numerous and therefore small. Inside is
a central servery from which compartments once radiated and
the six outside doors show these were numerous and therefore
small. The surviving screen panels are formed of timber and
etched glass, the latter embellished with the small birds and
swirling foliage. The panelled oak bar counter is Victorian as
are the mirrors in the central stillion (although the structure
itself is modern). The timber arch above, however, isVictorian,
and spans two mighty, fluted cast-iron Corinthiancolumns.
Another item of interest is the mosaic flooringmarking out a
former corridor leading from the St Michael’sTerrace entrance.
You will also find a well preserved bank ofsnob screens sitting
on the counter.

Interior



Greater London North West
Belsize Park
50 Englands Lane, Belsize Park, NW3 4UE 
Tel: (020) 7722 8842 
Email: enquiry@thewashingtonhampstead.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thewashingtonhampstead.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kentish Town) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Washington 
The Washington effortlessly combines a relaxed modern
atmosphere for eating and drinking with historic surroundings
and has varied real ales. It is a prominent corner-site pub built
in about 1865 for a developer, Daniel Tidey. The dominant
feature outside is the bold first-floor windows with their
alternating segmented and triangular heads. The interior,
although much pulled around in modern times, still retains a
great deal of interesting Victorian work.

Interior



Eastcote
Eastcote High Road, Eastcote, HA5 2EQ 
Tel: (020) 8866 0476 
Email: hello@caseisalteredpinner.co.uk 
Website: https://caseisalteredpinner.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Case Is Altered 
UPDATE 2020.

A refurbishment has recently been carried out which 
requires a re-assessment. 

Please note - the photos are therefore out of date and the 
description is one written before the recent changes. 

In its leafy surroundings, this is more like a country pub than a
town one. Part of the right-hand side may date back to the 16th
century but outside is mainly a remodelling after a fire in 1891.
Inside there is a deliberate attempt, probably dating from the
inter-war years, to create an ‘olde worlde’ feel. This is
especially apparent in the smaller and lower of the two rooms
with its hefty black ceiling beams and imitation half-timbering.
The doors and some of the panelling have a deliberately rough
texture but this is actually synthetic material. The same manner
of work continues, though with a little less bravura, in the
larger, L-shaped bar. Both rooms have brick fire surroundsbuilt
of small red bricks. It is possible that there has been some
degree of rearrangement in the post-war period and it seems
unlikely that both rooms would originally have had the largish
panelled counters they do today. A reconstructed old barn was
linked to the pub and brought into use c.1990.

Public Bar



Hampstead
14 Flask Walk, Hampstead, NW3 1HE 
Tel: (020) 7435 4580 
Email: flask@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theflaskhampstead.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Hampstead
Thameslink) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Flask 
Tucked away up an alleyway and rebuilt in 1873–4. A large
timber and glass screen divides the front two bars. It has five
chromolithographs of interesting and unusual , if sentimental,
paintings by the Belgian artist, Jan Van Beers. The public bar
(left) has incorporated the former private bar. The counter and
bar-back are original as are the strips of tilework in both front
bars, along with the metal fire surrounds and the decorated
cornice. The rear parts are modern. Partition

Harlesden
665 Harrow Road, Harlesden, NW10 5NU 
Tel: (020) 8960 2278 
Email: info@themasonsarmsnw10.co.uk 
Website: https://www.themasonsarmsnw10.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Masons Arms 
Late Victorian pub retaining some original fittings but all the
room divisions have been lost. There is a Victorian bar counter
with pilasters but now painted a gastro grey-blue colour. The
excellent original bar-back fitting of four bays has colourful
glass panels at the top. The top section is carried on columns
with decorative capitals. There are four sets of doors into what
is now a large single space indicating at least three partitions
lost but on the far left a vestibule reaching to the ceiling with
some good decorative etched and frosted panels but lots of
plain ones. Interestingly there is what looks like an ornate
manager's office with bowed frontage and mirrored panels
situated on the left-hand-side back wall. Note the broken
pediment and the masons symbol at the top which implies it
belongs to this pub but would originally have been situated in
the servery area so presumably it has been moved.

Bar Back



Harrow
30 West Street, Harrow, HA1 3EF 
Tel: (020) 8422 3155 
Email: castle.harrow@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.castle-harrow.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Harrow-on-the-Hill) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Castle 
An early Edwardian pub that retains much of its original 
layout, including bar counters, bar back and a rare glazed 
screen.

The Castle was rebuilt by Fuller, Smith & Turner in 1901 but
may have originated in the early 18th century. It consists of
four rooms, the most interesting of which is the main space
because this still has a timber screen (with low service door)
dividing it into two. There must have been another such screen
further back, since there is a blocked doorway down the side of
the pub which would have accessed a snug or off-sales. On the
right are a pair of smaller rooms, the front one of which has a
tiny hatch to the servery: the rear one has a large glazed hatch.
At the back is the final room, used as a restaurant, with wood-
block flooring and imitation panelling. Parts of the fireplaces
are modern insertions. Outside there is highly attractive
ironwork over the main entrance and a mosaic floor panel with
the pub’s name.

Public Bar

Kentish Town
389 Kentish Town Road, Kentish Town, NW5 2TJ 
Tel: (020) 3437 0905 
Email: bullandgate@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.bullandgatenw5.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kentish Town) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Bull & Gate 
It retains a Victorian curved panelled counter with pilasters
and cornelled brackets but it has a modern metal top added by
Youngs in 2015. The far left section of the bar counter front is
missing an ornate pilaster so there have been changes here in
recent times. The Victorian bar back fitting has a stunning
array of decorated cut-glass mirrors with swirling sprays of
foliage. There are ornate vestibule entrances from both the left
and right doors with ornate plasterwork picked out in various
colours at the top. The Lincrusta ceiling is an ornate piece of
work too, recently painted white. Note also the fluted cast-iron
columns which support the upper floors.

Bar Back



Kilburn
97-101 Willesden Lane, Kilburn, NW6 7SD 
Tel: (020) 3561 5854 
Email: kilburnarms@gmail.com 
Website: http://thekilburnarms.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Hampstead) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Kilburn Arms 

Please note - a refurbishment took place circa 2017 and the 
photos were taken before then. 

Three-storey building of brick from 1899. The right hand bar
 has an impressive vestibule entrance with cut and etched
windows. It has a curved bar counter that probably dates from
the inter-war period, and the four bay bar back fitting has good
cut and etched glass panels with floral and fruit decoration.
The left hand bar has a vestibule entrance with some curved
cut and etched windows featuring floral and fruit decoration
and old dado panelling. The curved bar counter here also
probably dates from the inter-war period, and the five bay bar
back fitting has good cut and etched glass panels with floral
and fruit decoration and modest pilasters with capitals. Opened-
up to the left is a large room in the single storey part of the
pub that might have been for functions, or with its blocked in
skylight suggesting it might have been a billiards room.

Vestibule Entrance Cut & Etched
Windows



London
292 Kentish Town Road, London, NW5 2TG 
Tel: (020) 7485 2031 
Email: 6018@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/assembly-house/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kentish Town) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Assembly House 
Designed by architects Thorpe & Furniss and opened in 1898.
The interior has undergone a pretty comprehensive
modernisation yet there is still a lot of historic work to enjoy.
The best feature is one of the most elaborate panel-and-mirror
displays anywhere. Set in tall rectangular panels are etched and
cut mirrors with birds, foliage, swags and other decorative
devices (note that a couple of large panels are later
replacements – they lack the brilliant cutting of the Victorian
originals). The surviving bar-back in the rear room, a tall,
delicate piece, has similar work and is further embellished with
touches of gilding. Note also the cast-iron columns and the
back room which has a large skylight to what was originally a
billiard room.

Screen



London
274 Kilburn High Road, London, NW6 2BY 
Tel: (020) 3876 8204 
Website: https://blacklionkilburn.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Hampstead) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Black Lion 
An imposing corner-site pub of 1898 to designs by architect
R.A. Lewcock. It has a light, spacious interior enriched with
some spectacular decoration. Pride of place goes to the seriesof
four copper relief panels, set in rich wooden and mirrored
surrounds by designer F. A. Callcott showing 18th-century folk
at leisure at the supposed predecessor of the present pub. First
up we have ‘Taking the waters at Kilburn Wells’ (upside down
caption, left rear). Relief from such sobriety seems at handwith
painting the sign for the (newly arrived?) Black Lion,followed
by ‘A call at the Black Lion’ (with some serioustoping), and
finally a game of bowls. There is a superblyornate Florentine
frieze and a richly decorated ceiling.Originally the main space
would have been subdivided – seethe names public bar, private
bar and saloon above the doorsexternally – and there is still
one screen surviving, which wasmoved to its present position
in 2003. There is also a long,panelled bar counter (note the
doors to service the beer engines in former times) and the
original bar-back. The large right-hand room was originally a
music room (now a restaurant). Some fine etched windows in
the side elevation.

Interior of Main Bar



London
65 Gloucester Avenue, London, NW1 8JH 
Tel: (020) 7722 0950 
Email: enquiries@theengineerprimrosehill.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theengineerprimrosehill.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: II

Engineer 
Built circa 1845-50 for Calvert Brewers (Then Hoare & Coand
Charrington). Three storey brown stock brick with stucco
ground storey. Bar counter in the main room is old, canted
forward, and possibly original; fielded panelling on the wallsto
dado level and surrounding the windows - all has beenstripped
of varnish. A small section of the bar back on thecorner is old,
as is the serving counter beneath it. A small roomis on the left
reached via a doorway, with its own small barcounter that is
not canted. Another small room is at the backbehind the
servery, with a small service hatch to the servery.

Bar Back

London
88 Royal College Street, London, NW1 0TH 
Tel: (020) 3915 3852 
Email: info@goldenlioncamden.com 
Website: https://www.goldenlioncamden.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (St Pancras) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Golden Lion 
The star feature is the Victorian bar back with a scrolly
pediment, bevelled mirrors, a dumb waiter, and lots of good
detail including two doors with etched glass panes. There is
also a panelled bar counter and a chunky Devon marble
fireplace. The public bar seems to have been refitted, probably
in the 1950s or 1960s, whence the bar back with its
Charrington lettering and ply-panelled bar counter. The
upstairs club (formerly billiard) room has another Devon
marble fireplace and the nearby gents’ are intact with colourful
dado tiling and two urinals.

Rear Bar



London
22 Holly Mount, London, NW3 6SG 
Tel: (020) 7435 2892 
Email: hollybush@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.hollybushhampstead.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Hampstead
Thameslink) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Holly Bush 
The character of the front parts is a delight, with a simply
panelled bar counter and the coved bar-back surviving from
Victorian days. The two outside front doors are clear evidence
of separate drinking areas inside – the low screen with a tiny
door has been moved to a rear room and a baffle attached tothe
counter re-positioned. The right-hand part has full-heightmatch-
board panelling and has been expanded into a tiny snug,the
Tavern Bar. Left is a room described, unusually, in thewindow
glass as a coffee room, entered by two doorways (one modern)
leading off the main bar.

Front Bar

London
101 Fortess Road, London, NW5 1AG 
Tel: (020) 7836 5005 
Email: junctiontavern.kentishtown@stonegategroup.co.uk 
Website: https://junctiontavern.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kentish Town) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Junction Tavern 
Built 1885. Although it now operates as a gastro pub, some
original Victorian splendour has been retained in the rear fully
panelled bar. It has a fine bar counter with decorative brackets,
a row of fielded panelling along the top and foot rail around
the bottom. Within the panelling are large plain mirrors and an
impressive carved mahogany fireplace with a bowed
mantelpiece featuring a carved head but a modern hearth. A
carved wooden pillar holds up a three sectioned decorative
plasterwork ceiling and there is a deep frieze and cornice. It
does have a modern bar back fitting and a small piece of
modern bar counter at the rear. The front bar has all modern
fittings and the pub has been extended to the rear.

Rear Bar



London
2a South Hill Park, London, NW3 2SB 
Tel: (020) 7433 8322 
Email: hello@themagdala.co.uk 
Website: https://www.themagdala.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Magdala 
This pub follows the gentle curve of the street. It went up in
mid-Victorian times to serve the developing neighbourhoodbut
is included in this guide for its 1930s makeover. You cansee
clear signs of this outside in the buff tile facing on theground
floor and the attractive strips of glazing in thewindows. The
left-hand room was extended but only the barcounter survives
the rest having been given a dull modernlook. But on the right
is a pleasant and remarkably intact room from the 1930s. The
walls are elegantly panelled to half height and there is a low-
key Art Deco frieze. The bar counter is panelled and follows
the style of the wall panelling while the picture is completed
by a Tudor-style pink marble fireplace.

Servery

London
51 Leverton Street, London, NW5 2NX 
Tel: (020) 7284 4631 
Email: manager@thepineapplepubnw5.com 
Website: https://www.thepineapplepubnw5.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kentish Town) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Pineapple 
A tucked-away small corner local of around 1868 which was,
fortunately, saved in the face of a closure threat in 2001 by a
vigorous and effective local effort. The Pineapple has been
opened up and there is now a single bar that wraps round the
serving area. Here, you’ll find a truly spectacular feature – the
bar-back, a three-bay piece, and one of the best such examples
from the mid-Victorian period anywhere. It’s made of
mahogany and has, at the top, panels advertising ‘whiskies’,
‘brandies’ and ‘wines’ in painted and gilt glass. Dividing the
panels are florid Corinthian capitals. In between are etched
mirrors with urns bursting with foliage and, below them –
pineapples! The bar counter seems original as is the marble fire
surround on the left-hand side. There are also some fine
mirrors with advertisements, a pretty cornice all around the
front bar and dado panelling round the walls.

Servery



London
120 Euston Road, London, NW1 2AL 
Tel: (020) 7388 0021 
Email: bun179094@mbplc.com 
Website: https://www.therocketeustonroad.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Euston) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Rocket 
Originally separated by a full height screen but only the top
section remains is the saloon bar at the rear right (and on a
slightly lower level). This area retains its original curved bar
counter and a wonderful six bay (and dumb waiter) bar back
fitting, the first bay being an access for staff and the others
having lovely frosted and decorated mirrors and there is a row
of bevelled mirrors reaching to the ceiling. Sadly, most of the
lower shelving has been lost to fridges. There is a splendid
plasterwork ceiling with parts picked out in deep red, a
vestibule entrance on the ceiling above which are two rising
sun symbols, and the original Victorian fireplace with carved
wooden tigers (?) heads at the top left and right and red glazed
brick interior.

Saloon Bar Servery

London
139 Highgate Road, London, NW5 1LE 
Tel: None 
Email: peterholt@gmail.com 
Website: http://www.thesouthamptonarms.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Southampton Arms 
Three-storey building of London brick built 1938. There are
two doors to the street and the left-hand door is in use, leading
to an inner door which is marked ‘saloon’ in stained glass.
There is attractive mosaic tiling in the porch. Inside the door is
attached the number ‘1’. The pub has old dado railing on the
walls to about one-third height. In the salon area on the left
beneath the dado is stained or lacquered textured wallcovering.
On the right there is old tongue and groove wood panelling
below the dado, and beneath the large centre window between
the two doors is plain old wood panelling. The bar counter is
solid wood and appears intact possibly from the inter-war
years.

Exterior



London
786 Harrow Road, London, NW10 5JX 
Tel: (020) 8969 5955 
Email: hello@williamiv.london 
Website: https://williamiv.london/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

William IV 
A large inter-war corner pub retaining a lot of its original
fittings in four rooms. The large main bar has an interwar
fielded panelled bar counter, a dado of interwar fielded
panelling, and a 1930s brick fireplace. At the rear on the left is
another room with more interwar fielded panelling, and a
1930s brick fireplace.

On the corner is the Nelson Room connected to the main bar
by a narrow arch. This has a vestibule from the disused corner
door with a “Private Bar’ brass plate on it. There's a quarter
circle interwar fielded panelled bar counter with cupboards,
and a checkerboard tiled apron around the base. Back fittings
comprise a three bay one and a single bay one at right angles,
and around the walls is a dado of interwar fielded panelling,
and another 1930s brick fireplace. 

Beyond the Nelson Room is a red tiled lobby with fielded
panelling and at the rear is the Clarence Room which has
another quarter circle interwar fielded panelled bar counter
with cupboards, a checkerboard tiled apron around the base,
and the three-bay bar back is inter-war.

Nelson Room



Mill Hill
137 Marsh Lane, Mill Hill, NW7 4EY 
Directions: junction of Highwood Hill 
Tel: (020) 8959 1357 
Email: therisingsunpub@hotmail.co.uk 
Website: https://www.therisingsunmillhill.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Mill Hill Broadway) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Rising Sun 
On high ground just on the edge of London, this feels morelike
a country pub than an urban one. It has been a pub sincethe
17th century but there is nothing one can see from thattime.
The core is just inside the front entrance – a delightful19th-
century servery with high-level screenwork. Along theright-
hand side is a fixed bench and wall panelling with a shelf
above. The ‘stone’ flooring was installed in a generally careful
refit after a bus embedded itself in the front wall a few years
ago. On the right, up a couple of steps is a cosy snug with more
panelling and a fixed seat. The large, left-hand room is entered
via a cut-through from the service lobby and dates from the
1950s. The ‘barn’ on the right is a function room and is pre-
World War II.

Servery



Pinner
31 High Street, Pinner, HA5 5PJ 
Tel: (020) 8868 4607 
Email: info@queensheadpinner.co.uk 
Website: https://www.queensheadpinner.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Queen's Head 
The building dates back to 16th-century origins which much
change in subsequent centuries. It underwent a facelift about
1930 when the external timbering was exposed and mostly
replaced. At this time the interior was much modified and to
this scheme belongs the bar counter with its sloping, vertical
boarding (the bar-back fittings may be contemporary but are of
fairly indeterminate date). The 1930 arrangements consisted of
two separate bars at slightly different levels, divided by a
screen, part of which survives: the opening of the screen took
place in 1971. On the left was the saloon bar which is gracedby
an impressive amount of wall-panelling, dating backprobably
to the 17th or 18th century. This space also has aimposing
brick fireplace of c.1930. The public bar was rathermore
simply appointed but it also has a less grand c.1930 brick
fireplace. The atmosphere of this venerable pub, although
common enough in small towns and country areas, is rare for
Greater London. A notable external feature is the 'gallows' inn-
sign arrangement.

Left Hand Servery

Ruislip
Breakspear Road, Ruislip, HA4 7SE 
Tel: (01895) 635763 
Email: steve@thewoodmanruislip.com 
Website: http://www.thewoodmanruislip.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Ruislip) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Woodman 
This two-room pub is included as a rare and good example of
post-war furnishing. The interest is the lounge on the right
which is work of around 1960. In those days Formica was a
popular material, hence the dominant feature of the gently
curved bar counter (it is deep pink, having faded from bright
red over the years). The servery is covered by a canopy, again
popular at this time, and the original lettering, naming the pub
and its then owners, Courage, survives. The room has simple
panelling and an attractive alcove at the rear. The public bar
was refitted a few years ago when its buff-coloured counter
front was replaced along with a change to the wall-panelling.
The wood-block floor dates from the 1930s.

Lounge Servery



South Kenton
Windermere Avenue, South Kenton, HA9 8QT 
Tel: (020) 3632 0020 
Email: Thewindermerepub@hotmail.com 
Website: https://windermerepub-com.stackstaging.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Windermere 
This is a largely intact example of a big inter-war suburban
pub, built in 1938 or 1939 by the Courage Brewery for a new
middle-class housing estate. There are three rooms. The public
bar, facing Windermere Avenue, is now only used for parties
and functions. On the station side is a saloon with a lounge
behind. Here original features include the large inner porches,
bar counters, back fittings, sleek wall panelling, wavy cornices,
doors between the saloon and lounge, and fireplaces (in the
saloon fire surround are charming pictorial tiles with windmills
and an advertising mirror above with a Courage cockerel and a
now-handless clock). The one major change has been the loss
of the off-sales compartment, now incorporated into the public
bar. The fixed seats are additions and the superstructures on
the saloon and lounge counters, bearing the name of the pub,
look to date from the 1950s or 1960s. Sadly, in recent times,
the original tiling in the gents’ has been covered over by
modern work.

Public Bar



St John's Wood
24 Aberdeen Place, St John's Wood, NW8 8JR 
Tel: (020) 7289 9898 
Website: https://www.maroush.com/restaurant/crockers-folly/ 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Marylebone) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Crocker's Folly 
This pub-cum-hotel, designed by architect C.H. Worley, went
up in 1898–9 at the height of the great London pub-building
boom and was one of the most opulent around. It had a
restaurant on the second floor and a concert room on the first.
The large left-hand room was a billiard room while the right-
hand space was originally divided into five compartments
including a ladies’ bar. The space in between was called the
saloon and has a marble counter, a remarkable marblefireplace,
and richly treated ceiling. Until 1987 it was knownas the
Crown Hotel (the name appears on a clock in theservery), but
took its present title thanks to a wondrous myth.The story went
that the entrepreneur responsible, FrankCrocker, thought the
Great Central Railway, then making itsway into London,
would end up by his new venture. In fact, itterminated a mile
away at Marylebone. Ruin, disaster, despair, and he threw
himself to his death from an upper window. In reality the
destination had been approved back in 1893 and Frank actually
died a natural death in 1904 at the tender age of 41: his estate
wqas worth £4108 12s. 9d. so he wasfar from impoverished.
He is buried in Kensal Green Center. The building reopened in
2014 after ten years’ closure and is now more of a restaurant
than a traditional pub.

Marble Room



Greater London South East
Beckenham
9 Chancery Lane, Beckenham, BR3 6NR 
Tel: (020) 8663 1031 
Listed Status: Not listed

Jolly Woodman 
A delightful pub in a quiet lane off the main road. It retains the look and feel of a rural pub,
reminiscent of when it probably was surrounded by countryside and farmland. The front room
is extremely small and its size alone makes it a precious survivor. It has half-height matchboard
panelling and old fixed bench seating. The bar has tongue and groove panelling with a plain
and well-worn counter. The landlord believes it dates to the 1920s. The barback also appears
old and intact and is pleasingly plain. There is leaded glass in the windows. Partitions were
removed in the 60s and the door to the right of the pub, now not in use, previously was for off-
sales. The fireplace has been retained with a stove in place of a hearth. An opening leads to a
larger back room in an L-shaped configuration which was created in the 70s. This smallish rear
room also has panelling. There are outside toilets across a courtyard.



Bermondsey (East)
94 Bermondsey Wall East, Bermondsey (East), SE16 4TY 
Tel: None 
Email: justicese16@gmail.com 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Old Justice 
Built in Neo-Tudor style in 1934 this is, despite the best efforts
of developers, an especially well-preserved example of a small-
scale urban pub, influenced by the improved pub movement.

The interior comprises front and back rooms that were, at a
later date, connected by a corridor to the side of the servery.
Both rooms are extensively panelled with light oak but in
somewhat different styles. The public bar has two
'camouflaged' toilet doors with what looks like original painted
signs and a fine brick fireplace with heavy lintel. The saloon
bar has two fireplaces, above which are framed panels with
original painted nautical scenes. The snug, on the east side,was
once the off-sales, and now forms an alcove.

In 2017, developers began stripping out the interior causing
significant damage to the original bar counters and bar backs.
Happily, swift enforcement action was taken (the building had
only just been Listed) and the owners were obliged to reinstate
the serveries, using salvaged materials, which has been done
very well. The pub re-opened in February 2023.

Public bar

Blackheath
109 Old Dover Road, Blackheath, SE3 8SU 
Tel: (020) 8305 1781 
Email: britishoakpub@gmail.com 
Website: https://britishoakblackheath.com/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

British Oak 
Three-storey of London brick with a glazed brown brick dado
on the ground floor, built about 1850. It has two large public
rooms which are entirely separate. The public bar on the left
has a fine Victorian bar-back with vertical, decorated mirror
strips at the sides and fine cut-glass panels within the three
bays; an old counter, and a matchboard dado. On the right is a
large saloon which is set partly within the main building and
partly within a single-storey block. It’s curious that the counter
in this room seems Victorian but that the half-height wall
panelling, and a couple of attractive settles seem interwar.

Left Hand Bar Servery



Blackheath
1a Montpelier Row, Blackheath, SE3 0RL 
Tel: (020) 8852 5784 
Email: enquiry@princessofwalespub.co.uk 
Website: https://www.princessofwalespub.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Princess of Wales 
UPDATE 2022 Interior ruined in recent refurbishment. The
former description is shown below.

 

Three-storey stone-built pub was rebuilt in c.1865 by the Cator
Blackheath Estates. This pub boasts a magnificent bar back on
the left-hand bar which is dated c.1865 and therefore one of the
oldest surviving bar-backs in the country, comprising two bays
full height to the ceiling with two twisted barley columns in
black and gold either side of each bay topped with capitols in
gold. On the right-hand corner is a square projection with more
of the original fascia and wording ‘Liquers’ and ‘Cigars’. A
long bar to the rear on the right-hand side has a different style
of bar back with the longer right-hand section having a plaster
or moulded frieze at the top.
 

Interior



Camberwell
35 Denmark Hill, Camberwell, SE5 8RS 
Tel: (020) 7703 1654 
Email: thejoinersse5@gmail.com 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Denmark Hill) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Joiners Arms 
Right in the busy centre of Camberwell, this pub, although
much altered, is interesting for a couple of reasons. The first
and most spectacular is the tiling on the wall of the front bar
with the large tiled panel bearing the arms of the Joiners’ &
Ceilers’ Company, one of some 100 City livery companies. In
the outer corners of this panel are implements of the joiners’
trade. The tilework has sadly suffered minor damage where a
dartboard has been hung against it some time in the past. The
tilework looks like the work of about 1900 but the extensive
wooden fittings may be later, perhaps even of the 1920s. There
is a counter to both front and back rooms of the pub, which are
divided by a timber and glass screen. The counter front itself is
quite plain with upright tongue-and-grooved boarding and
simply detailed pilasters between the bays. At the back of the
servery is a glazed-in Publican's Office area currently being
used to prepare and cook pizzas. 

Wall Tiling



Catford
Randlesdown Road, Catford, SE6 3BT 
Tel: (020) 7138 1084 
Email: info@fellowshipinn.co.uk 
Website: http://fellowshipinn.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Bellingham) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Fellowship Inn 
The Fellowship Inn is an ‘improved’ public house built in
1923-4 by F.G. Newnham, the house architect of the brewery
Barclay Perkins and Co. It was built as part of the London
County Council’s Bellingham Estate. Newnham also designed
other pubs on LCC estates for the brewery including the
Downham Tavern in 1930 – the largest public house in Britain
but sadly now demolished. Due to pressure from the
temperance movement the LCC was wary of building, or
allowing brewers to build, pubs on their suburban estates so
when it did agree they were designed along ‘improved’ lines
with the provision of community facilities such as halls, games
rooms and refreshment rooms, and referred to as ‘refreshment
houses’. In c1926 an additional storey was added to the rear
hall creating an upper lounge and refreshment area and in 1927
a children's room (a controversial feature of 'improved' pubs)
was added in the lounge area. It is built of brick with tall brick
chimneys and has two storeys plus attic and basement in a half-
timbered ‘Brewers' Tudor’ style. The Inn’s sign was painted by
Sir Arthur Cope, member of the Royal Academy.

Left Hand Bar



Chelsfield
Church Road, Chelsfield, BR6 7RE 
Tel: (01689) 821044 
Email: kaystone121250@gmail.com 
Website: http://thefivebells-chelsfieldvillage.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Five Bells 
18th century brick pub, extended in the 1930s and 1960s., and
little changed since the 1960s. The public bar on the MainRoad
side was possibly extend in the C 20th, and has a ‘PublicBar’
etched window in the door, old dado panelling all aroundthe
room, old brick fireplace, a 1930s looking bar counter, andold
bar back fitting of shelves on a mirrored bar back. From a
separate entrance on the right Warren Road side with ‘Saloon
Bar’ painted on the door are two rooms. The room on the apex
has an old (1930s?) bar counter, old dado panelling around the
room, some old shelves on the right hand side, old cupboardsin
the wall and what looks like a large fireplace blocked upmany
years ago. The rear room was extended back in the1960s and
has another old (1930s?) bar counter.

Public Bar

Crayford
37 Crayford High Street, Crayford, DA1 4HH 
Tel: (01322) 555214 
Website: https://www.crayfordarms.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Crayford Arms 
Mid Victorian pub, extended to the rear in 1936 by Reffells of
Bexley. The main entrance leads to a lobby which was
formerly the off–sales section. The counter and hatch for this is
still extant. A door to the R leads to the former public bar. The
corner door to this is now disused. The counter probably dates
from an interwar refit which may have occurred when the pub
was extended. The L hand door leads to the former saloon bar.
Here the counter front has fielded panelling. The walls also
have fielded panelling, though it is unclear how old it is. The
two rooms are connected at the rear via a third room. There’s
an island servery – here, the bar back looks new.

Rear Room



Crayford
53 Crayford High Street, Crayford, DA1 4EJ 
Tel: (01322) 521953 
Email: thedukesheadcrayford@gmail.com 
Listed Status: Not listed

Duke's Head 
Rebuilt in 1926 in loose Tudor style. Tudor theme inside with
three brick fireplaces, exposed ceiling joists, and walls
‘panelled’ to two-thirds height. The infill between the timber
members is artificial, resin-based sheeting made to look like
wood (very popular in the Twenties to create a sense of
antiquity on the cheap). Now opened up the pub was a three-
roomer. Modest original fittings include a plain panelled
counter to the three-sided servery and parts of the bar back: the
etched window glass with geometrical patterning is probably
also original to 1926.

Bar Back

Deptford
85 Tanners Hill, Deptford, SE8 4QD 
Tel: (020) 8692 2594 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (St Johns) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Royal George 
Three storey building of yellow London brick, retaining an
interior of three small rooms formed by two screens
(increasingly rare for London) around a centrally placed
servery. The three counter fronts are genuinely old with
pilasters and good strapwork along the top, and a cupboard at
the front found in some Victorian and inter-war pubs in
London and believed to be there to allow access to the beer
engines. Around the base of the counter is a foot rail but here it
is a rare working heated one. Throughout the pub there is an
old panelled dado which is painted cream and with the detail in
light brown. The two screens that separate the interior into
three bars look to be modern replacements.

Right hand bar with screens



Dulwich
73 Dulwich Village, Dulwich, SE21 7BJ 
Tel: (020) 8299 4976 
Email: enquiry@thecrownandgreyhound.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thecrownandgreyhound.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (North Dulwich) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Crown & Greyhound 
A large and much-frequented establishment built as a pub-cum-
hotel around 1900 to designs by busy pub architects Eedle &
Meyers. The symmetrical exterior is worthy of a good look for
such details as the decorative plasterwork, cast-iron lamp
standards and light brackets. The character has changed greatly
inside but on the left hand side a couple of screens remain from
the days when there would have been a multiplicity of rooms.
In this area there were bars described as being for ‘the lower
class of customer’ (no such problem today in well-heeled
Dulwich). What is now the main bar area was originally
known as the saloon and to the right of this, and originally
separate from it, was the panelled coffee room. The restaurant
used to be a billiard room and at the back left was a skittle
alley. There are some good details of around 1900 remaining
in terms of etched glass with the names of some of the former
rooms, a good bar-back with plenty of decoration and, over the
partition between main bar and former coffee room, some re-
sited snob-screens. But don’t miss the lavish tall friezes and
the impressive ceiling decoration. Also pretty mosaic flooring
on the left-hand side from a former corridor. The counters, by
contrast, are quite plain.

Resited Snob Screens



East Dulwich
193 Crystal Palace Road, East Dulwich, SE22 9EP 
Tel: (020) 8693 4968 
Email: hello@greatexhibition.pub 
Website: https://www.greatexhibition.pub/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (East Dulwich) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Great Exhibition 
Built c1880, whilst opened-up (four doors indicate it may have
had four room) it still retains quality fittings from a late
Victorian refitting. The bare boarded room retains a Victorian
panelled bar counter – note the two sizes of panels indicating
where a partition was situated originally. The three-bay
Victorian bar back has a middle section with a curved mirror,
left-hand and right-hand ones having etched panels and all
feature birds and flowers; also, four pilasters with capitals.
There is an elaborate doorway to the left of the servery with
two columns with capitals – all picked out in gold paint – and
with a broken pediment. On the right hand side is a vestibule
entrance with curved projections having carved woodwork and
etched glass panels. Ornate wooden cornice above two doors
with narrow mirrored panels below.

Servery

East Dulwich
2 Forest Hill Road, East Dulwich, SE22 0RR 
Tel: (020) 8299 9521 
Email: info@thehernetavern.co.uk 
Website: http://www.thehernetavern.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Honor Oak Park) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Herne Tavern 
A Victorian pub given a thorough remodelling in the 1930s.
The window glass tells us that the front left-hand room was the
public bar, while the right-hand one was the saloon lounge.
There is a third room behind the public bar: both these left-
hand rooms have wall panelling and attractive, original tiled
fireplaces. The saloon lounge, extended out from the Victorian
pub, has an interesting rounded termination and a very
individual red-brick fireplace. The bar counters and back
fittings are original but quite conventional, and there are
attractive black and white 'mosaic' tiles around the front of the
bar counter in both bars.

Public Bar



East Dulwich
91 Lordship Lane, East Dulwich, SE22 8EP 
Tel: (020) 8693 1629 
Email: info.palmerston@oldspotpubco.com 
Website: https://thepalmerstondulwich.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Palmerston 
Three-storey of London brick built in 1862. The room at the
front retains a late Victorian three-bay bar back with a frieze at
the top, pilasters, and a clock at the top. Two doorways lead to
the dining room at the rear with a rarely seen mosaic floor. The
late Victorian two-bay bar back in this room has 1960s'
Watney’s ‘The Lord Palmerston’ wording with red barrels on
it, and a frieze along the top and lower shelving remains.
Fielded wood panelling adorns all the walls.

Dining Room

Erith
270 Bexley Road, Erith, DA8 3HB 
Tel: (01322) 332372 
Email: royaloakbexley@gmail.com 
Website: https://theroyaloakpub.com/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Royal Oak 
Rebuilt 1930 by the Dartford Brewery Company in classic
inter-war style by building behind the original (1860s?). It is of
1930s brick with a mock-Tudor first floor and still retains three
rooms. The Public Bar has a two-sided canted bar counter, and
the mirrored bar back looks to date from the late 1950s having
an illuminated top panel with ‘Royal Oak’ on it in a style seen
in Courage pubs.

The Private Bar on the right has walls with strips of panels on
plaster which have grooves in it to give the impression that it is
wood panelling. There is a canted bar counter with diagonally
laid panels (unusual for 1930s pubs) and with brackets
regularly situated along it. There is a 1930s brick fireplace.
The Smoke Room on the rear right has a long canted bar
counter of diagonally laid panels; an original bar back with
‘The Royal Oak’ painted in gold along the top; fielded
panelling on the walls to three-quarters height; and on the right
a classic 1930s brick fireplace and on the left a marble
surround one with brick interior and a hearth.

Public Bar



Forest Hill
319 Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, SE23 1JB 
Tel: (020) 8690 5176 
Email: info@blythehilltavern.org.uk 
Website: http://www.blythehilltavern.org.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Catford / Catford
Bridge) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Blythe Hill Tavern 
An appealing Victorian corner local, given a makeover
probably in the 1920s and still with three separate rooms.
There was a small snug at the back of the public bar, entered
by now sealed double doors, but opened up in the 1960s. An
extension to the saloon counter has been made in recent times.
The fireplaces are pleasing, that in the rear room with a
decorated metal hood, and in the saloon with a grey-blue tiled
surround. An unusual feature is the way customers are free to
walk across the serving area between the saloon and rear room.

Front Left Bar

Forest Hill
56 Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, SE23 1LN 
Tel: (020) 8690 2658 
Website: https://www.frontierpubs.co.uk/your-local/the-chandos-
honor-oak-pub/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Honor Oak Park) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Chandos 
Three-storey building of yellow London brick built in the early
1900s. The left hand room (originally two rooms) has a bar
counter that looks to be at least from the 1930s, and an
impressive original bar back fitting which has coving at the top
with floral detail picked out in gold, and mirrored sections. The
right hand room is joined to the left hand room by a part glazed
full height screen which looks original with double doors
always open. The curved bar counter here is definitely original,
with three pilasters, although the front is painted turquoise, and
is more ornate than in the left hand room. The small section of
original bar back matches that in the left hand bar and the
lower shelving here is intact.

Left hand bar

Herne Hill
210-212 Railton Road, Herne Hill, SE24 0JT 
Tel: (020) 7733 8783 
Email: enquiry@thecommercialhotelhernehill.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thecommercialhernehill.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Herne Hill) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Commercial 
A substantial refit of the pub was undertaken in the inter-war period, some of the results of
which are still apparent. The left-hand part of the room is the most intact with panelling,
counter and nice chequerwork floor tiling in front of the latter. There is also the remains of a
full-height screen that once divided the pub.



Herne Hill
10 Half Moon Lane, Herne Hill, SE24 9HU 
Tel: (020) 7616 5276 
Email: HalfMoon@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.halfmoonhernehill.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Herne Hill) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Half Moon 
This architectural extravaganza went up in 1896, the same year
as the equally flamboyant Kings Head, Tooting. Despite a
good deal of alteration there is a sense of how the spaces were
originally divided into separate rooms. Here they were
arranged around an L-shaped servery, whose original fittings
survive. The greatest attraction is the snug bar, tucked away at
the back with its six lovely painted mirrors of birds in watery
surroundings: a pair of small labels helpfully tell us that the
makers were W. Gibbs & Sons of Blackfriars. The screen to
the servery once had snob screens (sadly now gone). Two
other screens have etched, cut and coloured glass with pretty
lozenges showing barley, hops and foliage. Four hefty iron
columns with Corinthian capitals support the upper floors.

Front Bar

Kennington
42 Kennington Park Road, Kennington, SE11 4RS 
Tel: (020) 7735 4312 
Email: oldredlion@portobellobrewery.com 
Website: https://theoldredlion.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Elephant & Castle) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Old Red Lion 
An impressively intact example of “brewer’s Tudor” from
1933. The interior is split down the middle by a dividing wall
with a central servery giving access to both bars and low
narrow doorways at each end of the servery allowing
movement from one side to the other. Lots of heavy timbering,
original light fittings, brick pillars and odd touches like the
emblems over the doorways and the fireplaces. Recent
alterations have created an open kitchen at the rear of the left
bar and that to the right now opens out into a new
conservatory/eating area. Opens at 4pm on weekdays.

Public Bar



London
20 Horselydown Lane, London, SE1 2LN 
Tel: (020) 7403 4637 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Bridge) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Anchor Tap 
Once the tap for the nearby former Courage Horsleydown
brewery, this is now a Sam Smith's house. The main room in
the centre of the pub houses the servery with an old counter but
new bar back. There are two small rooms to the left of this, and
a further one to the rear. The front-most of the two rooms has
wooden panelling to dado height plus some built in seating, the
other more dado height panelling. The room behind the servery
has more dado height panelling and an impressive fireplace. A
larger room to the left with wooden panelling to dado height
houses an old bar counter with a metal edged spittoon trough,
but the bar back appears modern.

Right Hand Bar



London
77 Borough High Street, London, SE1 1NH 
Tel: (020) 7407 2056 
Email: 7781@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/george-southwark/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Bridge) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: I

George 
One of Britain’s only two galleried coaching inns, the other
being the (now much-altered) New Inn in Gloucester. The
George was in existence by the mid-16th century and was one
of several inns in Southwark that catered for travellers entering
and leaving from London via nearby London Bridge (until1750
the only one across the Thames). A terrible fire destroyedmuch
of Southwark in 1676 and the George was rebuiltimmediately
afterwards. Today we have but a fragment left asthe other parts
that made up a courtyard were demolished in1889 for railway
development. Most of the interior is modernbut the Parliament
Bar, the first on the right, has remarkableold woodwork (might
some of it even be late 17th-century?). Itevidently comprised
two rooms at one time. Nearest the streetthere is full-height
horizontal boarding and simple fixedseating plus a venerable
fireplace. Here coach passengersmight have waited and could
tell the time by the one-handedclock. Such large clocks
appeared in inns and taverns from themid-18th century but
acquired the name ‘Parliament clocks’after 1797 when a short-
lived five shilling clock tax wasintroduced, which encouraged
the provision of public ones at the expense of private
ownership. At the other end of the room is a highly unusual
glazed-in servery with a very rare set of (disused) Victorian
‘cash-register’ handpumps (this servery tends to be used Wed-
Sat).

Parliament Bar



London
40 Tower Bridge Road, London, SE1 4TR 
Tel: (020) 7237 8760 
Email: george.southwark@stonegategroup.co.uk 
Website: https://www.craftunionpubs.com/george-southwark 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Elephant & Castle) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

George 
A 1930s corner pub in faience and brick, by A E Sewell for
Truman's Brewery. It retains large Truman signs and eagles on
the gables, and three original Truman windows. Interestingly a
fourth window in the same style advertises Courage Best, the
current cask beer sold at the pub which suggests re-glazing.The
two former bars have been combined around a centralservery,
although interestingly the right hand side retains itssaloon bar
carpet whilst the left is bare boards. The original U-shaped
counter has beer engine service doors and is fronted with a red
and black chequerboard tiling. The right-hand side would have
been subdivided in the past. The central gantry is a mix of inter-
war and modern work. At the rear of the servery is a former
publican's office with glazed upper windows, now converted to
a food servery on the right hand side.

Servery



London
25 Roupell Street, London, SE1 8TB 
Tel: (020) 7207 0784 
Email: thekingsarms@windmilltaverns.com 
Website: https://www.thekingsarmslondon.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Waterloo East /
Waterloo) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Kings Arms 
Early to mid 19th century end of terrace brick building of three
storeys retaining two bars with inter-war fittings separated by a
rare (for London) partition. The public bar on the right has a
separate entrance, bare wood floor, dado panelling that may be
inter-war. The partition on the left almost reaches the ceiling
and has leaded glazing in the top which looks inter-war work.
Curved counter front could be inter-war (or possibly post-war),
there is a good late 1930s tiled fireplace, and the fixed seating
at the rear looks more post-war than inter-war as does the
glazed screen on top of it. Saloon bar on the left has a bare
wood floor, two doors, both with ‘Saloon Bar’ etched and
frosted panels which could imply the room has been one since
the inter-war period. There is another curved counter whichhas
cupboards in the front which does make it look inter-war,the
wood surround fireplace with a cast iron interior looksmodern
but the bar back fitting has an array of glass shelveswhich are a
feature of the 1960s. The double doors at the back of the public
which now access the conservatory extension but would
originally have been external doors.

Public Bar



London
27 Clennam Street, London, SE1 1ER 
Tel: (020) 7407 5643 
Email: thelordclyde.southwark@stonegatepubs.com 
Website: https://www.bestcitypubs.co.uk/the-lord-clyde-
southwark 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Bridge) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Lord Clyde 
In what must be the shortest street in London, the delightful
Lord Clyde pub was rebuilt in 1913 and has a marvellous
exterior with lots of ceramic work. Pride of place goes to a
majestic eagle, the emblem of East End brewers, Truman,
Hanbury and Buxton, while the fascia over the corner entrance
bears the name ‘E J Bayling’ who must have been the owner
and/or licensee on the eve of the Great War. Even the window
surrounds are highly decorative. Inside, there are two rooms.
The public bar (front) has a tapering, match-boarded counter
and partly panelled walls. Note the fine mirror advertising
‘Mild Ales and Double Stout’. The back bar has a hatch to the
servery and more wall panelling. A framed Truman’s price list
tells us the prices of beer back in 1961. The fittings and
detailing have a restraint and simplicity which forms a marked
contrast to the ornateness of pubs from a decade or so before
and gives a hint of what would come after the First World
War.

Servery



London
386 Old Kent Road, London, SE1 5AA 
Tel: (020) 7701 8510 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (South Bermondsey) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Lord Nelson 
This Victorian pub has seen better days but retains spectacular
fittings. Pride of place goes to a large painted and gilded mirror
of the eponymous admiral receiving the surrender after the
Battle of Cape St Vincent in 1797 from shifty, swarthy Spanish
types. There are two other vast mirrors but one is badly
cracked. There is also an extraordinary timber arcade striding
across the servery with two bays sitting atop the counter and a
third spanning a walkway between two counters (a parallel was
in the now lost Ring o’Bells, Bradford, West Yorkshire). The
screen and bar-back have wonderful detail including coloured
glazed panels advertising various drinks and the name of the
licensee of the day, John Bastow. The serving area has an
extraordinary shape, laid out to reach a whole variety of small
compartments which survived until about 1968. The semi-
circular saloon entrance (at the side) has a mosaic floor with
the name of the pub and stained glass: the saloon too has a
huge counter timber superstructure on the counter.

Main Bar



London
88 Tooley Street, London, SE1 2TF 
Tel: (020) 7378 1486 
Email: info@shipwrightsarms.co.uk 
Website: http://shipwrightsarms.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Bridge) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Shipwrights Arms 
By a former entrance lobby is a splendid painted tiled panel of
around 1900 showing shipwrights at work and traffic on the
river. There is an island servery: originally this would have
been surrounded by a series of separate compartments (the
multiple outside doors would each have given access to a
separate drinking space.)

Tiled Painting

London
68-70 Page's Walk, London, SE1 4HL 
Tel: (020) 7237 3248 
Website: https://thevictoriase1.blogspot.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Victoria 
Built 1886 of brick with, on the frontage, a green glazed brick
dado with cream glazed brick above and a rendered first floor,
and still adorned with old Truman signage. The inter-war bar
counter remains with a number of doors for servicing beer
engines and a black and white chequerboard tiling trough
around the base so distinctive of Truman pubs. The mirrored
island gantry style bar back remains and is noteworthy with its
chamfered ends and till alcoves; remarkably all the lower
shelving is intact. All around the walls is a dado of inter-war
fielded panelling and at the rear left is a dark red-brown glazed
brick fireplace from the early 20th century.

Former Off-Sales Counter Area



New Cross
322 New Cross Road, New Cross, SE14 6AG 
Tel: (020) 8692 3140 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (New Cross) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Marquis of Granby 
Mid Victorian three–storey brick pub owned by Hoare & Co
before being taken over by Charringtons in 1934. There's an
island servery and four doors signifying its hitherto multi-room
interior. The bar counter at the back of the room has fielded
panelling, and at the front of the room vertical panelling, with
the top of the counter having a melamine (linoleum) inlaid top.
The bar back looks original with Charrington wording at the
top (Ales - Charrington Stout - Wines - Spirits) being painted
over. There's a dumb waiter on the bar top, one section of
original fixed seating with a wood back, and an inter-war wood
surround fireplace on the front left, but with a modern interior.

House of Toby External Ceramic
Sign



New Eltham
356 Footscray Road, New Eltham, SE9 2DR 
Tel: (020) 8850 1619 
Website: https://www.beehiveneweltham.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (New Eltham) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Beehive 
Built 1897 ) by Reffell’s Bexley Brewery Ltd. Although now
opened-up there are many original fittings remaining. The right
hand entrance leads to the Public Bar, which has the original
bar counter and eight-bay bar back fitting with mirrored panels
and doors in bays two and seven with good etched glass. Onthe
right is a tiled cast iron and marble fireplace that has been
moved here from the old manager's office.

The left hand entrance has a grand porch and leads to the
Saloon Bar. The vestibule entrance is a modern addition,
containing doors with etched glazing marked as “Private Bar’
and ‘Bottles & Jugs’ moved from elsewhere in the pub. Thebar
back fitting here has a number of mirrored panels and acentre-
piece of four snob screens. The rear part was a separateroom.
There is a good baffle/screen with a decorative etchedand
frosted panel situated in this area, and there are two marble
surround fireplaces with the one at the rear having an early20th
century red glazed brick interior and an ornate mantelpiece.

Public Bar Servery



Nunhead
40 Stuart Road, Nunhead, SE15 3BE 
Tel: (020) 7277 8233 
Email: ivyhousenunhead@gmail.com 
Website: https://www.ivyhousenunhead.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Nunhead) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Ivy House 
Built in the 1930s by Truman’s brewery. Although the right-
hand part has now been hived off for residential
accommodation the pub is still large with two epic rooms atthe
back. These have interestingly contrasted characters: thaton the
right has a Tudor look with an inglenook fireplace,panelled
walls and the other room has decidedly simple ArtDeco details.
The front room – small in comparison – wasoriginally no
doubt intended to be a smart one as is suggestedby the elegant
canopy over the bar counter. The countersthroughout are
original and other features of interest are thebrown and white
spittoon trough tiling (a feature of many1930s Truman’s pubs)
and original tiling in the gents’.

Public Bar

Peckham
40-42 Asylum Road, Peckham, SE15 2RL 
Tel: (020) 7639 2823 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Queens Road
(Peckham)) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Asylum Tavern 
When built the pub had four small rooms and today there are
still three with some doorways cut in dividing walls so you can
easily walk around all the rooms. There are three doors on the
Asylum Road side – the left one leads to the pool room; the
middle one is access to the private quarters upstairs; and the
right hand door was blocked up in the 1970s. The main
entrance on the Meeting House Lane side leads to the large bar
on the right and a wide doorway cut in the 1960s leads to the
small bar on the left. Another door on the Kings Grove side
also leads to the larger bar on the right.

Exterior



Plumstead
158 Plumstead Common Road, Plumstead, SE18 2UL 
Tel: (020) 8316 7141 
Website: https://www.thestar-se18.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Plumstead) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Star 
Substantially remodelled and refitted in the inter-war years,this
once multi-roomed pub has been opened out but retainsmany
period features. On the left, what was the 'saloon lounge'has a
parquet floor, three-quarter height fielded panelling, aplain
skylight and brick fire surrounds. These are all inter-waras is
the counter and Art Deco-style bar-back. To the right,what is
now an L-shaped room was, until 2018, split by ascreen,
unusual for being barely above head height. The front portion,
the former public bar, has an old counter and a bar-back
similar to that in the former lounge. The area on the Jago Street
side was once two rooms, hence the counter being in two
different styles. The right-hand section of bar-back appears to
be Victorian and has attractive mirror strips and carved
brackets. Note the gas-light fittings on both sides.

Left-Hand Bar



Rotherhithe
257 Rotherhithe Street, Rotherhithe, SE16 5EJ 
Tel: (020) 7231 8838 
Email: downtownbsa@gmail.com 
Website: https://www.theblacksmithsse16.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Blacksmiths Arms 
A late 19th century three-storey building with a classic
Brewer’s Tudor half-timbered exterior above a glazed brick
ground floor – the glazing looks modern. The interior is of
three little-altered rooms with inter-war fittings – two narrow
bars either side of a central servery.

The front right door leads into the right hand lounge bar with a
carpet and wood panelling on the walls to picture-frame height.
The bar counter is a classic inter-war one of fielded panelling
but the modest bar back on the right looks modern. Originallyit
is likely that there was more screenwork in the servery. 

There is a large part glazed full height screen separating thetwo
bars and in it a folding partition but the folding doors are
always folded back creating a wide gap. This bar has another
inter-war fielded panelled bar counter, a disused door, wood
laminate floor and the walls have fielded panelling to picture-
frame height.

Interior

Rotherhithe
117 Rotherhithe Street, Rotherhithe, SE16 4NF 
Tel: (020) 7237 4088 
Website: https://www.mayflowerpub.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Mayflower 
Originally the ‘Shippe Inn’ and dating back to 1780, it was
rebuilt as the Spread Eagle and Crown in the 19th century. War
damage to the roof and top floor led to a major refurbishment
in 1957 which created a 16th century style interior and this
riverside pub was renamed the Mayflower after the ship which
left from the nearby landing steps for America carrying the
Pilgrim Fathers. Much of the 1957 work remains in the main
bar and front snug; there is also a dining room upstairs.

Snug



Sidcup
Southspring, Sidcup, DA15 8EA 
Tel: (020) 8580 0897 
Email: blackboypubda15@gmail.com 
Website: https://blackboysidcup.com/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Black Boy 
Built 1961/2 by Ind Coope, it is a remarkably little-altered and
therefore rare post-war pub. The walls in the public bar are
covered in plain and cheap-looking wood panelling to three
quarter height and the bar counter in here has vertical fluted
panelling of a distinctive 1950s style with a piece of plain
wood panelling for approx a foot just below the counter top.
The bar back has a mix of glass and wood shelves, and at the
top is coloured illuminated signage for ‘Double Diamond’ on
the left, ‘DD’ symbol in the centre, and ‘Long Life’ on the
right.

The Saloon bar is carpeted, whereas the Public Bar is not. It
also has plain wood panelling on the walls to three-quarter
height with a row of tiles all along the bottom and another on
the edge of the floor. The bar counter front has fluted panelling
of a distinctive 1950s style, and there is signage on the top of
the bar back with ‘Double Diamond’ on the left, the ‘DD’
symbol is illuminated in the centre, and ‘Skol Lager’ signage
on the right. There is an original brick fireplace with a tiled
hearth around it painted red; the fixed seating looks original. A
relatively new corridor has been created in front of the gents
toilet to join the two rooms.
 

Public Bar Servery



Walworth
24 East Street, Walworth, SE17 2DN 
Tel: (020) 7740 6755 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Elephant & Castle) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Good Intent 
Rebuilt by Courage in the 1930s, it's a three storey brick
building with a little altered interior of three rooms. The saloon
bar on the left has original fielded panelling to half height, and
above that "brewer's rustic" decor, consisting of black
beams/batons on the ceilings, black beams on the walls
interspersed with rough lathed plasterwork. The bar counter is
original with a fielded panelled front and a dark red
melamine(?) inlaid top. The island style bar back has inter-war
leaded mirrors, two 1960s opaque plastic illuminated panels –
one with the wording ‘Good Intent’ and the other with a
cockerel symbol.

A wide-ish doorway leads to the lounge bar at the rear with
more original fielded panelling to half height and, like the
saloon bar, more "brewer's rustic" décor. A doorway (no door)
joins the public and saloon bars. The public bar on the right
has an original curved bar counter with a fielded panelled front
and a dark red melamine(?) inlaid top. There's a 1930s tiled
fireplace, and original fielded panelling to half height on the
wall.

Interior



Walworth
42 Merrow Street, Walworth, SE17 2NH 
Tel: (020) 7708 1404 
Email: thequeenelizabethpub@gmail.com 
Website: https://queenelizabethpub.co.uk/ 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Queen Elizabeth 
Re-built in 1955 by Watneys, this pub has a rare close to intact
post-war interior. The Saloon Bar on the right has subsumed
into it the hitherto off-sales on the left. The bar counter is
original with its distinct 1950s style vertically panelled front
and black melamine inlaid top. The original mirrored bar back
fittings with an illuminated top panel with the wording
"Welcome to this Watney House" remains. To the rear on the
right is a further small room separated from the Saloon Bar bya
two part sliding screen with glazed panels that is now usuallyin
the open position.

The Public Bar on the left is completely separate from the
Saloon Bar, and can only be accessed from the street. It retains
what looks like a 1950s bar counter although less ornate than
the saloon bar one and has a black melamine inlaid top. The
bar back fitting is also original with the wording "Welcome to
this Watney House" at the top but unlike in the Saloon Bar it is
not illuminated; three mirror backed arches may be from the
1950s however the main shelf with its black melamine inlaid
top definitely is.

Illuminated Watney's Sign



Welling
168 Wickham Street, Welling, DA16 3NL 
Tel: (020) 8854 8299 
Listed Status: Not listed

Green Man 
Built in the late 1930s for Beasleys of Plumstead, the pub now
comprises two rooms. The room at the front would originally
have been two rooms plus a jug & bottle bar, but now retains
little of interest, having modern fittings and panelling. The
room at the back is signed as the saloon bar, and is the more
attractive of the rooms. It retains the original dark brown
fielded panelling up to three-quarter height; there is also abrick
built fireplace, and the bar counter also appears to beoriginal,
with a rectangular panelled front and linoleum inlayon the top.
To the left of the archway at the back of the serveryis what
appears to be original mirror-backed shelving, and withmore
original shelving on the right.

Saloon Bar

West Norwood
40 Knights Hill, West Norwood, SE27 0HY 
Tel: (020) 8670 2231 
Email: thehornstavern@gmail.com 
Website: http://www.thehornstavern.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Horns Tavern 
Ex-Courage 1930s pub. The original layout still exists to a
large extent, with both the saloon and public bars having their
own entrances from the street, and with the old jug and bottle
bar sitting between them. The saloon bar has a 1930s bar
counter and panelling to two-thirds height, and the bar back
also looks 1930s. The public bar has a bar back that also looks
1930s with mirrored panels, but otherwise this room has
modern fittings.

Saloon Bar



Woolwich
151 Shooters Hill, Woolwich, SE18 3HP 
Tel: None 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Falconwood) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Bull 
Two-storey pub rebuilt 1881 of red brick and retains two
rooms. The semi circular bar counter in the lounge bar at the
rear looks old, as do the bar backs (1930s or earlier) with a
number of narrow mirrored panels. There's also a 1930s brick
fireplace, and an old baffle by the door. The Public Bar also
contains heritage features such as frosted panels in surviving
doors, parts of the bar counter and the bar back (wooden arch,
pillars).
 

Lounge Bar Semi-Circular Servery



Greater London South West
Balham
7-9 Ramsden Rd, Balham, SW12 8QX 
Tel: (020) 8673 4700 
Email: bbc@anticlondon.com 
Website: https://balhambowlsclub.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Balham) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Balham Bowls Club 
This building became a pub in 2006 and has a multi-roomed
interior with lots of inter-war fittings. To the left as you enter
is the public bar, which has a parquet floor, curved fielded
panelled bar counter, and where the bar back fitting looks to be
from the inter-war period. A wide wood panelled-lined arch at
the back of the public bar leads to the rear room with a
parquet floor and lots of quality fielded panelling on the walls
apart from one bare brick wall on the right. In the middle of the
building is a small room with parquet floor, more fielded
panelling to picture frame height all around and a 1930s brick
fireplace painted black. The front right room was the billiards
room and still retains some of the raised fixed seating in the
front window area and the lighting structure that hung over the
table is now a feature on the wall.

Exterior



Balham
39 Balham High Road, Balham, SW12 9AN 
Tel: (020) 8673 1363 
Email: devonshire@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.devonshirebalham.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Balham) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Devonshire 
This is a substantial brick, corner-site pub, probably refitted in
the late 1890s when, no doubt, the pink granite facing was
fitted on the ground floor. There has been a great deal of
opening out and replacement of fittings internally but this pub
is included here for the startling and impressive amount of high
quality glass. Most notable is the row of etched and coloured
mirrors lining the blind wall of the front bar, and also the
etched mirror glass in the bar-back in the rear saloon. There are
doors with etched and coloured glass bearing the name
‘saloon’. In complete contrast is the inter-war glass in the front
bar outside windows where pretty, coloured pieces are
interspersed randomly in the rippled and plain panes. The bar
counter in the front bar is probably late-Victorian. You should
also note the grid design of the ceilings throughout. 

Screen



Battersea
2 St Johns Hill, Battersea, SW11 1RU 
Tel: (020) 7228 2076 
Email: falcon@nicholsonspubs.com 
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/thefalconcl
aphamjunctionlondon 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Clapham Junction) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Falcon 
A splendid, showy pub of 1887, handily placed for Clapham
Junction station. The interior is extraordinary and its island
servery and very tall back fitting (complete with office in the
middle) has the longest counter in Britain measured at the
circumference. This was originally just over 125ft, exceeding
the famous long counter at the Horse Shoe Bar, Glasgow,
which weighs in at just over 104ft. A rather tasteless and wider
counter top added in 2014 at the rear has extended the
circumference even more. Much of the original arrangements
survive. At the corner is a large public bar (originally with
partitions) and at the rear a luxuriously panelled room (pity
about the garish modern glass in the skylights). On the left-
hand side is a snug enclosed by a glazed screen. Adjacent is a
lobby where the original glass has portrayals of the eponymous
falcon and the words ‘private bar’. The most interesting glassis
in the rear room, showing the pub in its humble predecessor
states and its grander, present manifestation. You can see
funeral corteges stopping off at ‘Death’s Door’, the nickname
for the pub when the landlord was a Mr Death!

Rear Bar

Brixton
204 Ferndale Road, Brixton, SW9 8AG 
Tel: (020) 7326 0301 
Email: info@dukeofedinburghpub.com 
Website: http://dukeofedinburghpub.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Brixton) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Duke of Edinburgh 
1930s suburban pub built for Truman’s brewery. The public 
bar was at the front and more simply appointed than the more
upmarket rear areas, e.g. a match-board counter in contrast to
the panelled ones behind – note all the counters have doors for
servicing the original beer engines as was usual in Truman’s
1930s pubs. The light-coloured oak woodwork is typical of the
colouration and quality of what they put into their pubs, as is
the distinctive advertising lettering in the bar-backs. The Tudor-
arched inglenook fireplace and adjacent seating is particularly
attractive. A notable feature is the extensive rear garden.

Interior



Brixton
38A Kellett Road, Brixton, SW2 1EB 
Tel: (020) 7652 0031 
Website: https://theeffra.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Brixton) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Effra Hall 
This imposing three-storey Victorian corner pub has some real
delights. Behind the façade with its hunky iron columns, the
interior has, sadly, been much opened out but with the multiple
external doors, right-hand vestibule and former corridor
mosaic, you can get some sense of the original, subdivided
layout. But pride of place goes to the rather stunning central
servery and its back fitting and vestiges of the publican’s
office. It’s embellished with Classical columns and a rich
cornice. On the right, just beyond the former mosaic-floored
corridor, is an impressive two-bay mirrored feature with
display cabinets above.

Servery & Screen

Brixton (SW2)
169-171 Lyham Road, Brixton (SW2), SW2 5PY 
Tel: (020) 8671 1878 
Website: https://brakspear.co.uk/pub-finder/prince-of-wales/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Prince of Wales 
Brick-built pub on the site of a couple of houses in the interwar
years (probably Thirties). Still divided into two parts by two-
thirds height timber partitions, both sides of which are served
from a central servery. The Lounge Bar on the right has fielded
panelling to two-thirds height and an inter-war counter. The
Public Bar on the left retains the original 1930s bar counter,
fielded paneling around the room to two-thirds height, and an
Art Deco shaped stone fireplace painted black on the rear left
wall. There are also three original fixed benches, with one
attached to the front partition.

Front Screen & Servery in Lounge
Bar



Chelsea
1 Billing Road, Chelsea, SW10 9UJ 
Tel: (020) 7352 2943 
Email: enquiries@thefoxandpheasant.com 
Website: https://www.thefoxandpheasant.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Brompton) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Fox & Pheasant 
Set in a private, gated road, the building dates from 1896 but
what you see inside is a very substantially intact interwar refit.
There are two small bars either side of a servery (public left,
saloon right) and a former off-sales facing the front door.There
are glazed screens standing on part of the counter oneach side.
There was a protracted restoration in 2017-18, thechief result
of which was the creation of a dining conservatoryat the rear
but this does not impact on the historic front area. A private
dining area for groups has been made out of an upstairs room.
At the refit some very pleasing, simple interwar tables and
chairs were ejected and a mish-mash of (often 'distressed')
furniture installed. The door to the left-hand bar was also
removed. The bench seating in both bars dates from 20917-18

Left Hand Room

Clapham
99 Union Road, Clapham, SW8 2RF 
Tel: (020) 7978 1339 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Queenstown Road) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Feeleys 
A three-storey brick pub re-built by Young's Brewery in 1936
retaining a little altered interior of three small rooms. The front
left main bar retains the original curved bar counter and
original four-bay bar back with the right-hand bay being just a
bevelled mirror panel. This small room has an original wood
surround fireplace and original dado panelling. The rear small 
bar retains the original small bar counter, original wood
surround fireplace (now blocked-up) and dado panelling.
Accessible from the right-hand front doors is another small bar
which retains the original curved counter, and original four-
bay mirrored bar-back fitting. This room retains an original
small wood surround fireplace (blocked-up), dado panelling
and an original corner upholstered bench.

Left Hand Bar



Earlsfield
2-4 Groton Road, Earlsfield, SW18 4EP 
Tel: (020) 8870 3204 
Email: thecountryhouse.earlsfield@stonegatepubs.com 
Website: https://www.greatukpubs.co.uk/the-country-house-
earlsfield 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Earlsfield) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Country House 
This street-corner local was built near Earlsfield station in
Victorian times as the Country House. ‘The Fog’ was a
nickname (from the days when London had fogs/smogs)
bestowed by those who tarried here on the way home to their
nearest and dearest and attributed their tardy return to being
delayed by the fog. The pub was given a total refit about 1930
and still retains its three separate rooms, each of which bears
striking brass plates with the name in question – public bar (on
the corner), private bar, and – perhaps unique – meal room.
The fittings are plain but elegant with half-height wall
panelling, simple bar counter and black and white tiling in
front of it. There are exposed beams, typical of c.1930, to the
ceilings. There is a dumb waiter in the private bar, sliding
doors from the meal room to the public bar, and a hatch to the
servery. Note also the three surviving gaslight fittings.

Public Bar Servery



East Sheen
216 Upper Richmond Road West, East Sheen, SW14 8AH 
Tel: (020) 8876 4304 
Email: hareandhounds@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theharesheen.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Mortlake) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Hare & Hounds 
A plain, buff brick, three-storeyed Georgian inn standing
proudly on the road leading from London out to Richmond and
the oldest building in the area. It has been substantially
modified over the years and this includes a thorough reworking
of the interior in the 1930s. The parts on the right-hand side
have been transformed by opening up in the last few decades
but there is still a good deal of quality work left from the1930s.
The reason for inclusion here is the rather remarkablesurvival
of the small public bar on the left-hand side. It isentered either
by a side door from the carriage entrance on theleft or through
a screen immediately on the left of the mainfront entrance. The
oak fittings are typical of the restrainedwork of the 1930s, such
as the elegantly boarded counter andsimply detailed, rectilinear
bar-back (the designs recur in theright-hand room). The lounge
bar (right) and extensive gardenare more what one would
expect in affluent East Sheen.

Bar

Fulham
16 Seagrave Road, Fulham, SW6 1RX 
Tel: (020) 7385 9129 
Email: theatlaspubfulham@gmail.com 
Website: http://www.theatlaspub.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Brompton) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Atlas 
A Victorian pub with an inter-war fitting by Truman's. The
public bar is at the front, separated to some extent from the
room at the back by the remains of a screen, the glazed top of
which survives. The bar counter in the public bar area is
matchboard panelled and at the rear it has horizontal Art Deco
panelling with a rounded corner. A black-and-white tiled
spittoon trough survives. Also from the 1930s are the fixed
seating and three brick fire surrounds each with a small
terracotta relief – a galleon, a hunting scene and a frisky stag.
There is wall panelling in the rear area with advertisements for
Truman’s. The counter fronts have doors, a feature of many a
London pub in times past, to allow servicing of the beer
engines.

Interior



Kingston
16, Mill Street, Kingston, KT1 2RF 
Directions: Off Fairfield South 
Tel: (020) 8546 3978 
Website: https://www.cocoanut.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Cocoanut 
Early 1950s two storey-building constructed of brick. There is
a single U-shaped bar counter in the centre of the pub, with
1950s panelling in pale wood; the bar back shelving may also
date from the 1950s and has the wording ‘Wines’, ‘(blank –
possibly ‘Charrington’s’ originally)’, ‘Spirits’ along the top on
both sides. The 1950s configuration is still apparent from the
remains of the partition between the former saloon and public
bars, which is interrupted by a U-shaped arch. Similarly, a
glazed half-partition also denotes the division between the
main pub and the former games room. There are separate
entrance lobbies on either side of the building; a third entrance
in the centre of the façade, leading to the original off-sales area
has been bricked up.

Servery

Kingston
104, Villiers Road, Kingston, KT1 3BB 
Tel: (020) 8546 6391 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Duke of Buckingham 
Red-brick pub built in the 1930s by Hodgsons’ Kingston
Brewery. As you enter you can’t miss the attractive and most
unusual curved doors – left to the public bar and, right, to a 
large room, which is now an amalgamation of two original
ones. Perhaps the most notable feature is the octagonal, leaded 
skylight over the servery. There is also some original work in
the fireplace, panelling, counters, parts of the stillion in the
centre of the servery and curved cornices to the ceilings.

Bar



Knightsbridge
207 Brompton Road, Knightsbridge, SW3 1LA 
Tel: (020) 7589 4944 
Email: 1626@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/bunch-of-grapes/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Victoria) 
Listed Status: II

Bunch Of Grapes 
Built 1844, there are substantial vestiges of late-Victorian
refitting. Most impressive are the back-painted mirrors of 1890
on the left showing grapes on a vine above various flowers
(signed by W. James of Kentish Town). Originally, screens
divided the pub up into separate drinking areas and some
survive. There are also five snob screens with representations
of birds and grapes. This area is demarcated by a head-height
baffle carved with truly gargantuan clusters of grapes.
Extensive etched glass also survives. The island bar-back
fitting has a delicate ceiling feature above. The panelled
counter is Victorian but at the rear is possibly inter-war.

Back Painted Mirror

London
18 Wilton Row, London, SW1X 7NR 
Tel: (020) 7235 3074 
Email: info@grenadierbelgravia.com 
Website: https://www.grenadierbelgravia.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Victoria) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Grenadier 
The two doors suggest that, small as the pub is, it would have
had a couple of separate drinking areas. The fittings are simple
and basic as befits what was once an artisan pub – a match-
boarded dado round the walls and match-boarded bar counter.
The latter has intriguing traces in the centre part that suggest
that the panels were removable. At some later stage a pewter
top has been placed on the counter. The two rear rooms have
been brought into use in relatively recent years. The left-hand
one is dominated by a huge mirror advertising ‘Mann,
Crossman & Paulin Ltd Old and Mild Ales and Stout’ – a
reminder of beer styles that in London have now been largely
consigned to history.

Servery - Left Hand Side



London
153 Knightsbridge, London, SW1X 7PA 
Tel: (020) 7589 6627 
Email: 7225@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/paxtons-head/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Victoria) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Paxton's Head 
Designed by architect G D Martin as part of the Park Mansions
retail and residential redevelopment built in 1900-2.
Superlative etched and cut glass can be found lining the walls
and in doors and baffles. Motifs include grotesque masks,
mythical birds, fruit, flowers and swirling foliage – all stock
features in the repertoire of contemporary pub glass designs.
Note the doors at the rear right which have PH monograms.
The bar counter with its panelled front and the ornate stillion in
the middle date back to 1902, as does the central lobby with
clock above. There is also an attractive Lincrusta ceiling with
foliage decoration.

Mirrors

London
48 Parliament Street, London, SW1A 2NH 
Tel: (020) 7930 5826 
Email: redlionwestminster@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.redlionwestminster.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Red Lion 
Rebuilt in 1898-9 by architects Gardiner & Theobald in an
eclectic Dutch-cum-Renaissance revival style. It’s a tall
building on a small corner site which suggests the presence of
a pub here for a very long time. The ground floor bar has been
opened out into a long, single space but originally would have
had a couple of drinking areas. The row of columns, glazed
screenwork and different levels halfway down the bar suggest
a partition at this point. Various good-quality fittings survive
and the date of 1900 carved into the bar-back is a helpful
record of when they were put in. The bar-back itself has 17th-
century-style detail and lots of round arches. The counter has a
series of unusually detailed panels with circle motifs. At the
rear of the pub is some excellent etched and polished glass,
including a reset panel announcing ‘saloon bar’. The ceiling
decoration is very pleasing work with square panels and
delicate swirling foliage. The rather ungainly structures sitting
on the counters are modern pastiche.

Bar



London
2 Duke of York Street, London, SW1Y 6JP 
Tel: (020) 7321 0782 
Email: redlion.mayfair@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.redlionmayfair.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Red Lion 
This is one of London’s most remarkable pubs. It was built in
1821 but its frontage was reworked in 1871 by architect W.H.
Rawlings. In this frontage are three doorways which is a sure
sign that it was subdivided internally with various separate
spaces clustered round the central servery. Yet the trading area
is tiny. The middle doorway led to the public bar (so named in
the glazing) and the left-hand one accessed a smaller bar. On
the right the entrance led into a small drinking area separated
from the public bar by a screen (a scar can be seen where it
joined the counter): here there is a glass panel from a doorway
marked ‘private bar’. This area gives access to the great glory
of the pub – a gorgeous, glittering room at the back lined with
etched and cut mirrors which is a showcase of late Victorian
pub-fitting. The counter at the front has drop-down panels for
servicing the beer engines in former days (you can see the
keyholes). Don’t be fooled by the gantry on top of the counter
which is modern work (as with nearly all such features).

Corridor



London
10 Bridge Street, London, SW1A 2JR 
Tel: (020) 7925 2286 
Email: ststephenstavern.london@hall-woodhouse.co.uk 
Website: https://www.ststephenstavern.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Charing Cross)
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

St Stephen's Tavern 
Built in 1875, with the grand late Victorian fittings probably
dating from then. Pride of place goes to the extraordinarily tall,
eclectically decorated bar-back in the lofty main room. It has
five panels of etched and gilded mirrors with swirly foliage,
cornucopias and birds in flight. High up, over the arched
openings is a sequence of mirrored cupboards, and the bar
counter is a curvaceous affair with recessed panels. The deeply
coffered ceiling is an impressive feature in its own right. In a
subsidiary area behind is another Victorian bar-back, and there
is some original glass in the doors.

Bar

London
6 Belgrave Mews West, London, SW1X 8HT 
Tel: (020) 7235 3019 
Email: startavern@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.star-tavern-belgravia.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Victoria) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Star Tavern 
An early to mid 19th century three-storey pub of brick. The
small room on the right contains a square servery with an old
bar counter with brackets and what looks like handles to open
them. The bar back has mirrored panels and the wording
“Family Wine And” and “Spirits Stores” in panels above left
and right of an old clock. On the rear right is a doorway in a
partition that reaches the ceiling and has the figure ‘1’ on it.
This tiny room has some old dado panelling. Through a wide
arch on the left is what was two small rooms joined together
many years ago. The bench seating in here is old; there is an
old fireplace in the front part and a plaster cornice. There is
also another small room at the rear with a skylight and a wood
surround fireplace. A first floor bar has a counter that looks
inter-war; a marble fireplace with 1930s brick interior and two
good ceiling roses.

Servery



London
1a Sutherland Street, London, SW1V 4LD 
Tel: (020) 7233 6133 
Email: whiteferry@publove.co.uk 
Website: https://www.publove.co.uk/pubs/#!/the-white-ferry 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (London Victoria) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

White Ferry House 
Built in 1856 and no doubt doubled as a hotel. The public bar
lies in the sharp corner and has plain, match-board panelling to
the walls and counter plus a plainish bar-back. But the real star
performer at this pub is the saloon with its late-Victorian
panelled bar counter and stunning bar-back. This is a beautiful
eight-bay affair with two tiers of paired mirrors with orange-
coloured detailing, and sitting on top of it are nine long disused
porcelain casks for spirits and other drinks, named with their
former contents. The windows contain much etched and cut
glass.

Ornate Bar Back

Putney
32 Waterman Street, Putney, SW15 1DD 
Tel: (020) 8246 5544 
Email: chris@bricklayers-arms.co.uk 
Website: https://www.bricklayers-arms.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Bricklayer's Arms 
Built c 1820 and subjected to a makeover c 1928 by Mann &
Co. On the left is a narrow area that was formerly a skittle
alley with an open rafter ceiling, where the walls have old
panelling to picture-rail height painted a cream colour. The
island bar counter with vertical planks is from 1928, as is the
modest bar back at the rear with mirrored panels. There is an
old etched mirror on the cellar door, and on the right is a rather
lovely timber surround fireplace with the overmantle having
mirrored panes. Former Skittle Alley



Putney
8 Lower Richmond Road, Putney, SW15 1JN 
Tel: (020) 8788 2552 
Email: dukesheadputney@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.dukesheadputney.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Putney) 
Listed Status: II

Duke's Head 
Built in 1864, and then altered in 1894 which is no doubt when
the splendid Victorian interior was introduced. The pub now
has three interlinked areas, and the ‘public bar’ and ‘saloon
lounge’ names survive in etched glass in two of the doors. A
full-height screen, with large panes of etched glass, demarcate
the rear room from the rest of the pub. The central stillion has
Victorian upper parts with coving ornamented by floral swags,
and a screen at the back of the servery is filled with etched and
cut glass with flowers and swirling decoration which are to be
found in other glasswork here. The bar counter frontage has
the characteristic London feature of opening (in this case drop-
down) doors.

Bar Counter

Richmond
42 The Vineyard, Richmond, TW10 6AZ 
Tel: (020) 8948 4557 
Email: patrick.dalton4557@gmail.com 
Website: https://www.dukesheadrichmond.com/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Dukes Head 
Built about 1868 as Richmond was spreading up Richmond
Hill, this three-storey pub (with two-storey block on the right),
has one truly outstanding feature, no doubt dating from the
building of the pub. This is the immensely florid bar-back
which presents three faces within the L-shaped servery. It has a
terrific display of Corinthian columns and an entablature
whose elaborate cornice sits on little modillions (that is, the
rows of small square blocks on the underside). The panelled
counter, almost certainly contemporary, is very much plainer
with simple recessed panels and little console brackets. The
right-hand side (former saloon) has what seems to be an inter-
war counter which is perhaps the date of the two brick fire
surrounds in the pub. The ornate Victorian fireplace on the left-
hand side has been resited here from upstairs. There has been
quite a bit of opening up, especially on the left-hand side.

Bar Back in Left Hand Room



Richmond
59 Sheen Road, Richmond, TW9 1YJ 
Tel: (020) 8940 2511 
Email: tom@redcowpub.com 
Website: https://www.redcowpub.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Richmond) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Red Cow 
There is one really stand-out feature in this otherwise
modernised pub. This is the remarkable mid-Victorian bar-
back. It has three bays stretching right up to the ceiling and
filled with back-painted glass in green and gold. The stylised
foliage bears labels offering the blandishments of 'Jamaica
Rum' and 'Superior Scotch': the labels are obscured in the third
bay by bottle shelves. The uprights also bear painted glass
panels. In the main bar area four snob screen panels have been
resited. These are small, square, swivelling engraved glass
panels of the kind popular in Victorian times to give a degree
of privacy between staff and customers in the 'better' parts of a
pub. They are now very rare but good examples survive at the 
Prince Alfred, Maida Vale, London W9 , and the Lamb, 
Bloomsbury, London WC1N .

Bar Back

Richmond
Riverside, Off Water Lane, Richmond, TW9 1TH 
Tel: (020) 8940 6844 
Email: whitecross@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://thewhitecrossrichmond.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Richmond) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

White Cross 
Dating from 1845 this pub retains a coherent C19 interior with
many original features. There's a glazed central servery, a
central bar with an over-bar with sliding sashes and back bar,
cornices, a deep-moulded picture rail, architraves and an early
C19 staircase. The rooms on the first floor retain some early
C19 panelling, doors, architraves, cornices and a single
fireplace with original grate and wooden surround in a fluted
design.

Exterior

South Kensington
97 Gloucester Road, South Kensington, SW7 4SS 
Tel: (020) 7373 4192 
Email: 7255@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/stanhope-arms/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Stanhope Arms 
Built 1869 of London brick with three storeys and attic. Very good early 1900s bar-back fitting
having two bays of mirrored panels. Bar counter may also be old, and a frieze and three mirrors
on the wall look Edwardian.

/pubs/69
/pubs/2107
/pubs/2107


South Wimbledon
78 Norman Road, South Wimbledon, SW19 1BT 
Tel: (020) 8544 9323 
Email: sultan@hopback.co.uk 
Website: https://www.hopback.co.uk/pubs/the-sultan/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Haydons Road) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Sultan 
Built in the 1950s to replace the origin Sultan destroyed by
bombs in 1944. The public bar on the left retains its
distinctive 1950s counter, and original bar back of shelves on
ply panelling with some mirrored panels. The dado of ribbed
hardboard and the two small brick fireplaces are from the
1950s. The saloon bar on the right retains the original bar
counter and bar back, also of shelves on ply panelling with
some mirrored panels. Within the back fittings there is a dumb
waiter. Above the servery is a very characteristic c.1960
canopy of pegboard tiles with a 1950s ribbed hardboard
edging. There are three small 1950s brick fireplaces and two
types of wall panelling – tall ply panels up to picture-frame
height either side of the servery and around the rear right
fireplace; elsewhere, a dado of 1950s ribbed hardboard.

Public Bar Servery



Stockwell
49 Dalyell Road, Stockwell, SW9 9SA 
Tel: (020) 7771 9408 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Brixton) 
Listed Status: II

Marquis of Lorne 
A rather grand late-19th-century corner-site pub which is
distinguished by a fine display of external tilework, including
the name of the owner and/or licensee, T.T. Castle, in mosaic
over the main entrance, and the name of the pub in raised
lettering on the fascia. The interior was refitted in the inter-war
period and a surprising amount of this scheme remains. The
servery runs down the middle of the pub: it has a tapered
counter at the foot of which is an attractive buff and red bandof
small tiles. Minor changes include a modern inlay on the
counter top, the main bar-back shelf is of Formica and one
fridge has replaced some lower shelves. Towards the back of
the servery is a tiny Publican’s Office. Spanning the bar onthe
Dalyell Road side of the pub there is a full-height screen
(although it has lost its door). A number of inter-war fireplaces
remain (most are blocked-up). The vestibule entrance appears
modern.

Exterior



Tooting
76 Mitcham Road, Tooting, SW17 9NG 
Tel: (020) 8672 3888 
Email: antelope@anticlondon.com 
Website: https://theantelopepub.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Tooting) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Antelope 
A large Victorian building of brick (red at the front and brown
at the rear) and stone with claret tiling on the Bickley Street
ground floor side, subject to a quality inter-war refurbishment.
The main bar at the front would have originally been at least
three rooms. The canted bar counter here has two types of
panelling on the front all painted a dull shade of green. Thereis
an ornate island bar back with shelving and the top held upby
lovely carved pillars and also a mirrored back fitting. Thereis
also an excellent rare full height glazed screen at the rear ofthe
right hand side of the room where the higher panels are
original, but with transfers on the lower ones. The left hand
wall above the dado has inter-war panelling which has been
painted a gastro grey-green colour.

At the rear of the left hand side of the room is what is now a
dining room with a very high ceiling, which is virtually
unchanged from the inter-war period with fielded panelling to
just above half height, an inter-war curved bar counter (note
the cupboards), a bar back fitting consisting of a three mirrored
bays and on the return another two bays separated by a
doorway. A flight of four steps on the left hand side of the
room leads to another large high-ceilinged room with parquet
flooring and inter-war fielded panelling to just over half height
on most of the walls, and signs of a skylight so this may have
been a billiard room.

Exterior



Tooting
84 Upper Tooting Road, Tooting, SW17 7PB 
Tel: (020) 8767 6708 
Email: 7210@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/kings-head/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

King's Head 
Rebuilt in 1896 to designs by prolific pub architect W.M.
Brutton, this is a riotous architectural extravaganza on the main
road through Tooting. Internally a great deal survives so one
can still get a very good sense of how a lavish late Victorian
pub was laid out around a central servery and with a tiled
entrance corridor on either side. Originally each outside door
would each have led into a separate drinking area, those on the
right being quite small with the ‘private bar’ and ‘bottles &
jugs’ still being named in the etched glass. The glass also has
numerous pictures of little birds, a very common theme in late
19th century pub decoration. The general style for the internal
fittings is sub-Jacobean. The delicately detailed central bar-
back has a lovely octagonal display feature towards the rear.
Two round arches stride across either side of the servery at the
front. At the back of the pub is a large, glazed screened-off
room with skylights that would have served as a billiard room
or restaurant.

Interior

Wandsworth
499 Old York Road, Wandsworth, SW18 1TF 
Tel: (020) 8870 2537 
Email: alma@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.almawandsworth.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Wandsworth Town) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Alma 
Probably built soon after the Crimean War battle of 1854, it
contains the vestiges of a decorative scheme from around
1900. The outstanding feature is a series of back-painted 
mirrors with flowers, foliage and birds (mainly herons
considering their next meal): the mirrors even line the stairs to
the upstairs function room. In an alcove there is a lovely
fireplace with another painted mirror above (note also the
original gas-light fittings). The other notable decorative feature
is a series of three mosaic roundels surrounded by flecked
grey marble frames and bearing the name of the pub. The
woodwork is high-quality work. Some etched glass also
survives in the lobby on the corner and to the former billiard
room at the rear.

Etched Mirrors and Staircase



Wandsworth
212 Merton Road, Wandsworth, SW18 5SW 
Tel: (020) 8488 8855 
Email: info@parktavernsw18.com 
Website: https://www.parktavernsw18.com 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Listed Status: Not listed

Park Tavern 
Built in 1902 and extended and refitted in 1926, the interior of
quality fittings is very little changed. The Merton Rd side
entrance has "Park Tavern" ironwork above it, and a well worn
‘Public & Jugs Bar’ mosaic floor. On the front right is an area
with fielded panelling to picture frame height on the walls, a
fireplace with an old wood surround, and a bar counter of
fielded panelling. The front left area has more fielded panelling
to picture frame height on the walls, as does the main bar
accessed via a substantial doorway. A large room in the single-
storey part of the building has walls covered in fielded
panelling to picture frame height, a large inter-war inglenook
fireplace with baffles either side and on top of them two
bulbous balusters holding up the ceiling. A Tudor-shaped arch
stone fireplace has a mantelpiece featuring another four
bulbous balusters.

Update January 2020

The historic wooden fittings - bar backs, bar counters, and the
extensive wall panelling in the whole of the right hand part of
the pub has been painted a vivid blue colour - so our photos are
out of date. Fortunately, the panelling and the inglenook
fireplace in left hand room still retains its original wood stain.

Saloon Bar



Wandsworth
71 Wandsworth High Street, Wandsworth, SW18 2PT 
Tel: (020) 8877 9809 
Email: spreadeaglewandsworth@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.spreadeaglewandsworth.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Wandsworth Town) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Spread Eagle 
UPDATE 2020.

A refurbishment has recently been carried and therefore 
the photos are out of date.

A lavish late-Victorian Young’s pub, rebuilt in 1898 during the
great pub boom. It’s a landmark Flemish Renaissance-style
building across the road from the former, much-lamented
Young’s Brewery. The interior gives a very good idea of what
a classy late Victorian pub could look like. There are three
rooms separated by screens though the multiple doorways
suggest the left-hand public bar was formerly subdivided.

The room on the right is huge and probably always was a
single space (it has a staircase to the toilets and hotel rooms, cf.
the Warrington, Maida Vale). Note the octagonal skylight with
obscured wire glass panes, (the coloured stained glass with
floral motifs was unfortunately lost during the 2020
refurbishment), below which is a decorative plaster frieze.
Then comes a screen to the ‘dining room and lounge’. This
area is largely newly fitted.

All areas at the Spread Eagle are connected by a three-sided
servery, still with its original counter and back fittings. It
envelops a large publican's office, now mostly occupied by an
accessible toilet. The pub has extensive expanses of etched
glass which makes the place sparkle. The distinctive and
attractive canopy over the main entrance seems original.

Front Partition



Greater London West
Acton Green
75 South Parade, Acton Green, W4 5LF 
Tel: (020) 8742 8801 
Email: info@thedukeofsussex.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thedukeofsussex.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Chiswick) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Duke of Sussex 
Built in 1898 (date on the exterior) by specialist pub architects
Shoebridge and Rising. The right-hand side of the pub has a
mosaic floor and ornamental ironwork across the doorway.
The mosaic floor continues into the pub in the form of a
narrow passage behind the servery leading to the entrance to
the former billiard room. On the right-hand wall of the right
hand vestibule leading into the pub there is floor to ceiling
tiling and in the centre is a panel figure of a girl. Inside the
pub, remnants of partitions which previously sub-divided the
U-shaped space around the bar into four small rooms survive.
There is a publican's office with a number of decorative etched
and frosted glass panels, and a central peninsular bar counter
with a semi circular end might date from the inter-war period.

The former billiard room to the rear is lit by a spectacular large
rectangular skylight, subdivided by cast-iron arched brackets.
The skylight has a unique wooden panelled border, carved with
brightly painted cherubs and swags. The room has another
good carved fire surround with modern tiles.

Former Billiard Room



Acton Green
1 Evershed Walk, 119 Acton Lane, Acton Green, W4 5HH 
Tel: (020) 8994 8262 
Email: reservations@theswanpub.com 
Website: https://www.theswanchiswick.co.uk 
Listed Status: Not listed

Swan 
Ex-Charrington’s two-storey pub of late Victorian London
brick with a single-storey part rendered, flat roofed extensionat
the front (large) with two bowed windows and a smaller oneto
the rear. There is a small bar in the front room with a wood
panelled counter that looks inter-war, but the pot shelf and bar
back look to be of more modern construction. A wide opening
on the right leads to a long room at the back with a bar counter
similar to the front one (but subtly different in many respects),
also with a modern pot shelf and suspended ceiling projection.
There is plenty of fielded panelling to three quarter height and
a 1930’s style brick fireplace on the left-hand side surrounded
by the same fielded panelling.

Rear Bar

Brentford
56 Kew Bridge Road, Brentford, TW8 0EW 
Tel: (020) 8560 8484 
Email: info@expresstavern.co.uk 
Website: https://www.expresstavern.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kew Bridge) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Express Tavern 
The Express Tavern has survived remarkably little-altered 
with three separate rooms and some of the oldest bar 
fittings anywhere in the UK.

The Express dates from about 1870 and much of the original
layout and fittings survive. There are two bars at the front,
either side of the central entrance. The bar back is original and
so are the counters, although that in the right hand bar was cut
back in 1994 to both create a doorway to the former Landlord's
parlour, as well as to produce a larger drinking area. Above the
doorway that was created is a fascinating double-sided clock,
surrounded by brown painted and gilt glazing bearing the name
of the pub. The left-hand room has a fine marble-surround
fireplace and fixed seating. The room behind was remodelled
in a Tudor style in 1932.

Left Bar



Chiswick
434 Chiswick High Road, Chiswick, W4 5TF 
Tel: (020) 8994 2872 
Email: oldpackhorse@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.oldpackhorsechiswick.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Chiswick) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Old Pack Horse 
Designed by Thomas Nowell Parr and built in 1910 for Fuller,
Smith & Turner. Three original rooms are still clearly
discernible and retain their names in the etched window glass.
Easily the best space is the saloon bar (on Acton Lane) with
its panelling and delightful alcove and original fireplace, which
sits behind a Tudor arch. The counter in the saloon is original
too and has highly unusual detailing, while the surround of the
bar-back is also of 1910. Round the corner the main bar-back,
facing Chiswick High Road, is original as is the main run of
the counter. Don’t miss the stained glass pack horses in the
public and saloon bar upper windows. On the right through a
wide opening in a part glazed screen there is a snug area with a
Victorian-style fireplace.

Saloon Bar Servery

Chiswick, Turnham Green
2 Bath Road, Chiswick, Turnham Green, W4 1LW 
Tel: (020) 8994 3492 
Email: 7262@greeneking.co.uk 
Website: https://www.greeneking-pubs.co.uk/pubs/greater-
london/tabard/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Chiswick) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Tabard 
Designed by Richard Norman Shaw and built in 1880 as part
of the Bedford Park estate. This pub retains two separate bars,
although it also possible to move between them by two
corridors, one behind the servery, and the other immediately in
front of the bar counter - the bar counter looks original. Inside
on the right there is colourful Arts and Crafts tiling by
William De Morgan that covers the upper parts of the wall,
featuring snakes and blue birds. In the left-hand bar on the
overmantel there is a pair of two-tile panels depicting nursery
rhyme scenes, and above another fireplace is another two-part
tiled painting, hand-painted in blue enamel on plain Dutch tin-
glazed tiles, probably designed by Walter Crane and decorated
in the Morris & Co. workshops.

Right Hand Bar



Cranford
123 High Street, Cranford, TW5 9PB 
Tel: (020) 8897 0022 
Email: thequeensheadcr@gmail.com 
Website: https://www.queens-head-cranford.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Queen's Head 
Rebuilt by Fuller’s Brewery about 1931, this pub has a high-
quality, very largely intact interior with abundant use of oak
for the panelling, servery fittings, doors etc. The servery sits
between the public bar on the left and the saloon to the right,
both of which are relatively small. The saloon, being the more
upmarket room, has a more elaborate fireplace than the public
bar. Down a short corridor from the saloon is a real surprise –
the saloon lounge, a kind of baronial hall which seems to have
appealed greatly to inter-war pub-builders looking for a grand
effect (cf. the Black Horse, Birmingham). It has a fine open,
tie-beam roof. There has been a certain amount of change. A
plan in Hounslow Planning Department dated 1977 shows that
at that time there was no linkage between the public bar and
saloon, and beyond the saloon lounge was a store and lobby.
The pub was unknown in CAMRA heritage pub circles until
2015: it was drawn to the attention of Historic England in
connection with its review of inter-war urban and suburban
public houses and became listed at Grade II in consequence.

Saloon Lounge

Hammersmith
170 Shepherds Bush Road, Hammersmith, W6 7PB 
Tel: (020) 7603 2516 
Email: brookgreen@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.brookgreenhotel.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Brook Green Hotel 
Three storey landmark pub built in 1886, with the name
‘Brook Green Hotel’ in stone relief with the wording picked
out in black on white.. The star feature here is the impressive
mirrored bar-back with three gablets each above a Renaissance-
style grotesque mask (mirroring one on an external panel), and
with an impressive Classical-style fireplace on the right; two
stained glass panels (left-hand-side) depicting kings (one is
evidently David, identified by his harp), and attractive cornices
in the ceiling. The bar counter is also probably old.

Servery



Hammersmith
26 Glenthorne Road, Hammersmith, W6 0LS 
Tel: (020) 8748 3614 
Email: thedartmouthcastlew6@gmail.com 
Website: https://www.thedartmouthcastle.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kensington (Olympia)) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Dartmouth Castle 
Built 1867 with three exterior doors (a fourth on the far right is
blocked up), it now has an open plan interior but is well worth
a visit to see its stunning six-bay late Victorian bar back. Bays
one and two and also five and six have ornate mahogany
broken pediments at the top featuring carved faces. Just below
is a frieze of pairs of figures in relief painted in gold on a dark
blue background. The main feature is a row of six mirrored
panels with etched lower sections featuring birds and flowers.
The whole room has a good frieze and deep cornice all painted
brilliant white. Note the dumb waiter – the wooden exterior
looks late Victorian, the lift modern and in working order. The
bar counter might be old with a row of ornate strapwork just
below the counter top, and with modest brackets.

Back Bar

Hammersmith
19 Upper Mall, Hammersmith, W6 9TA 
Tel: (020) 8748 9474 
Email: dove@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.dovehammersmith.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Dove 
Probably built in the early to mid-18th century and then
refronted in the 19th. Its amazingly tiny snug, with match-
boarded counter and fixed wall benches, is claimed by the
Guinness World Records as the smallest public bar in Britain,
and probably dates from 1911. The front left-hand room is also
barely changed in over 100 years. Some of the woodwork in
the pub, along with that in the vestibule, might even go back to
the 18th century and, if so, could be some of the earliest
purpose-built pub fittings around. Post-war repairs in 1948 saw
the addition of the substantial brick fireplace with its exuberant
Portland stone carving of the dove returning to Noah’s Ark
with an olive branch.

Snug



Hammersmith
17-19 King Street, Hammersmith, W6 9HR 
Tel: (020) 8748 1411 
Email: hoppoles.hammersmith@stonegatepubs.com 
Website: https://www.craft-pubs.co.uk/hoppoleshammersmith 
Listed Status: II

Hop Poles 
Three-storey building of brown brick which is an
amalgamation of two earlier houses; pub since 1857. The front
bar area features an integral engraved mirror with floral motifs.
There is an impressive timber and etched mirrored bar back on
the right but the bar counter has been lost. A disused door with
etched glazing is in its centre. In the room behind the servery is
another virtually intact Victorian bar back with four bays, each
with a floral decorated mirror at its centre, and at the top is a
further semi circular and similarly decorated mirror above a
carved wooden crosspiece. Throughout the pub is the same
etched glass design featuring floral motifs.

Former Bar Back Right Hand Side

Hammersmith
14 Margravine Road, Hammersmith, W6 8HJ 
Tel: (020) 7381 1787 
Email: makeabooking@thepeartreefulham.com 
Website: http://www.thepeartreefulham.com 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Brompton) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Pear Tree 
Three storey late-Victorian pub of red brick with ‘The Pear
Tree’ in stone relief at the apex of the building. The U-shaped
bar has an old counter which looks more inter-war than
Victorian. The bar back has three bays, the left of which is a
doorway, and the other two bays contain a fine wooden stand
with etched mirrors and multi-pane upper sections reaching the
ceiling. The fireplace on the left has a carved wood surround
and a 1930s brick interior; and the one on the right also has a
carved wood surround, and a brown tiled interior that could
also be from an inter-war refit. Bar Counter



Hampton
16 High Street, Hampton, TW12 2SJ 
Directions: Off A308 
Tel: (020) 8979 3384 
Email: jane@thejollycoopers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.squiffysrestaurant.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: II

Jolly Coopers 
18th century two-storey and attic building of brown brick, but
interior fittings appear to be mainly as a result of an inter-war
re-fitting. There's etched glass in the widows on either side; a
promontory servery with a canted matchboard panelledcounter;
an attractively framed mirror flanking a corridoropening; and
dado panelling that appears to be inter-war. Anattractive
Georgian fireplace is on the left hand side of theformer saloon
at the rear.

Former Serving Hatch in Saloon
Bar

Hanwell
Green Lane, Hanwell, W7 2PJ 
Tel: (020) 8567 0060 
Email: info@thefoxpub.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thefoxpub.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hanwell) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Fox 
Built by Royal Brewery of Brentford in 1909, and probably
designed by prolific architect T.H. Nowell Parr. Sadly the
partitions that created the separate rooms and off-sales have
long gone, although part survives in the servery area on the
right. A lot of the original fittings survive – the panelled
counter which has been painted cream; a bar-back fitting
facing two sides with mirrored panels; and fixed seating along
the exterior walls. In the rear area is a tiled and wood-surround
fireplace from 1909, minimalist panelling of upright strips and
wooden cornice at two-thirds height. Lots of lovely, colourful
leaded lights survive in the upper parts of the windows.

Left Hand Bar



Hanwell
127 Oaklands Road, Hanwell, W7 2DT 
Tel: (020) 8840 0007 
Email: thegrosvenor.hanwell@redcatpubcompany.com 
Website: https://www.redcatpubcompany.com/pubs/greater-
london/the-grosvenor 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Ealing) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Grosvenor 
A fine pub of 1904 for the Royal Brewery of Brentford,
probably by famous architect T.H. Nowell Parr. Originally at
least four rooms and an off-sales, now reduced to two. Corner
doors lead to the main L-shaped bar. The original counter
remains with a bulbous front and along the base a row of tiles
of different colours, no doubt indicating the extent of the
original spaces. The central door on Oaklands Road may have
led to an off-sales but any partitioning is lost. 

A part-glazed, floor-to-ceiling partition leads to the snug on the
front left. It has a counter and bar-back 

Behind the main bar is a dining area, following the loss of
partitions. Bar staff say there was a counter just beyond the
present counter and it was removed in 2014 – if you look at the
fielded panelling on the partition here and on the back wall it
looks modern as it is different to that on the wall to the right so
it appears a bar-back has also been lost. All the panelling here
has been painted a deep green. The panelling in front of the
toilets is also a modern addition. Good Art Nouveau glazing in
the upper parts of the windows. 

Left Hand Servery



Hanwell
110 Uxbridge Road, Hanwell, W7 3SU 
Tel: (020) 8567 2370 
Email: kingsarms@frontierpubs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.frontierpubs.co.uk/your-local/the-kings-
arms-hanwell-pub/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hanwell) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Kings Arms 
Rebuilt in 1930. Despite alterations in 2017, much of the
original layout and fittings survives. Each external door led toa
separate room, with that in the centre accessing a formersmall
private bar whose position can be seen inside infloorboards set
at right-angles to the prevailing pattern. Left ofthis was the
public bar, behind which was a further room (nowa kitchen).
To the right the two-room arrangement survives(the double
doors between have long gone). Much 1930spanelling
survives, but with the left bar area having simplevertical
panelling, whereas the right part was the 'better' side having
fielded panelling. The treatment of the counter front is
similarly differentiated. Note the 1930s tiling at the foot of the
counter (again different treatment left and right).

Bar Counter & Remaining Screen

Kensington
119 Kensington Church Street, Kensington, W8 7LN 
Tel: (020) 7727 4242 
Email: churchillarms@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.churchillarmskensington.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Shepherd's Bush) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Churchill Arms 
Built in the Victorian era but given a complete internal refit
between the wars, with most of the 1930s work surviving.
Most of the bar counter has panels with triple mouldings round
it, though the smaller, right-hand counter is much plainer. The
walls are extensively panelled and there are a couple of pretty
tiled fireplaces. There are also two sets of snob-screens
mounted on the counter, but it's possible that they were a post
1930s restoration. The windows are very attractive with their
canted bays and charming stained glass details.

Interior



Kensington
40 Holland Street, Kensington, W8 4LT 
Tel: (020) 7937 6382 
Email: elephantandcastle@nicholsonspubs.com 
Website:
https://www.nicholsonspubs.co.uk/restaurants/london/theelephan
tandcastlekensingtonlondon 
Listed Status: Not listed

Elephant & Castle 
Although it may not look particularly ‘historic’, as it is similar
to some other interiors in London, this pub has a remarkably
unchanged (probably late) 1950s refurbishment, which saw
changes to both interior and exterior. Mid Victorian end terrace
building with three floors, built of London brick and stone with
two external doors. This ex Charrington’s pub is now
essentially a single room with a small room/snug to the rear on
the left-hand side and with a small irregular U-shaped bar that
creates a narrow passage to this area. The main feature here is
the protruding Charrington three-sided mirrored bar back with
illuminated panels to the top of each side. There is three
quarter height panelling in a dark stain on most of the walls but
full height with cupboards (some modern) at the rear right
hand side.

Front Bar Servery

Kensington
86 Earls Court Road, Kensington, W8 6EG 
Tel: (020) 7937 8880 
Email: info@hansomcab.london 
Website: https://www.thehansomcab.com/ 
Listed Status: II

Hansom Cab 
Two-storey 1827 pub. It has a classic probably Victorian
counter fitted with brackets and an unusual patterned fascia
beneath the counter top. The three-bay mirrored bar back looks
old and is fitted with glass shelves. The star feature is the
splendid display of timber and etched mirrors on the inner wall
of the rear room. This is a former bar back - the counter has
been removed, thus stranding it. This room also contains an
attractive wooden fireplace with a mirrored overmantel.

Bar Back



Kensington
13 Uxbridge Street, Kensington, W8 7TQ 
Tel: (020) 7792 1362 
Email: theuxbridgearms.kensington@stonegatepubs.com 
Listed Status: Not listed

Uxbridge Arms 
A beerhouse originally dating back to 1836 with numerous
inter-war fittings, with its two front doors leading into an L-
shaped bare wooden floored room on the right. The bar counter
here has an inter-war front (but a modern top), and at the front
right there is 1930s black-painted brick fireplace. On the walls
is a heavy wallpaper (anaglypta?) which is a typically inter-
war treatment used to make the walls appear to be panelled.
This room has been extended to the rear in modern times, with
modern fittings imitating those at the front.

A doorway leads to the small left hand room, that has a carpet
and old dado painted black. The black-painted brick fireplace
looks more likely to be 1950s (than 1930s). The small counter
is more like a hatch and has a counter front that is different to
the right hand side but, like the counter top, looks like 1930s
work.

Servery



Kensington
114 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, W8 7AR 
Tel: (020) 7243 8797 
Email: enquiry@thewindsorcastlekensington.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thewindsorcastlekensington.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Shepherd's Bush) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Windsor Castle 
This plain two-storey late Georgian building was refitted about
1933 and is a remarkable example of Victorian-type drinking
arrangements surviving well into the interwar years. We know
this because there is a plaque in the Sherry Bar which
helpfully explains that the oak used to furnish it was felled
between April 1930 and December 1932. The refitting created
three compartments (named in the contemporary door glass)
separated by screens. That between the Sherry Bar and the
small private bar is a floor-to-ceiling affair with a low service
door. The screen between the private bar and Campden Bar is
much lower. The mahogany bar-back is the sole survivor from
the Victorian era. To the right, and opened up to the Campden
Bar, is a further room (in two parts) known as ‘The Ordinary’,
which may be private quarters brought into pub use in the post-
war era.

Campden Bar



Maida Vale
5A Formosa Street, Maida Vale, W9 1EE 
Tel: (020) 7286 3287 
Email: princealfred@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theprincealfred.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II*

Prince Alfred 
A truly astonishing, unique survivor. The Prince Alfred has the
only peninsula-style servery to retain all of its original 
surrounding drinking areas – no fewer than five of them,
each with its own external entrance. The building went up in
about 1865 but was given a complete refit around 1898.
Outside one can see the exposed ceiling on the ground floorand
how the curvaceous timber and glass screenwork has been
inserted later, cutting across the patterned decoration. Note the
tiles and mosaic in the left-hand entrance. The main space is
divided up by timber and glass screens, all of them with alow
service door for use by, say, pot-boys and cleaners. The
smallest compartment has a set of snob screens, an
extraordinarily rare survival. In the middle of the servery is a
wonderfully tall carved fitment, which is secured to the ceiling
by ironwork. All this late Victorian work gives the pub a
delicate Rococo feel. A refit in 2001 transformed the character
into a café-restaurant establishment at the rear with an over-
prominent kitchen and dining room: the counter was refronted
at this time.

Compartmentalised Interior



Maida Vale
93 Warrington Crescent, Maida Vale, W9 1EH 
Tel: (020) 7286 8282 
Email: warringtonhotel@ewehospitality.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thewarringtonhotel.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) 
Listed Status: II

Warrington Hotel 
This is one of London’s most opulent pubs, built 1857 but
magnificently refitted later, probably in the 1890s. Theglorious
faience-covered columns to the entrance porch and thehuge
mosaic floor bearing the name of the pub give a foretasteof the
riches within. The tiles are from Craven Dunhill'sJackfield
Works at Ironbridge. The main room (right) isspectacular. It
has a grey marble-topped counter withprominent pilasters and
lozenge decoration. Grey marble alsoappears in the arcade
columns marching across the room, thefireplace behind and
two small, bulgy supports to the bar back. 

There is a generously scaled staircase to the first-floor
restaurant. Some of the windows have lively stained glass, that
at the rear with Art Nouveau touches which surely cannot be
before the mid-1890s. Over the servery is a semi-circular
canopy, decorated with Art Nouveau-style paintings of semi-
naked ladies. More such paintings appear on the back wall
(signed ‘Colin Beswick 65’) and side wall. They derive the
salacious, widely-purveyed tale that this place was a brothel.
No doubt illicit close encounters took place here, but any pub
openly acting as a brothel would very quickly have had its
licence withdrawn by the licensing magistrates. 

The left-hand room was once clearly divided with the lowest
status part having simple matchboard wall panelling and an
ornate, much decayed, mirror advertising Bass Pale Ale. The
main entrance has an odd arrangement as it leads directly into
a small space which always seems to have had direct
communication through a screen to the grand lounge. Did it
have a real function or was it just a kind of ante-room to the
great main room and where hotel guests might have checked
in?

Main Bar



Maida Vale
6 Warwick Place, Maida Vale, W9 2PX 
Tel: (020) 7266 0921 
Email: enquiries@warwickcastlemaidavale.com 
Website: https://www.warwickcastlemaidavale.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Warwick Castle 
Built 1846, despite some modernisation, this pleasant and
relaxed pub, tucked away in a quiet side street, still has a good
many Victorian features. Outside, don’t miss the stunningly
prominent iron lamp bracket – it’s a good example of a feature
often employed at Victorian pubs to advertise their presence.
Street lighting was usually poor or non-existent and pub lamps
acted like a beacon for prospective customers. The windows to
the main bar have both strikingly large etched panes and some
small stained glass panelled details. The entrances are
embellished with tiled flooring. Inside, the bar counter is quite
an unusual affair with recessed panels, bold ornate brackets
and a prominently projecting top tier. The bar-back, however,
is modern but in keeping. The walls are largely covered in
match-board panelling above which is a delicate frieze.

Servery



North Kensington
19 Kilburn Lane, North Kensington, W10 4AE 
Tel: (020) 8969 0098 
Email: bookings@theparadise.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theparadise.co.uk/ 
Listed Status: Not listed

Paradise by Way of Kensal Green 
Late Victorian three-storey corner site building of red-brown
brick. There's a good moulded (Lincrusta?) ceiling; a frieze
around the room, as well as some fielded panelling, and the
panelled bar counter (with a modern zinc top) and two barback
fittings may be old. In the rear dining room the wallshave
fielded panelling that looks inter-war, and there's also agood
unused wood surround fireplace. Perhaps the mostinteresting
feature here is in the external lobby where there's aceramic
panel in bas relief of a scantily-clad lady grape-picking.

Tiled Panel in Porch



Northolt
674 Whitton Avenue West, Northolt, UB5 4LA 
Tel: (020) 8423 6169 
Email: p7337@jdwetherspoon.co.uk 
Website: https://www.jdwetherspoon.com/pubs/all-
pubs/england/london/the-greenwood-hotel-northolt 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Northolt Park) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Greenwood Hotel 
A large and little-altered 'improved public house' built in the
late 1930s in the Neo-Georgian style for Courage & Co. It was
impressively restored by Wetherspoons and reopened in 2016
after a six year closure. The main bar on the left retains its
original bar counter, the end section being reinstated by
Wetherspoons. The bar back is also largely as is most of the
wall panelling. Two fireplaces survive, one being especially
stylish with its mosaic tiling and Art Deco wood surround.Note
the adverts on the windows. The middle Lounge has been
somewhat opened out to the main bar but also retains its
curved inter-war bar counter and Art Deco back fitting. The
room is lit by a leaded glass skylight and also has old wood
panelling and another fine fireplace. The former off-sales is
now a snug. The Green Room is also on this side of the pub,
keeping its original bar counter and bar back albeit with the
former now acting as a long table for customers. The former
Assembly Room has become yet another seating area with the
stage still in position.

Lounge Bar Servery



Notting Hill
17 Needham Road, Notting Hill, W11 2RP 
Tel: (020) 7229 1550 
Email: info@cockandbottlew11.com 
Website: https://www.cockandbottlew11.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Cock & Bottle 
This friendly, street-corner pub built in 1850 has one
outstanding feature – a bar-back of exceptional ornateness. It
has a series of round columns with florid Corinthian capitals
below a broad frieze terminating in a band of ornament. The
various round-headed projections on the columns have long
been a mystery. Near the bottom of each is also a short round
stub. And if you take a close look at the servery you’ll see ithas
been cut back around the modern opening to the innerroom. A
column has been removed. On the underside of thecornice
you’ll spot a hole. It’s possible that all this means thatthere was
once a gravity-feed system for spirits and wines(housed above
the bar) which were fed down the pipes in thehollow columns
to cocks on the stubs. Note also the prettystained glass panels
of swans which relate to the old name of the pub which
changed in the late 1980s. The snob screens to the rear room
are a modern bit of re-Victorianisation.

Bar Back

Notting Hill
179 Portobello Road, Notting Hill, W11 2ED 
Tel: (020) 7727 6727 
Email: dukeofwellington@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thedukeofwellingtonpub.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Duke of Wellington 
Built in 1860 for Finch's, much remains from the late 19th
Century. A vestibule on the right has three cut and etched
narrow panels on one side; two full screens and some short
ones still survive in the pub, as well as more etched and frosted
panels. The room has wall panelling to about two-thirds height
and, along with the partitions, it has been painted turquoise.
The late island bar counter has a panelled front, although
rubbed down to the bare wood, and the bar back has some
vestiges of the original fitting.

Rear of Island Bar Servery



Notting Hill
96 Ladbroke Grove, Notting Hill, W11 1PY 
Tel: (020) 7229 5663 
Email: elgin@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.theelginnottinghill.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Shepherd's Bush) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Elgin 
Although spectacular Victorian ornamentation can be found
throughout the pub, the star performer is the room screened off
from the corner bar by an exuberant timber and glass screen
which is itself a wonder to behold. The bar-back displays a rare
richness with its gilded mirrors and frieze of bas-relief apples.
On the side wall are coloured tile strips and more gilded
mirrors. The large lounge at the back has fine rounded counter
and dado panelling. What a pity about the cheap modern
replacement bar back in the corner bar.

Left Bar

Notting Hill
26 Norland Road, Notting Hill, W11 4TR 
Tel: (020) 3602 1417 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Shepherd's Bush) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Stewart Arms 
1930s brick construction situated in a pedestrianised street.
The pub still retains a three-roomed layout – rare in London.

On the right is the lounge bar that has a counter that appears to
be 1930s, but has 1960s button leatherette frontage added
although retaining its 1930s tiled trough around the base. Note
the tall narrow screen attached to the bar – has this been re-
positioned? The good tiled and wood surround fireplace looks
1930s with a beveled mirror panel in the mantelpiece. The
island-style ‘gantry’ back fitting is streamline late 1930s style
at the top; fridges have replaced lower shelves. 

The small room, ‘private bar’?, in the middle has a doorway in
and out and another original bar counter with 1960s button
leatherette frontage added. The left hand public bar has the
same original bar counter with 1960s button leatherette
frontage added and the fixed seating might be old.

Interior



Paddington
24 Craven Terrace, Paddington, W2 3QH 
Tel: (020) 7262 5240 
Email: mitrelancastergate@youngs.co.uk 
Website: https://www.mitrelancastergate.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Mitre 
Despite much wall and screen removal, there is still much of
interest to see here, especially in the fine glasswork. Built
1859, the Mitre occupies a triangular corner site and has an
unusual pair of slightly curved doors at the angle, leading to an
attractive little lobby where the pub name appears on the inner
door. Before going in, the windows are worth a look for the
unusual ironwork in the uprights and sub-Gothic tracery. Very
sadly the glass has been replaced with plain sheets. The most
impressive work is on the right-hand side with mosaic flooring
at the entrance, which stretches back into two more panels. In
this area is an excellent display of etched, cut and orange-
coloured glass, including a door panel advertising the ‘ladies
bar’. This shows how some pubs at the end of the 19th century
were starting to provide a secure environment for respectable
women who previously would have regarded the pub as
completely out of bounds. Other glass advertises a billiard
room (which seems to have been upstairs) and a saloon, which
has a small skylight.

Servery



Paddington
10A Strathearn Place, Paddington, W2 2NH 
Tel: (020) 7724 1191 
Email: thevictoria@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.victoriapaddington.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Victoria 
This Fuller’s-owned, corner-site pub has spectacular early
fittings. Such was the amount of pub renovation from the end
of the 19th century that any earlier fittings are incredibly rare.
At the Victoria 1864 is suggested by the date on the clock
behind the bar: as such they make up one of the oldest,securely
datable Victorian pub-furnishing schemes in thecountry. We
even know the man responsible for the workbecause, below the
clock, is the inscription, ‘S. Hill Fitter NewSt. Boro’ Rd.
Southwark’ (the clock is also signed by localclock-maker ‘Wm
C. Mansell’). The back fitting, together witha side wall, has
large mirrors with really intricate gilding andcoloured
decoration (one of the panels has been replaced and itis not
hard to work out which). In the angle of the building is a
delicate Regency-style fireplace containing a print of a famous
picture of 1846 by F. X. Winterhalter of Queen Victoria,
Prince Albert and their numerous progeny. The counter is no
doubt original to 1864. The prints of soldiers, tiles with
Dickens characters and various roundels have been suggested
as insertions from the 1960s or 1970s. In Victorian times the
interior would have been divided: the two outside doors give
the clue. The decorative ceiling is made of Lincrusta. Upstairs
the Theatre Bar has ornate fittings imported from the Gaiety
Theatre about 1958.

Interior



St. Margarets
28 Winchester Road, St. Margarets, TW1 1LF 
Tel: (020) 8892 1972 
Email: turkshead@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.turksheadtwickenham.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (St Margarets (London))
and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Turks Head 
Imposing corner pub built in 1902 (by TH Nowell Parr for
Fullers Brewery?). It retains the original panelled bar counter,
the walls of the whole pub have original fielded panelling to
two-thirds height, and on the left is a trademark TH Nowell
Parr wide arch. On the far right on the Winchester Road side is
a lobby with floor to ceiling glazed brick – dark brown on the
dado and cream above. The door here has a circular ‘Private’
Edwardian deep etched glass panels. There are more original
doors and stained glass windows throughout. Main Room

Twickenham
15 Staines Road, Twickenham, TW2 5BG 
Tel: (020) 8894 7468 
Email: info@thesussexarms.co.uk 
Website: https://www.thesussexarmstwickenham.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Strawberry Hill) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Sussex Arms 
Rebuilt in the inter-war period this brick and rendered two-
storey pub remains a number of its original fittings. The main
front bar (originally three rooms or two rooms and off sales)
has fielded panelling on the walls to two-thirds height. The
panelled bar counter might be from the 1930s and the bar back
fitting looks 1930s work with some changes. The room has a
bare wood floor and on the right is a 1930s brick fireplace. The
doorway on the rear left looks inter-war and leads to a small
room with new fittings. Lots of leaded windows with colourful
shields.

Interior



West Ealing
2 Scotch Common, West Ealing, W13 8DL 
Tel: (020) 8991 7820 
Email: thedukeofkent@fullers.co.uk 
Website: https://www.dukeofkent.co.uk/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Castle Bar Park) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Duke Of Kent 
An imposing suburban Fuller’s house rebuilt in 1929 todesigns
by the excellent pub architect T H Nowell Parr anddominated
externally by three gables on the rendered frontage.Although
the pub has been modernised internally the original
arrangements are still very much in evidence, especially along
the front. Here there are three distinct rooms with internal
partitions, the pair on the right even retaining a doorway
between them. Needless to say each of the rooms had its own
external entrance. The wall panelling remains as does the bar
counter although the fitting behind seems a modern
replacement. In the windows there is some very typical,
attractive dimpled glass that was popular with pub-builders
around 1930. At the rear the counter is original. The back parts
were extended in 1934 by Hall Jones & Partners to Parr’s
design. There is a large, hemispherical skylight but there has
been extensive opening up and the spaces are now rather
confused. However, they offer a pleasant prospect over the
large garden. The pub was known as the Kent Hotel until 2003.

Servery



West Ealing
2 Leighton Road, West Ealing, W13 9EP 
Tel: (020) 8567 1654 
Email: info@theforesterealing.com 
Website: https://www.theforesterealing.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (West Ealing) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Forester 
One of England’s finest Edwardian pubs, built in 1909 for the
Royal Brewery, Brentford, and designed by well-known pub
architect, T. H. Nowell Parr (cf. the Angel, Hayes [78]). It
displays a distinct shift away from late Victorian opulent glitz
to something more restrained. Behind the frontages, with their
prominent gables and columned porticoes, lie five splendid
intact rooms, all with good-quality mahogany and oak
woodwork which was supplied by Maples. There are two
public bars (on the corner and the next room along Leighton
Road), the saloon and, at the back, a restaurant: even theformer
off-sales along Seaford Street remains, albeit disused.The only
major changes are the loss of double doors betweensome
rooms and the insertion of loos at the north end of themain
public bar. There is a good deal of attractive stained glass. The
bell-pushes in the saloon are interesting, as such things are
exceedingly rare in London pubs, so is this why one of them is
labelled ‘BELL’ to avoid any doubt!?

Left Bar



Closed Pubs
The following pubs would have been main entries in this guide had they currently been open

Greater London Central
London
66 Fleet Street, Temple, London, EC4Y 1HT 
Tel: (020) 7583 6470 
Website: http://www.thetipperarypub.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (City Thameslink) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Tipperary 
Claimed as London’s first Irish pub, the Tipperary was taken
over by Mooney’s of Dublin in 1895 who promptly refitted
this small establishment under architect R L Cox. You will
spot the Mooney’s lettering at the front doorstep and the
shamrock-embellished mosaic running down the right-hand
side floor in an attempt to establish the Irish credentials. Some
Irishness lives on with plenty of Guinness sold, a big thing
being made of St Patrick’s Day, and, of course, the survival of
Mooney’s late Victorian interior. On the ground floor there is a
single, long bar stretching away from the street that was once
lined with boozy newspaper reporters. It’s fully panelled on the
right-hand side, has a servery on the left with a carved bar-
back and has a pair of magnificent glass panels advertising
stout and whisky. They are signed ‘H West, Houghton Street,
Strand, WC’. Given that it’s the Irish spirit that is promoted
you may be surprised by the spelling. We think of Scottish
whisky but Irish whiskey but there was no such convention
until well into the 20th century – hence we get Jameson’s
‘whisky’ here. The upstairs bar is known as the Boar’s Head
Bar after the original name of the pub – it only acquired its
present title after 1918 to commemorate the Great War song.

Interior From Front



Greater London East
Hackney
165 Mare Street, , Hackney, E8 3RH 
Tel: (020) 8985 3727 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hackney Downs) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Dolphin 
Although altered internally, the great thing here is the amazing
wall-tiling, installed perhaps in the 1890s by W.B. Simpson &
Sons who tiled many a London pub. The star feature is the
right-hand wall which lined a former corridor (see evidence of
it on the floor). There are blue and white tiles with pairs of
birds and swirling Arabesque patterns, but near the entrance is
a vast tile panel depicting the legend of Arion, a young Greek
who, having been captured by murderous pirates, was saved
from death by a friendly dolphin. On the other side, a panel by
the entrance depicts Diana the Huntress: then come more blue
and white bird-and-foliage panels. The servery fittings seem
original although the superstructure on the stillion in the centre
seems modern. At the rear-left is a separate room although its
panelling seems modern. Other screenwork shows how the
front part of the pub would have been divided into separate
drinking spaces.

Left Side



Ilford
553 High Road, , Ilford, IG1 1TZ 
Directions: On A118 
Tel: (020) 8553 2300 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Cauliflower 
Dating from the great pub boom around 1900 and still has the
vestiges of a truly wonderful interior. Immediately by the
main entrance is a screen with a wide round arch in a timber
and glass surround which provides a subdivision in the front
part of the pub. The large servery caters to all parts of the pub.
In the middle it has an ornate stillion stretching right up to the
high, decorated ceiling and incorporating a built-in clock and a
lovely small, glazed-in Publican's Office. The counter carriesa
couple of brass water dispensers  for diluting spirits. The
stillion and right-hand side wall of the rear area have splendid
etched and polished glass while one of two skylights survivesat
the rear (though now with horrid modern glass and boarded
over).

Right Bar

Manor Park
616 Romford Road, , Manor Park, E12 5AF 
Tel: (020) 7478 7400 
Listed Status: II

Earl Of Essex 
Edwardian corner pub of 1902 by architects W E Trent and
Henry Poston, retaining three distinct areas gathered round a
central servery. The large room fronting High Street North is
split by a timber and glass screen but originally it would have
been further subdivided. The least-altered part is the private
bar off Romford Road and although not in pub use retains its
fittings, even down to a glazed display cabinet. The large area
behind it was probably a billiards room. The original servery
fittings include an unusual bar-back with sub-Jacobean detail,
built-in clock and mirrored panels. There is also good ceiling
decoration, a little etched glass and three very striking
fireplaces.

Interior



Greater London North
London
492 West Green Road, South Tottenham, London, N15 3DA 
Tel: (020) 8888 5457 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Hornsey) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Green Gate 
 

UPDATE 2022 : Interior ruined during recent refurbishment.
The former description is shown below.

A former Mann Crossman Reid inter-war pub with three
storeys of mainly brick. The main space has dado fielded
panelling that looks 1930s and retains two fireplaces of 1930s
brick, painted black. The bar has a good bar back with the
lower shelving surviving. The small middle bar has a panelled
bar counter, a good 1930s mirrored bar back (but the mirrors
look more post-war); and a fielded panelled dado.

 

Front Bar Servery



Greater London North West
Cricklewood
142-152 Cricklewood Broadway, , Cricklewood, NW2 3ED 
Tel: (020) 8452 4175 
Email: info.crown@claytonhotels.com 
Website: https://www.claytoncrownhotel.com/ 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Cricklewood) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: II

Crown London Hotel 
A grand Jacobean-style pub of 1899-1900 by the Cannon
Brewery of Clerkenwell. The architects were Shoebridge &
Rising and most of the design work on the Crown is supposed
to be by the 43-year-old architect Henry Whiteman Rising
(1856-1936). He had started as a joiner in Lowestoft and his
pub designs were noted for their excellent woodwork and
complex bar fittings. It received a massive refurbishment after
being purchased by the Moran Group, an Ireland-based pub
and hotel company, in 1998 which saw the rear of the hotel
being gutted and also a 152-room hotel built to the right and
which opened in 2001. The two are linked by a glass and
concrete structure. However, the original public bar at the front
and lounge on the right of the original building are little altered
since 1900.

Lobby



Kentish Town
2 Southampton Road, , Kentish Town, NW5 4HX 
Tel: (020) 7485 3106 
Email: nolimitcamden@gmail.com 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kentish Town) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Lord Southampton 
A prominent corner-site community local, this was given a
major refit between the wars, as indicated outside by the buff
and mottled dark blue faïence facing. Although the dividing
walls were progressively cut through between about 1973 and
1986, you can still gain a good sense of how the pub was laid
out half a century or more ago. There were three rooms, each
with its own external doorway and also an off-sales area
entered from Grafton Terrace which remained in use until the
late 1970s. There are plenty of inter-war features, including
extensive wall panelling, exposed timbers in the ceilings (to
create an ‘olde worlde’ effect) and the bar counter and back
fitting. The most intact part of the Lord Southampton is the left-
hand rear area, which forms an intimate panelled space with its
own glazed hatch to the servery. It’s here that the door to the
gents’ leads off and into something unusual – a steel bridge
spanning a small, enclosed yard below.

Snug



Greater London South East
Kennington
355 Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, Kennington, SE11 5QY 
Tel: (020) 7793 7524 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Vauxhall) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Royal Oak 
Rebuilt in 1891 this single storey small corner pub with
balustrade that, apart from losing internal divisions, is little
changed for many years. It has a fine five-bay mirrored back
fitting with a central ballustraded bay. There is an old bar
counter curved at both ends. Along the exterior walls are good
seating bays of indeterminate age. Note the 1920s ‘Bass on
Draught’ with the red triangle on exterior windows and also
the ‘To Ladies & Gentlemen’s Toilets’ blue etched and frosted
glass panel in the door at the rear. Half timbering on the walls
was presumably added in the 1960s. Good leaded lights above
exterior windows.

Bar Back

New Cross
184 New Cross Road, , New Cross, SE14 5AA 
Tel: (020) 7358 0605 
Email: info@whitehartse14.com 
Website: https://www.whitehartse14.com/ 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale and Real Cider 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (New Cross Gate) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

White Hart 
Built c.1870 of three-storeys by Watney’s Brewery of London
stock brick with a tiled ground floor. The interior is now open-
plan and through an impressive wide arch with brackets spaced
regularly along it is an area at the rear on a lower level and
with no old fittings. There are two cast iron columns with
elaborate capitals painted gold within the servery and some
original ceiling decoration remains.

The original bar back fitting remains substantially intact, and
has two-sides with five bays on the right including some very
old and aged looking mirrors. There is a suspended clock with
a carved surround including ‘1874’; the bar counter is original
although two small sections on the far right (one served the
rear function room) were lost in changes in 2000.

Interior



Greater London South West
Battersea
21 Bradmead, 133 Battersea Park Road, , Battersea, SW8 4AG 
Tel: None 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Battersea Park) and
Bus Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Flanagan's of Battersea 
UPDATE 2021 

Demolished May 2021 to make way for student flats 

The former description is shown below 

An attractive, inter-war brick pub on a street corner facing the
Battersea Dogs & Cats Home. The interior is now a single
space but retains is original counter, panelling and wooden
surrounds to the fireplaces. The extensive panelling gives it a
very pleasant, comfortable feel. Within the servery is a dumb
waiter worked by ropes. The pub faces the threat of demolition
in the face of the extensive redevelopment of the area around
Battersea Power Station.

Exterior

Brixton
142 Loughborough Road, , Brixton, SW9 7LL 
Tel: None 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Loughborough Junction) 
Listed Status: Not listed

Hero of Switzerland 
Amazing! There are few pubs surviving today from around
1960 that give such a clear impression of how local,
community establishments were looked in the relatively early
post-war years. Here we have two rooms, the public bar on the
left, the lounge on the right either side of a servery. The
difference is expressed for example in the plainish timber front
to the public bar counter and the plusher, padded panel version
on the other side. Other features typical of the time to note are
the high-level, horizontal planks covering parts of the public
bar area (a very popular idea at the time) and the strips of high-
level lighting illuminating each bar. A particular delight is the
survival of the mosaic flooring fringing the counter in the
lounge with its rounded, very c. 1960 decorative elements.

Saloon Bar



Greater London West
Acton
211 High Street, , Acton, W3 9DD 
Tel: (020) 8992 5151 
Listed Status: Not listed

Six Bells 
Late Victorian pub built by Isleworth Brewery Ltd. in 1887 and in the inter-war period a
building was erected to the left. It still retains a three-room layout. On the left are two inter-war
counters and two decent quality bar backs. On the right is a bar back where the lower part is
old, but the top section is modern as is the bar counter. There is an inter-war fireplace in the
rear left room.



Hammersmith
20 Macbeth Street, , Hammersmith, W6 9JJ 
Tel: None 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Kensington (Olympia)) 
Listed Status: II

Hope & Anchor 
UPDATE 2020.

Still closed. An application for a lawful development 
certificate for residential use was refused in 2017 and 
dismissed at appeal in early 2018. 

UPDATE 2016: Closed July 2012 and become a private 
residence on the upper floors. As of January 2015 the 
Council stated that officers would be keeping an eye on the 
building to make sure that a lawful change of use to a 
single dwelling house does not occur by default through 
any residential occupation of the ground floor for a period 
of four years or more. 

Description before it closed.

This drinkers’ local is a good example of a largely unaltered,
modest Truman’s pub of about 1930. Planned as part of a
housing development, it retains its separate public bar and
saloon. The former is the larger but in terms of fittings there is
little to differentiate them. Both have wall panelling and fixed
seats and the counters are the same plain, panelled designwhile
both bar-backs each have an Art Deco clock. Many pubshad
spittoon troughs in front of bar counters and that in thesaloon
bar here is an excellent example. This trough has timber
edging and is lined with brown and white chequered tiles.
There’s even a small opening at the counter corner to sweep
the bits and pieces together. 

Saloon Bar



Hayes End
697 Uxbridge Rd, , Hayes End, UB4 8HX 
Tel: None 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Angel 
An elegant neo-Georgian roadhouse rebuilt for Fullers in 1926
to designs by well-known pub architect T.H. Nowell Parr (cf.
the Forester, West Ealing [84]). It was extended at the rear
right in 1937 and also in about 1970 when a verandah was
incorporated on the west side. The original layout of four bars,
plus an off-sales between the two front ones, survives very
much intact, clustering round the central servery which
contains a publican’s office . This lack of change may be due
to the fact that the licensee remained in post from 1967 right
through to 2010. At the front left is the public bar which
communicates with a rear room (the double doors have gone)
known as the Meal Room where, no doubt, guests staying in
the letting bedrooms would have eaten. On the right is the
saloon (labelled lounge on its rear door). To its rear is the
Luncheon Room. There are some 1920s fireplaces while the
beamed ceilings are a typical feature of Parr’s work. There are
doors in the original counters. There are a few modern
additions such as the tawdry canopy over the public bar
counter and the counter in the Meal Room (these seems like
work of about 1970).

Public Bar



Maida Vale
46 Chippenham Road, , Maida Vale, W9 2AF 
Tel: None 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Paddington) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Squirrel 
UPDATE 2021 

Closed in 2018 and converted to a pharmacy/housing in 
2021 

The former description is shown below 

A prominent corner-site Victorian pub which underwent a
major refurbishment in 2005. The central serving area remains,
albeit with changes for food service, although the Victorian
counter survives. On the left-hand side (approached from the
Chippenham Road entrance) there are some impressive
reminders from Victorian days. The mosaic floor announces
the former name of the pub and there are some mirror and
floral tile strips on the left-hand wall. There is some fine
mahogany wall panelling and also three stained glass panels,
probably re-sited. The central one has a girl playing a lyre.

Update 2014: Refurbished and renamed the Squirrel, it has lost
some of its historic fittings and the Victorian counter has been
painted a pastel shade of grey.

Rear Area



South Ealing
222 South Ealing Road, , South Ealing, W5 4RL 
Tel: (020) 8758 1879 
Email: info@ealingparktavern.com 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Brentford) and Bus Stop 
Listed Status: II

Ealing Park Tavern 
An epic pub the main body of which is as published in a design
of 1885 by architect Frederick William Lacey of Brentford. It
was expanded between 1914 and 1935, probably in the 1920s,
both with the single-storey hall along South Ealing Road and
further building on Carlyle Road. A tour might start outside
with the highly impressive recessed porch framed by a timber
arch with bulgy columns and monograms of the founders, the
Royal Brewery (Brentford) Ltd, which ceased production in
1923. This porch has lovely green tiling and Art Nouveau-style
lettering advertising the saloon, which is also named on the
brass door plate. The much modernised main bar fronts Carlyle
Road and has a long counter with a raked front. Behind comes
a room with two-thirds height panelling. On the right of the
main entrance is a lovely room with still more wall panelling.

Interior

Teddington
38 Field Lane, , Teddington, TW11 9AS 
Tel: (020) 8274 1877 
Email: thebuildersarms@hotmail.co.uk 
Real Ale & Cider: Real Ale 
Public Transport: Near Railway Station (Teddington) and Bus
Stop 
Listed Status: Not listed

Builders Arms 
Built in Edwardian times, the pub consists of two rooms. The
public bar, entered off Field Lane, is by far the smaller of the
two while the saloon stretches back along Bridgeman Road.
Both of them have some delightfully detailed glazing with
pretty green leaves and other motifs. Both rooms also have
beamed ceilings which were intended to create an ‘olde
worlde’ effect. The public bar has an unusual semi-circular-
shaped counter and an individualistically detailed bar-back.
The counter in the saloon is straight and, with the bar-back,
looks as though it might be an inter-war replacement. A
prominent Tudor-style arch spans the width of the saloon. A
charming detail is the Art Nouveau-style spear-like recesses
carved in the panelling which are probably a unique feature in
pub ornamentation. There are two original fireplaces.

Bar




